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CB.APTER I

INTRODUCTION
The problem -

This study seeks to present a history of the

Teacher Organiza.tions which have functioned in Utah from 1860 to
19L~9.

Since 18()2 their association has been knm..rn as the Utah

Education Association.
The purpose -- This study is a phase of the history of
education and as such shares in the purposes claimed for such
studies.

.A statement of general purposes of such studies is as

fo11ot']8 :

1. To gain a knowledge of the history of the Utah Educa-

tion Association as an important part of the professional training
of the teacher or the school administrator.
2. The history of education is an ally in the scientific
study of education rather than a competitor.
to avoid the mistakes of the past.

It enables teachers

It serves to present the edu-

cational ideals and standards of other times.

3. The necessity for adequate interpretation of the history
.
. 1
of education is emphasized by E. H. Knlght:

IE. U. Knight, Education in the United States, Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1934..
9. 38.

2
~Che history of education enables the
educational worker to deteot fads and frills
in Ivhatever form they may appear, and it
serves as a necessary preliminar~T to educational reform.

4. One of the purposes in making this study was to deterIl1ine l..rhat the Utah Education Association contributes to the

classroom teachers of Utah.

5. It has been requested

by the National Education

Association that a study be made of the history of the Utah
Education Association.
Delimitations -- The problem is limited to a study of
the influences, objectives, and events which have been most
significant in the origin and development of the above named
association.

'11he study does not include a complete history of

all the legislative aotivities attempted and sponsored by the
Association nor is i-t a complete record of all t.he happenings of
the institutes listed, as that problem is of sufficient scope to
justify a separate investigation.

Sources of Data -- The sources for this invest.igation from
which the historical material was compiled were found in the files
and records in the office of the Utah Education Association, and in
the available proceedings of the Utah Education ;3chool Journal,
and in the Annual Reports of the State Superintendent of Schools
of Utah.

Original letters in the forB of documents, minutes of

meetings of the organization, stenographically report-,ed interviews,

and ne14spaper accounts from the Salt Lake Tribune and

'rel~!,am

gave

the history and the happenings of state meetings of the Association.

Personal interviews with former presidents of the DEA, along
with other leading educators of the State, were also sources of
information and m.aterial secured.

Thus the writer was able to ob-

tain authentic interprete.tions of actions that have been entered
bu-(j briefly in the records and to secure information on items and
developments which induced the Association to follow certain courses
of action.
Netho9, of. tr~_~_~ment -- F'rom the nature of the sources available , it is evident tha t the method s employed in dea ling \"Ji th the
problem are those most generally characterized as historical and
documentary.
The particu13r aspects of the history of the Association that
are to be discussed follow:
II. Early Attempts of Teachers to Organize in Utah,
1947-l892
III. A History of the Utah Education Association,
1892-1949
IV. The Official Nagazine of the Association

v.

The State Conventions of the Association

VI. The Constitution and Code of Ethics of the
Association
VII~

Legislative Activities Sponsored by Teacher
Organizations
Territorial Teacher Sponsored Legislative
Activities
Legislative Procedure within the UEA
U:r~A Influence on State Legislation,

1901-1949

4
VIII. The promotion of Professionalism by the DEA
IX. Summary and Conclusions
Summary
Conclusions

x.

Bibliography

XI. Appendix
Topics Discussed and Speakers Annual Heetings
of Utah state Education Association 1907-1947
Constitution and Code of Ethics of Utah Teachers'
Associations

CHAPTER II
E&.1i.LY

AT'rEI\'1P~eS

OF 'rEACHERS '1'0

OR.GA~JIZE

IN UTAH

1847-1892
This study would not be complete without getting into the
earlier history of the Association preceding the establishing of
the utah Education Association.
tian appeared to be a

nelrl

TvJhile the Utah

~l!.:ducation

Associa-

organization at the time of its formal

inauguration, in reality it was preceded

by and based upon n1.llnerous

other attempts for local and territorial organizations.
Immediately after the founding of Salt Lake City in 1847,
scientific, literary, and religious societies began to organize
for the benefit of the school teachers of the Territory of Utah,
as well as for all the people '-Iho desired to attend the meetings.
Some of the more prominent societies were the Universal Scientific
Society, the Polysophical Society, and the Deseret Theological Institute.

Everyone of these received the full support of Brigham Young.
The intention of establishing a musewu, a library, and

8:

reading room was announced by the Universal Scientific Society.2
They asked help from the Chancellor and Board of Regents of the
University of Deseret.

This society had weekly meetings "lhere

were discussed scientific and historical subjects.

Governor Brigham

2J • N. Coyner, Utah Educational Journal, Vol. I, July,. 1875, .. p. , 7.

6
Young, while addressing the society in the Sixteenth 'Hard in 1855,
made this statement:
"He vlish you to go ahead and to organize this society.
Elect good officers and have lectures on every branch of science
as often as possible."
A part of the Society's constitution was also read:
lIArt. II -- Object: The improvement and elevation of the
intellectual powers and pursuits of its members; the first by having
lectures and paper3 on every branch of useful arts and sciences; the
second through the use of a good library and reading-room; third by
collection, by obtaining instruments and apparatus to assist in the
advance of arts and sciences and by every means within their reach. n]
In 1855 the Deseret Theological Insti'tute was organized

and did much to encourage the establishing of libraries in the
ecclesiastical wards of the territory.

The organization grew into

the Salt Lake Literary and Scientific Society ,..1'hioh contributed
"~;)60,OOO to the University of Utah. 4

The year 1855 was an important one for education in Utah.
The cultural developments had a. tendency to divert pioneers from
their hardships.

There was an organization at the Utah capital

of a number of education organizations.

Some of these were the

Philharmonic, Polysophical, Musical, ald Deseret Theological

Institute.

The acquisition of foreign languages wa s ::srea tly en-

couraged.

The horticultural Society, which vIas the forerunner of

3 LeRoy Eugene Cowles, Organization and Administration of
Education in Utah, University of Utah, 1927. p. 101.

4Utah Educational Review, Vol. XI, September, 1917.

p. 27.

7
the Deseret Agricultural and

~·ianufa.cturing

have a long and useful career.

Society, was destined to

The people hungered for mental

nourishment.

The distinctive characteristic of the Utah school system Has
the extent to which it

t.fas

permeated by Harmon religious thought and

coloring.
The census for 1860 shows the public school system of Utah
to be superior to those in the other territories as to t.he number
of schools maintained, the number of teachers employed, and the
number of pupils attending.

Seven thousand nine hundrecl and forty-

four pupils attended U"tiah schools during tihe year 1859 and 1860.

There were fewer people that could neither read nor Hrite in the
Utah Terri tory than in any of the other ~eerri tories. 5
October 29, 1860, thirteen years after the arrival of the
first Mormon pioneers in Utah, the Deseret School Teachers' Associa-

tion was formed. 6

Its objectives were to promote the advancement

Dnd to concentrate t.he efforts of the school teachers in Salt Lake
City and to cooperate "'lith the societies of a similar character
throughout the

'l'erritor~1.

It was also the ambition of t.he group

to set as their goa 1 uniformity in connection \-li th the practice of
school teaching.

This goal \.Jas to be attained by means of lectu:res,

lessons, essays, readings, illustrations, and criticisms.

6Editoria1 in the Deseret lJe1.Js, Vol. X No. 35. October 31,

1860.

p. 280.

8
According to the report of Superintendent H. O. Riggs,?
the first teachers! assooia.tion in Utah was organized in Salt
Lake City in 1860.

A brief of the first Teachers' Association

Constitution is listed in the Appendix of this study.
The officers of this organization were as follows,S
Orson Pratt, Jr., president; James Cobb, G. W. Mousley, vice-.;o

president; W. Willes, secretary; H. W. Church, treasurer.
Thus we see that even as early as 1860 a complete teaeherst
organization l..,ras effected.
The next educational convention of note was held in Fort
Ephraim on November 15, 1861.9

This meeting was oalled so that

the designs of the educational leaders might be more fully
complished.

ac~

It consisted of all the teachers and trustees in

the Oounty of Sanpete.

The results of the convention were evi....,

den oed by nine significant resolutions that were then adopted.

A

summary of these resolutions f0110'lIS:

1.

They were to use all influence possible in the promoting

of the eduoation of the children of Sanpete County.
2.

A oonvenient sohool house should be erected in each

district.

7H• O. Riggs, Biennial Report,
of Schools, 1876, P. 58.

Territorial Superintendent

8

Personal correspondence of the author, letter from J. C.
Moffitt, August 6, 1946.
9Editorial in the Deseret Evening News, November 16, 1861.

9
3. The teachers would not be patronized unless they obtained
a certiifica te of qnalifications plus a recomrnsndat.ion from. some re-

spectable citizen, recommending ,them for their morality and honesty.

4. In each of their district,s the school trustees were to have
complete jurisdiction over all the schools.

5. They recognized the fact that a good teanher was worth
high wages and agreed to procure the most competent teachers available and see that they were paid well for their services. IO

6. Provision was made for the ways in lJhich the building and
improvements were to be decided upon.

The voice of the people, in

a general school meeting, was to dictate the method.

7. At the close of each term of teD,ching there "'as to be
a public examination of each school in the county, by the county
Superint3ndent, assisted by the trustees in their respective districts.

8. The selection of the school books should be made as
uniformly as possible by the trustees from the respective districts.

9. Copies of all the resolutions were to be sent to each
school district in the county and should be given t.he people for
their consideratioh.
Before adjourning the convention provided for another

meeting at Fort Ephraim on the last Saturday in Harch, 1862.
Another educational meeting of great importance 1"Jent d01-m
in newspaper history as the Territorial Teachers t Association.

lOIbid.

10
This Association grew out of the convention of 1862. 11

The meet-

ings were to be annual and this particular meeting was for the

election of officers.

Dr. J. R. Park was elected President; W. N.

Dusenberry and R. L. Campbell, Vice-Presidents; J .L. HEnJlins,
Se ere tary;

o. H. Riggs,. Carr e spending Se cr etary; and Karl G. Ha e ser ,

Treasurer.
The newly-elected president, J. R. Park, took the chair
for -'Ghe afternoon session.

The addresses delivered on the various

aspects of the educational system then in operation, were delivered
by Professor1tJ. N. Dusenberry and Professor 1. }:'. Hoenoh.
Unlike the other two early educational meetings which have
been discussed, mention is made of some visitors who vlere not members

of the association, but who \'Jere in attendance.

Elder Orson Pratt

is one that the article specifically mentioned.
As a result of this meeting the next legislature was petitioned to secure a more thorough organization and supervision
of public schools of the territory.

Also at this meeting a com-

mittee "las formed and their report on the study of school law was

accepted.

In 1862 the Universal Scientific Society announced a course
of lectures for the teachers and the general public.

of lectures was the following:

The program

"Circulation of Blood,n "Nodern

'.(Iheo1"ie8 of Chemistry, tI "'rravels of the Children of Israel, If

11'~Editorial, II Deseret EVening i.\Jevls, Vol. (October 2,

1873.) No. 265.

11

"The Atmosphere. II

Among -the lecturers were President Joseph Ym.mg,

Henry1i. Naisbltt, Bartlett Tripp, and Eli B. Kelsey.12

In connection with the Normal department at the University
of Deseret, a model school for the training of teachers of tha.t
Territory

~las

opened in 1867.

A new interest was created in the

work of the schools, and this was fol101..Jed by "the organization of
a Territorial Normal Institute in 1870 1.[hich met annually.

This,

in turn, lead to the organization in 1893 of the Utah State Teachers l
Association. 13

Dr. John R. Park was chosen as president of the original
association, with Hilton H. Hardy as secretary.

Dr.

Par~,

Dr. Karl

G. IvI8e ser, Dr. F. D. Benedict, Prof. F. 11lI. Bishop, Prof. \tI. H. Hoger,
Prof. George H. Ottinger, Hiss IvJ:ary E. Cook, Prof. O. H. Higgs, Prof.
Bartlet-t Tripp, Prof. Orson Pratt, and Prof. J. N. Coyner are

SOP.le

of the persons who participated in the pro:grams of these early insti-

tutes and conventions.
In 1875, more than a hundred teachers of the Territory
attended a ten-day session of the Institute in Salt Lake City.14
At this se ssion Prof. Orson Pratt, and Prof. 0 •. H. Riggs were but
two of the many important speakers.

Prof. Pratt t s lecture 1"jas en-

titled, "Gravitation and Centrifugal E'orces, tI and was the closing
lecture of three series.

12Levi Edgar Young, 1ITeachers t Conventions and Societies
in Early Day Utah,1t The Utal:! :8d!:!.£§.tional Review, Vol. XI, January
1918. p. 10.

13 Ibid •

p. 11.

14Ibid •

p. 12.

12

The Normal Institute was established as a school for school
teachers under the direction of Prof. O. H. Riggs, vlho was Territorial Superintendent of Schools.
for teachers in connection

~,]ith

He also established summer session

the University.

..... •......

CHAPTER III
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A HISTOHY OF TJ;:E UTAH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

1892-1949
In 1890, a law Has passed requiring County

..
·......
• •
..

~

·
·••.....•
....
...
~

~

,

......
·
S~Eirint~tltlents
.. -.

to hold teachers' institutes annually for the instruction of the
teachers.

It is now known as the free school law.

These required

institutes were held when school was not in session and were requested to beat least t"IO days long but not more than ten.

The

pa.;Y'1l1ent of the expenses of these institutes was made out of school
funds.

This law was interpreted to mean that every Uta.h teacher

had the advantages that could be derived from such a meeting. 15
In Salt Lake Count.y it had been a practice to hold instituts meetings every other ,saturday during the school year.
existed before the passage of the Free School Law and
altered by it.

WaS

This
not

A summer institute, usually of five day duration,

was also conducted.
The early attenwts of teachers to organize developed a
set,ting of progressiveness and shOl-led that a need Has felt and

fulfilled by the orga.nization of the Utah Education Association.
The organization was effected in 1893.

The meeting place of this

memorable occasion was the room to the right of the East entrance

15D• R. Allen, "Local Teachers' Associations,!! Th~ Univ8Qi:tY
J£.Eg't§rly, Vol. I, December, 1895. LJ. 225.

14
of the University of Deseret building.

West High, a fitting memorial,

no,"! stands on the same spot.
':ehroughout the remainder of the chapter an attempt "rill be
made to consider the principal events and issues that confronted the
Association through each administration.
On the following pages in Table I is a list of the Presidents
of the Utah Education Association who have served from 1892 to 1949.
The purpose of list:rng these leaders is to present the names of those
who have conscientiously and laboriously served in the professional

well-being of the Association.

Table I
Presidents of' the Association and Their Position Held
at the Time of Their Election from 1892 to 1949

YEAR

1892 1893

1893
1894
1395
1896
1897
1898

1894
1895
1896
1897
189B
1899

1899 1900
1900 1901

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
19"11
1912
1914
1916

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1914
1916
1917

PRESIDENT 16

POSIffrON

Oscar Van Catt

Territorial Superintendent
University of Utah
Utah State Agricultural College
Brigham Young University
University of Utah
Superintendent Ogden City Schools
Sal t Lake Count;}. . Superintendent

Franlc B. Cooper
Vifilliam 1',1. Stewart
~irs. Emma J. l'ucVicker

State Supt. of Public Instruction

T. B. Lewis
John H. Park

W. J. Kerr
George H. Brimhall
Joseph T. I~ingsbury
William Allison

University of Utah

D. H. Christensen

Principal, Payson, Utah

J3y-ron Curnrnings

University of Utah
Stat e Supt. of Public Instruction

A. C. Nelson
George A. Baton
L. E. Eggertsen
George 'rhomas
Frank 1'1. Driggs
Mathonihah Thomas
Joseph F. Merrill
John 1.1. Iviills
G. II). Childs
Howard H. Driggs

E. G. Gowans

16hef • UTAH PUELIC SCHOOL DIRECTORY, 1945-48 p. 7.

Superintendent Salt Lake City Schools
Provo City Schools
Utah State Agricultural College
Supt. of Deaf and Blind School, Ogden
Sal t Lake City School Board
Universi ty of Utah School of Ivlines
Superintendent Ogden City Schools
Superintendent Salt Lake City Schools
Supervisor of Lit. State Normal School
State Supt. of Public Instruction

G;.

Table I Contrd
Presidents of the Association and r£heir Position Held
at the Time of Their Election from 1892 to 1949

Yl1lffi

1917 1918
1918 1919
1919 1920

1920 1921
1921 1922
1922 1923

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932

1924
1925
1926
1927
192d
1929
1930
1931
1932

1933
1933 1934
1934 1935
1935 1936

1936 1937

17Ibid.

PHES IDENT1 7
D. C. Jensen
J. A. l:iidtsoe
J. Fred Anderson
Elected, but in his absence
Vice-President A. M. IVlerrill
Acting President
Charles H. Skidmore
B. Holand LHWis

1. John Nuttall
Henry Peterson
J. T. liYorlton
:Mi1ton Bennion
B. A. Fowler

LeHoy E. Cowles
A. 1.1ii. Thurman
Amos E. iVierrill
A. J. Ashman

E. E. Greenwood
Kei th Viahlquist
Horman Hamilton
J. R. Smith
Hugh M. -Vlooclward
J. It. Mahoney

POSITION
Brigham Young College
President Utah State Agricultural College
was

Principal, Ogden High School
Supt. Box Elder County Schools

Head of English Dept. University of Utah
Dean of EdUCation, Brigham Young University
Utah State Agricultural College
Assistant Supt. Salt Lake City Schools
Dean of Education, University of Utah
Supt. of Weber County Schools
University of Utah
Director of Pupil Personnel
Dean of Bducation, Brigham Young University
Supt. Sevier County Schools
Principal, Midvale Jr. High School
Supt. -'a-eber County Schools
Principal, Carbon High School
Principal, Longfellow Elementary
Brigham You.ng University
University of Utah

~
(}'\

Table I Conttd
Presidents of The Association and Their Position Held
at the Irime of Their Election from 1892 to 19L.9

YlWi

PRl~SIDErfr 18

1937 1938

Milton B. Taylor
J. W. Thornton
E. Allen Bateman
J. Easton Parratt

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
19h6
1947
1948

Hazel Brockbank
Glenn E. Snow
L • Earl Acord
J. c. Maffi tt

19361939.
1939 1940
1940 19411942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

JaJIles E. Haslam
Glen R. "!Ninn
1~1a ud R. Hardman
William P. Miller

POSITION
Weber County High School
Principal Farrer Jr. High School
Superintendent Logan City Schools
Director of School Finance and
Research, State School Office
University of Utah
President, Dixie Junior College
Principal, Helper
Superintendent Provo City Schools
Coordinator Salt Lake City Schools
Principal, Smithfield Jr. High School
Supervisor of Art, Sal t Lake City Schools
Assistant Supt. Ogden City Schools

18Ibid •

!-J

-.J

18

T. B. Lewis' zeal for the cause of education was given
recognition by his selection as president.
torial Superintendent.

He was the Utah Terri-

He called the meeting to order and presided

over it in his capacity of Superintendent illltil after his election
vIhen he took the president's chair.
vtaS

The purpose of the Associr,tion

explained and the date and place of the next meeting was named. 19

John R. Parkts name is mentioned several times since 1865
as trying to organize local associations and institutes.
richly to education.

He kept himself abreast v!i th everything that

was modern and sensible in education.
Ogden.

He gave

The next meeting was held in

It is reported in the Utah Public School Directory that

John R. Park was elected as second president.

It has,

hOl~ver,

to the authorts attention that this is apparently a fallacy.
Van Gatt, who

I:las

come

Oscar

president 1898-1899, has stated in a letter that

John R. Park Has never elected president but that T.
elected for a second term.

B~

Lewis was

This is further evidenced by the fact

the.t in all the histories which mention John Park, not one Hhich

has come to the author's attention has said anything to indicate
that he ever served the Association in the capacity of president.
Evidently T. B. Lewis was elected for the second time in 1893.

20

19Persona1 intervie1-l with Oscar Van Gatt, April 5, 19/+7.
20 Ibid •

19

R. 1.

Kerr
·W. J. Kerr was elected the second president of the Association.

He served during the 1894-95 year, carrying on the work instituted by
T. B. Lewis and incorporating many new ideas and means by which these
ideas could be brought into realization.

Van Catt had been elected

Salt Lake Superintendent of Schools in 1895.
State Superint.endent of Public Instruction.

Dr. Park was elected
Their years of experience

under the church wa.rd trustee system made the t.hree a most effective
team. 21
Geor@ Brimhall
Soon after his election for the term 1895-96, George Brirohal1,
together with a great convention of delegates, met in the old Salt
Lake Theatre for the purpose of nominating candidates for office. 22
\.filliam Allison
In 1897-1898 '~li11iam Allison headed the Association. 23

Nore

work was done during the year towards the solving of the consolidation
problem.
Oscar Van Gatt
Even though Oscar Van Gatt had done much work and helped the

cause of education in ma.ny \.Jays, it was not until 1898-1899 that he

21Ibid.

22Utah Educational Review, Vol. XIK, April, 1926.
23Utah Educational Review, Vol. XVIII, March 1925.

p. 309.
9. 290.
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l~as

this same

became the grand vicar of the Association.

It

Van Cott who wrote the School 1a1'[ of 1896.

There was no journal

at the time he

vIas

president.

Because of the changing social culture

nUlllerous welfare problems presented themselves.

There was always the

problem of obtaining good teachers; there was the Association's constant
fight to overcome the health problems; and always the struggle to keep
high ideals, no"b only among the students, but also among the teachers
Hho were the students' constant examples.

Nany outstanding lecturers

were obtained during this period for the education meetings.
Hall, David star Jordan, Col. Frances Parker,
'~.Jinship,

~lm.

G. Stanley

T. Harris, A. E.

and John lil• Tyler are some of those whose names Dr. Va.n Cott

mentioned \.Jhen speaking of these early cultural lectures. 2 4

Frank

£.

Cooper, William H. Stewart, and
Ivlrs. Emma !I. lvlcVicker

The next three presidents: Frank B. Cooper, 1899-1900;
\;Jilliam H. Stewart, 1900-1901; and Nrs. Elmna J. 1',lcVicker, 1901-1902
met much the same types of problems and legislative activities which

claimed the Association's interest. 25

There was a constant fight

to improve the environment Ii/hich the children found at the schools.
There was a drive to place emphasis on art and music in the schools.
Great strides were made in the improvemen-ll and. establishment of

24Van Cott,

Ope

cit.

25Utah Educational Revielt], Vol. VII, January, 1918.

p. 6.
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libraries.

The Six Cardinal Virtues were introduced and emphasized.

The questions of -hax8.tion laws , health laws, building management,

uniformity of opportunity, consolidation and the separation of
church and state were all of current interest.
On January 1, 1901, the Salt Lake County

'V<las

separated as an

administration unit of the Mormon Church, which at this time dominated

the schools. 26

The section outside the city was divided into two stakes:

the Jordan Stake, which was in the southern part; and the Granite Stake,
whioh was in the northern part.
consolidation of the schools.

This aotion influenced the movement of
This changing of oonditions meant that

many people who had previously been against consolidation and the larger
unit

nOl']

could see more clearly the advantages of consolidation.

It is

advisable to recall at this point that Salt Lake City, the only city of
the first class, had become an independent district under consolidation
in 1890.

Q. ,tl. Christensen and Byron Cummings
The argument about consolidation was continued through the

presidency of D. H. Christensen, 1902-1903 and into that of Byron
Cu.."llInings, 1903~1904.27

There was still strong opposition, but the

division of Salt Lake County into the three stakes mentioned
Lake, Granite, and Jordan -

~

Salt

lessened the opposition and lead to the

organization of the Granite District and the Jordan District as

26Van Cot t, .2l2- .Q,ll.

--

27 Ibid

•
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separate units.

This of course aroused animosity and new opposition in

the oenter of the district" the part known as Murray.

The people of

Hurray approved of the division in regard to the religious population
and distribution, but they were firmly opposed to dividing the schools
on that same basis.

They were so incensed by this latest move that

they appointed a committee to take oensus in the middle of Salt Lake
County and find what the necessary requisite for the creation of a
city of the seoondclass was.

The report showed the necessary assessed

valuation of property for the raising of taxes, the number of inhabitants for the requisite population, and the number of school children ..
Having complied with the law they were entitled to he called a oity
of the second class and so had the right to appoint a superintendent
of schools for that distriot.

! . .Q. Nelson
The year of A. G. Nelsonts presidency, 1905, saw the culmination of several long~inded disputes.28 The consolidation was effected
in Salt Lake County and finally was extended over the entire state.

The town of Murray, recognized as a city of the second class, organized
an independent system whioh took effect on July 1, 1905.
The consolidation proved itself to be a vital step in the
growth of the sohool system.

Some of the effects were equalizing

the opportunity for all ohildren; improving the teaching, the supervision, and the buildings; providing for high schools; and equalizing

28State Superintendent of Public Instruc'hion, Biennial

Report, 1905.
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the financial benefits.
From the time that the first reoommendation was made that the
thirty~six

school districts in Salt Lake County be oonsolidated into

a single district controlled by a board of education disoussion had
been carried on throughout the county by trustees, principals, teachers,

and the oitizens generally.

Thus, after nine years of discussion and

arguments, consolidation was finally accepted in Salt Lake County.
The sentiment soon spread to other counties. 29

There was a vigorous

contention waged at the Provo convention with leading citizens taking
part on both sides.

It is doubtful that today anyone could be found

who would argue that consolidation was not the best solution to the
problems of that time.
Dr. Jesse F. :Millspaugh is often thought of as the fai-bher
of oonsolidation.

He was the one vlho did much of the first planning

and organizing of the school system that is in existence in Salt Lake
City today_

The influence of his masterful work has been felt through

the length and breadth of the state and throughout the intermountain
region.

It was not until fifteen years after the consolidation of

the twenty-one wards in Salt Lake City that the then new system proved
itself and won sufficient public favor to organize the first two groups

of county distriots into single districts under Boards of Education. 30

29van Cot t, .QE. oi t. p. .3"

.3Oven Gott,

.Q.E.

cit. p. 4.
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George

.£.

Eaton and

I:!.;§. Eggertsen

The next t1"O presidents, George A. Eaton, 1905-1906 and
L. E. Eggertsen, 1906-1907,

Sa.H

the appearance of many new things

lU1der this system of consolidat.ion.31

Theirs 'vas the difficult task

of educating people in the acceptance and usage of this new system.

Theirs was the task of putting this new plan into practical opera.tion
and seeing that the Association did all '.'Iithin its p01..rer to aid and
assist the schools in the changes 1.Jhich came about automatically, but
not entirely painlessly.
George 'rhomas and Frank

N.

Driggs

George Thomas was president 1907-1908.
a meeting which

W3.S

held in Provo • .32

He was elected in

It was pla.nned to hold the

next meeting in Logan, but the executive COITLmittee decided that
housing in Logan, just as it had been in Provo, Has inadequate to
care for the convention; so the meeting 1Nas held in Selt Lake Gi-ty.
Frank IIi. Driggs \-las elected the next president.

In both the 1908

and the 1909 meetings the question of salary was discussed.

The

Association was beginning to place more and more empb.asis on 1-Jhat it
could do to help the teachers receive a just compensation.
lYlathonihah Tho!l!§.§.
t(lathonihah Thomas, 1909-1910, led the Association most ably

during his one year term. 33

1907.

A sInall advance in the salaries of the

3lnEditorial,n Utah Educationa1l1.8vie1.-J, Vol. I, December,
p. 16.

32 Letter on file at DEA Office, :!Tebruary 2.3, 1948 •
.33Minutes on file at LW.....A Office, October , 1910 ..
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teachers was made at that time, and the organization of the Association
was becoming more active all the
Joseph

E.

tL~e.

Harrill

The emphasis during Joseph F. IVlerril1 1 s term of office,
1910-1911, was on welfare activities. 34

A campaign was waged to

get teachers to take out life memberships in the Association.
fee at that time was relatively small.

The

It was filerrill t s belief t.hat

all teachers should have a retirement pension.

The Salt Lake City

School System had a voluntary pension in operation.

It succeeded

in getting the Legislature to make a State Law similar to the one
existing for Salt Lake City t.eachers.

The name of the Association

magazine, The Review, was proposed by Joseph J!'. Herrill in a council
meeting held at the University of Utah.

Through the Review, circular

letters, and otherwise, it urged the Boards of Education and teachers
to conform to the new retirement law.

However, the lavl was voluntary;

therefore it was a weak growl without a bite.
paid any at-Gentian to the matter.

Few Boards of Education

The teachers 1"fere dissatisfied be-

cause t.hey felt -the Boards should meet them half 1,Jay and contribute
on a 50-50 basis to the fund.
dissatisf2ction mounted.

A referendwll was conducted as the

It 1.Jas found by this method that a ma-

j ori ty of the teachers wanted the la1'] repealed.

to the Lagislature that this be done and the

They made a request

J~egislature

complied.

President Herrill then urged the teachers to make voluntary payments

34Letter on file at DEA Office, July 17, 1947.
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until a new Ia\v was made requiring the Boards to meet the teachers on
the 50-50 basis.

Even without such a law, the Salt Lake City Board of

Education soon was making voluntary contributions to the City fund
equal to that of the teachers.

It was several years before the State

amended the Salt Lake City law and required participation by Boards of
Education and teachers alike.

It was still later that a fine retire-

ment la\4, which is yet operative, was made for the state as a whole.

There were no special controversial legislative questions during
Herrill1s term apart from the pension system for teachers.
John

M.

Hills and 9:.

N.

Child

John N. Hills took office in 1911-1912 and 1-1aS follo\{ed by

G. N. Child, 1912-1914, as president of the Utah Education Associ8tion. 35
The Association was gradually becoming more a.n integral part of our
education system.

It is difficult to see hall those progressive

changes could have been effected without the use of the Association
as a battering ram.

Howard

E.

Driggs

In the fall of 1914., the East High School building in Salt

Lake City was ready for use.

Howard R. Driggs, 1914-1916, spent

his two years as president of the Association in encouraging further
building.36

The new building received the high school pupils east

of Nain Street and those children living west of Hain Street continued on in their old school building, 1.Jest High School.

35The Utah ECl_ucational Hevie,,!, Vol. XI, November, 1917.
pp. 15-21.

36 Ibid •
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9:. Gowans and Q. Q. Jensen
E. G. Gowans

1<1a8

selected president for 1916-1917. 37

In

1917 Oscar Van Cott was appointed principal of the Irving Junior
High School in Salt Lake City.38

He served in that capacity until

1918 ",hen he was appointed by the Board of Education to be super-

visor of the grarrnnar grades.
dent from 1917-1918.39

During this time l\lr. Jensen was able to

accomplish a great deal.
and cooperative men

D. C. Jensen was Association presi-

One reason foj." this is that he had able

in the offices with whom he had to work

constantly •

.!I. fl. Widtsoe
The year 1918 brought the entrance of the United States
in the vlorld "t-lar.

J. A. ldidtsoe was elected president of the

Association and because of the war, the same officers had to carry
on for another year.4 0
gates was organized.

During these two term.s the House of DeleThe records, which were printed, show the vast

accomplishments of this new unit.

The creation of that body and

the establishment of its proper functioning were perhaps the most
important parts of the years that J. A. i,eiidtsoe was in office.

37 Utah Public School Directory, 1945-1946.
38tetter on file at UEA Office, January 25, 194$.
39 Ibid •

40Letter on file at UE.A Office, July 23, 1947.

The
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meetings of the House of Delegates were held in the State House.
These meetings were li,!ely and did much to establish the association
on a better basis.

1. Fred .!mderson and Charles 11. Skidmore
The president follQ1"ring J. A. Hidtsoe '.4as J. Fred Anderson.
He 't.ras elected, but in his absence the vice-president, A. H. Herrill,

acted as president.4l

Charles H. Skidmore took office in 1920-21. It

Has in that same year, 1920, that G. I\T. Child became Superintendent

of the 331t Lake City 30hoo18. 42
George N. Chi1d t's administration, during his superintendency
was characterized by -the organization of junior high schools.

were also a number of other advance movements.

First, a part time

school '-1as organized under Principa 1 L. N. Gillilan.
of such an institution are obvious.

There

The advantages

It ena.bled y01mg people to attend

school part time and to serve part time in industries.
only a great aid to industry at the time

1,lhen

This was not

workers vIere scarce,

but it also made it possible for many to attend school who had previously been unable to do so because of financial conditions at home.
This movement has grovIn and developed during the years into the
differentiation of young people's abilities into the most suitable
industrial lines.

This aclministration did much tm,mrd making play

and all forms of athletics general and open to all children, rather
than open only to selected teams composed of the best athletes.

41Utah Public School Directorx, 19L~5-l946.
42Ibid.

~.
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Athletics was becoming something that every child could do and enjoy,
rather than the strict competition of the earlier days.

Gymnasiums

had previously been established in most senior high schools.

It was

at this time tha.t the movement for gyms in the junior high schools
'''as energized.
~.

Roland Le"Vris and b. John Nuttall
Charles H. Skidmore, B. Roland Lei:1is, and L. John Nuttall

served as presidents during the next three years, 1920-1921, 1921-1922,
and 1922-1923 respectively.43

The building program "Vlent ahead with

great vitality during these three years.
Henry Peterson
Henry Peterson, president of the Association 1923-24, said

that one of the most difficult problems he faced during his administration was finding the

righ.!~

executive secretary of the DEA.
deal to the Association.

man for the important position of
This ne111 staff member meant

2\

great

Ivh". T. D. 1':lartin, principal of the Sevier

High School at Richfield, was engaged.

As "Was sho1-ID by his subsequent

Hark, he was indeed the right man for the position.

..fI~nother

problem

at that time Has finding a lIhome lf for the URA offices in t.Jhich a fulltime secretary could vJork.41~

Until 192L1-, the Review had been owned by the Extension Division
of the University of Utah.

At this time it was generously tendered to

Henry Peterson and his officers through Professor F. H. Reynolds, its
43Ibid.
44Letter on file in u~A Office, February

4, 1948.
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secretary.

Nr. T. D. Nartin, the UEA executive secretary, and his

assis-bants gave the magazine a good start and helped to make it a
good organ of the Association. 45
Under 1,Jr. Peterson I s direction the constitution of the U-1i:A
was revised for the approval of the House of Delegates and the coming

annual convention.

The House approved the revised document on October

4, and the convention, October 25, 1924.

The work of revision 1-vas

done by a Helfare Committee 1I1hich had been named by the president

and the trustees on June 13, 1924.

~2he

corrnni ttee l.Jas cOIJPosed of

the follol,.Jing members :46

B. K. Farnsworth, Chairman
Elizabeth Fitzgere.ld, Hember
J. R. 14ahoney, Hember
L. John Nuttall, 1'1ember
B. A. FOvller, Member
J. R. Tippetts, Nember
A Code of Ethics 'Was sent out to all the teachers of the
State.

This code is given elsewhere in the thesis; therefore it

Hill not be treated at this time.
ever, that it

vIaS

It; is interesting to note, how-

at this time that the first Code of Ethics

made for the teachers.

A copy is

fOQ~d

vTaS

in the Appendix of this

stUdy.

The welfare problems "Thich arose dU::'ing Henry Peterson 1 s
office l,.J"ere varied.

ffhe completion of the organization of all

district units of the UEA was one of the most important accomplishments.

Peterson also helped to get a full 100 per cent membership

45Ibid.
46 Ibid •
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for the Association.

Thirty-three districts and eight state·

institutions realized this objective before the October convention.
There was still a drive to get better pay for all the teachers.

This

was done on the basis of more adecIuate professional preparation and
higher professional attitude.

There ",]'as an effort to take the State

Superintendency out of politics and make it appointive.
however, resulted in failure.

Their effort,

The politicians were reluctant to re-

linquish such an important plan and many conscientious people thought
that,things 'Would be run more efficiently under the status quo system.
President Peterson, in retrospect, said that he thought the
professional 'Was emphasized more strongly than the welfare aspects,
but that both received rather careful attention.

He said that he

had a united board of trustees who worked unitedly and energetically
or the vast amount of work could not have been completed.
17 board meetings during the 12 months.

They held

rrhe board members were:

J.o H. 1olalker, F. D. Keeler, B. A. Fowler, C. H. Reid, Hermese Peterson,

and B. K. Farnsworth.47
Nr. :Martin, who had been chosen the first secretary of the
U}~A

was recognized by the National Education Association and left

the Utah Association to take the promotion of the National Association. 48
During this time there
for education.

1:1a8

the ever-present problem of money

Mr. Charles R. Nabey was governor and vIas, luckily,

47Letter on file in UEA Office, July 17, 19L,,7.

48Interview with John A.. \'Jidtsoe, June 20, 1948.
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a great supporter of the educational cause.

Governor Ivlabey l.tas one

of the speakers at the convention in 192L\-.

There were many leading

educators there from outside the state •

.l. 1.

Ttlorl ton
J. T. l.Jorlton was the president from 1924-1925.

During

his term emphasis was placed on the professional service rather
than on teacher welfare.49

The methods of instruction and the

content were stressed in the meetings which were held that year.

The Journal supported the UEA program to such an extent that it
might be said it was a supplement thereto, and an outlet for the
expression of policies of the Association.
Among the welfare problems that received consideration by
President

~Torlton

and his officers was the ever-present question of

teachers t salaries.

ffhere was also extensive discussion leading to

a teachers t retirement syst,gm.

The teachers were quite illlable to

match the forces of the state that 1.J'ere blocking the progress of the
schools.

This was due to the fact that the membership fee was so

low that it was impossible to employ the necessary personnel to
present to the public the case for the schools.

The needed informa-

tion regarding assessed valuations, tax rates, teachers' salaries,
salaries paid in other vocations, cost of training, cost of living,
etc., was not availa·ole.

The Association made an effort to finance

a program of public relations so that the people would realize that

49Letter on file in 1JEA Office, April .4., 1948.
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the schools require the understanding and active support of the
fathers and mothers if they are to be maintained on the desired
level of efficiency.

This was impossible to effect on a member-

ship fee of $2 per year, even though the teachers were generous
in offering voluntary assistance..

'l'he program for increasing the

income of the Association progressed slowly at first, but in later
years it gained strength as the problems of the schools multiplied
and the organized minority groups became more militant and powerful. 50
Another problem stressed

l.]as

that of providing a lt1811 balanced

program at the annual meeting of the Association.

This project was

designed to recognize the educational and cultural needs of teachers
as of equal importa.nc:e· to their welfare needs, and the programs were
planned to that end.
}·filton Bennion
The next president, Hilton Bennion, 1925-26, fell heir to
many of "Ghe problems which had faced President -worlton.

A good

deal of work was done on the social and political conditions which
had so much to do with the character education of youth.51
Jo~b,

The

during this year, stressed the raising of standards in the

teaching profession.
Hilton Bennion stressed the importance of giving serious
attention to the fundamentals of individual and social morals, and

50Ibid.
51Letter on file in UEA Office, July lL~, 19L~7 ..
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how best to make education in these respects effective.

It called for cooperative effort on the part of all social
institutions.

There were problems of indulgence in alcoholic beverages,

gambling, and other vices. 52

The Association saw the importance of

teaching the adults, as vrell as the youth, the evils of such things.
It tried to give serious attention to the fundamentals of individuals,
and made a plea for cooperative effort on the part of all social institutions.
The removal of legal and community obstacles to the attainment of character education through home and school, was a goal and
partial achievement of the Association at this time.53
Some positive methods of furthering character education
goals were also included in the proceedings of the convention of
1926.
]2.

!. J:'owler
fruring the year that B. A. Fowler was president of the

Il.ssociation, 1926-27, the groundwork was laid for the 'reachers I
Retirement 1aw. 54
ever,

It did not become a reality at that time, how-

Hark was done during the 1926-27 school year on teachers'

salaries, tenure of teachers in various school districts, and a
special effort was made to secure better salaries for teachers.

53Letter on file in U-~A Office, February 5, 1948.

54-Letter on file in LJEA Office, February 4, 1948.
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This was the begin..'rJ.ing of raises for teachers.

Campai.gning had begun

earlier, but raises were actually made this year in most of the district,s
in the State.
ffhe early efforts to obtain group insurance came to a head

in this period I.vhen a strong committee was appointed to work out a
plan.

It "las developed continuously until the time of its enact-

ment.

l\'~any

capable men \filorked

undertakings.
as Dr. J.

P~.

i,Ji th

B. A. Ii'ovl1er on these various

On his cammi ttees he had such 1,.Jell-known educators

Nahoney, Dr. L. John Nuttall, Dr. LeRoy E. Cowles,

James Jensen of Brigham, HOv,Jard Jensen of Tooele, Charles Gardner
of Davis, Arch 1\1.

~?hurman

of Salt Lake City, C.P. );vans of North

SUmmit, Welthea I-I. Learned of Salt Lake City,
Glenn

:8.:.

Snow of

st.

George, R. }!ugene

~Fred

l~iddison

Strate of Provo,

of vie ber, and Dr.

J. T. Worlton of Salt Lake City_

LeRoy E. Cowles was president of the Association for the

1927-1928 term.
time. 55

},-lr. D.

·~v.

Parratt

v!aS

the secretary at that

They put forth a good deal of effort in encouraging the

local organizations to be active and diltigent..
committees

.fl1nctionin,~,

the most active.

Among the many

the one on teacher \lIelfare itlas perhaps

They tried desparately to iolork out a teacher

retirement plan that might be passed.

:During Cowles' administra-

tion a goodly portion of' the ll.iueller Park Has given to the l:JEA

---------,---_.-------_._--------------55Letter on file at UEA Office, February 1, 19.4.8.
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Mr. C01rl1es had been the editor of the

as a recreation ground.

Review during the years 1918-1920.

At that time it.

He did it in addition

spare time job.

tiQ

'VlaS

just a

carrying on with a full

teaching schedule, and without any financial help from the AssoThis gave 11,11'. CO'l.J1es an insight into the proble:ms which

cia tion.

the Association ran up against, and made it possible for him to
take hold Hhen he was first elected president and start immediately

in doing t.he necessary things.
Arch

~.

Thurman

Arch N. Thurman took office in 1928-29.
yea.r in the record of the UEA.

and extenRion of

10CB.1

This was a critical

During this time the enlargement

association organizations took lJlace. 56

Emphasis iJ.uring the year was placed upon mal;:ing the local units

function and become a. dynamic influence in the education of their
local commuxli ties as 'tTell as in the organization of the l0:A.57
In 1929

~lr.

B. A.. FovJler, Hho

D.

\~as

:d.

Parratt 1-,ras replaced as secretary by

then superintendent of the

~'ieber

School

District..
Some other problems met by the Thurman administration
concerned revenue, retirement, public relations, local associations,
and teacher morale.

The aims of the Journal during that time were,

as usual, to further the above program and efforts.

Further consoli-

dation also took place during this year .

_----------_._."

.

56Letter on file in IlEA Office, Harch 27, 19":;.8.
57Tc>tt~r on file in UEA Office, July
.J.-,~

v

16, 1947.
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P.JIlOS

N. l/lerrill, president 1929-1930, said that during

his period of presidency the organization
certain

~Jowerful

~vas

engaged in combating

and l.>Tell-organized forces which were

~>Jorking

against

"Ghe Association IS lJrogram for increasing the revenue for the public
schools. 58

Next was a period of awakening to the fact that in this
organization, the Utah Education Association, there was great
potential power to influence legislation in the interest of chi1o.hood and youth, 1<fhom the Association

llTas

created to serve.

During

this period also, the teacher amI her rights came to the front.

J:Phe groundvlOrl{ was being laid for the insurance progran 1,<1hioh subsequently was effected. 59
There

l\ias

a period of uniting all forces, professional and

othervlise, favorable to public school education.

There Has also

an 8\fakened public conscience concerning the contribution the
teachers i.vere making to the public welfBre and the inadequacy of
the remuneration l..rhich they ",rere receiving for service rendered.

!. 1.,. Ashman,

~.

~.

Greenwood, Keith Hahlquist, and

No~

Hamilton

The next four years in the Association's history were periods
of steady progress.

A. J. Ashman, 1930-31, i:Jas succeeded by

}~.

E.

Greenwood, 1931-32; Keithl'lahlquist, 1932-33; and l'iforman Hamilton,

58Letter on file in DEA Office, February 16, 19/:.8.
59Tb·d
=-.L-
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1933-34, as president. 60

In 1935 the UEA sponsored Norman Hamilton for vice-president
of the I\TEA.

The effort was successful and he was elected at the

Denver Convention.

At that time J. R. Smith was the president of

the Association. 61
Some years before, a State Land Board had been established.
This board had in its charge the monies which came from the state
school lands in the form of royalties, rentals, etc.

The board

found itself in the possession of several million dollars of such
money.
ta

They had fallen into the habit of loaning some of this money

.p
~armers

. t s. 6")
and"lrrlga t'lon prOJ8C
~

Naturally some of the loans

were not sound and, consequently, the revenue sources of school money
suffered.
In 1935 a research study on this problem was undertaken.

Aldous Dixon

vIaS

the chairman.

The preliminary study attracted the

attention of the governor, and ]vir. Dixon was allm,re::1 money Hi th "'Thich
to complete his wOTk.

It resulted in the reorganization of the Land

Board and a change in polic;?

The purpose, of course,

Itl as

to study

a system that i.]ould be more economical to the State of Utah. 63

Al though mistakes 1t1ere made such as the bad loans and mismanagement mentioned above, no direct knov.,ledge of embezzlement or

60Utah Public School Directory, 19/~5-l946.

p. 7.

61Letter on file in UE1\. Office, July 16, 19L~7.
62 Ibid •

63personal intervie1-1 vii th Allan til. ldest, July 17, 1947,
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dishonesty was found in l'JIr. Dixon's report.

64

One of the speCial aims of the Journal during this period
was to keep the teachers fully informed on the aotivities of the
DEA.

It also attempted to enlist members to support the Assooia.....

tiOD in the welfare activities.

In 1935 a research department was started for the DEA.

Dr. J. R. :Mahoney and :Mr. F. S. Stucki were the first to be hired in
this position.
Once again an attempt was made to take the State Superintendentrs office out of politics.

Once again the attempt was

futile. 65

It was during these years that the Association began to
realize more than before the need of good public relations and
a closer

unity within.
The teachers had come to recognize the importance of the

influence of the Utah Education Association.

The UEA was called

upon to help the teachers in various parts of the state who claimed
they had been unjustly treated.

In some cases the boards were per-

suaded to reconsider.66
Hugh

11.

Woodward

and

1. E. Mahoney

Hugh M. Woodward was president during many of these activities.

His was the term of 1935-1936.

Dr. J. R. Mahoney was

64personal interview with ~.J'. P. I·filler, October 16, 1947.

65

Letter on file in DE! office, February 26, 1948.

66~.
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the next president, 1936-1937.
a. reality finally.

The Utah Teachers' Retirement became

Nr. Fowler was then secretary of the tTEA.

Group

insurance in the form of the Utah Teachers vlelfare Assacia tion ;"las
enacted about the same time as the Retirement Law.
As was heretofore shown, Dr. J. R. Nahoney began his 'Ii/ark
with the Association many years before he held the office of president.

In 1924 he was named as chairman of a caromi ttes ir/hich had

as its object the organization of local teachers! associations in
those school districts where organizations did not exist.

At the

beginning of this work only 16 school districts had local teachers t
associations.

In the following tuo years they succeeded in forming

organizations in all of the districts except Daggett and one other. 67
A series of regional conferences irlere held, having beeD designed to

help these associations develop a constructive program.
Dr. Nahoney participated in the development of the House of

Delegates functions as the legislative entity of the UE!.

He also

served as Chairman of the Association Finance Committee during the
time that the extensive study was made of group insurance. 68

He

was the chairman of the Utah Teachers Welfare Association when it
\-Jas first organized.

During the

ti:ill8

UEA the passage of the Utah 'reachers

67Ibid.

68Ibid.

I

that he was president of the
Retirement Act was accomplished.
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This marked the culmination of thirty years of effort to secure
teacher retirement in Utah.
The follm,ving year Dr. }'iahoney was chairman of the committ.ee

responsible for plEnning and conducting the campaign for the successful approval of the amendment to the constitution.
The Research Division was founded securely during this period

and JSl...rell J. Rasmussen was hired as Research Director.
tliltgg

~.

Taylor

Prior to Milton B. Teylorts election as president of the
Association, he had led a fight in vIebeI' COill1ty as president of

the local teacherst association for a salary schedule that won.

One

of his activities as president of the UEA was the enthusiastic support
for teacherst salary schedules in every school district of the State. 69
In the salary schedule fight in Weber County some of the teachers had
been threatened l,Ji th dismissal for leading the salary crusade.

That

raised another vital problem on teachers! welfare; another issue that
was

activated during his time as president.

1,'11'.

'~aylor

also led the

campaign for a State Teachers' Retirement System in the 1937 and 1937
legislative session.

During his t.ime as president he concentrated

his efforts on

this retirement system. an efficient, itlorking

law..

makin~!,

The employment of one of the best actuaries in the United

States, H.alph E. Nelson, was a major step accomplished in that

69Letter on file

in UillA Office, February

9, 1948.
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direction.

During that year, lilr. Taylor served as a member of the

Retirement Board and contributed toward the establishment of sound
policies that have continued to date.

...4.nother issue itlhich "trIas

strongly supported at that time was the Uniform School Fund l,·lhich
was sponsored through the legislature by the ilssociation president.

1".

1::[- Thornton

J. H. Thornton was the next president of ths DEA,

1938-1939.

in

He had done a great deal of work in the educational

world before his election.

During 1935-36, 1936-37, and 1937-38,

he was chairman of the Provo local cormnittee 1-Ihose business

lITaS

to

carry the message of the Utah Education .ll.ssociation to all the teachers

of the state.

He traveled and urged teachers to join and be loyal to

the USA, to carry teacher welfare insurance, to organize and become
active politically, and to support the UEA actively in its efforts. 70
In 1937 ·llr. Thornton was appointed by Governor Henry H. Blood
to the State Senate.

It \.,ras during this session of the legislature

that the teachers received more recognition than they had ever before

. a slng
. 1 e t·arm. 71
In
Emphasis was placed on teacher lt181fare and on revising and
changing the Association's constitution.

This revision was carried

on by a cOlmnittee of teachers and was voted on section by section by
the House of Delegates in April 1939.

70Letter on file at UEA Office, :B'ebruary 21, 1948.
71Ibid.
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There was considerable trouble caused by boards of education
refusing to hire teachers, principals, a.nd superintendents 1.,rho had
been in -bheir employ for a long period of t.ime.

In each case where

this was brought to the Utah Education Association Board of Trustees
by a teacher with a request for action, the vmlfare committee with

the president and the executive secretary met with i:;he board and,
where possible, ironed out the difficulties; and made arrangements,
when possible, for the employee to resume his or her duties.

The

Association officers met vlith the Granite District, the Park City

District, the Hasatch District, the North Sanpete District, and the
Tintic District.

After these meetings there always existed a better

understanding of the position of the Utah Education Association relative
to the employment and tenure of the teachers.

It was encouraging for

the teachers to know that they had an organization 1-1hich 1.,ras assuming
the responsibility of fighting for justice for teachers.
];. Allen Bateman
The first meeting of the presidents of the local associations
took place during the time E. Allen Bateman was president.
the

1939-19L~O

term.

At these meetings

th~

This was

policies for the Utah

Education Association 1rJere discussed and J.'ir. Bateman 1.Jas called on,

as president of the Association, to give a report on the Association. 72

721etter on file in UEA Office, February 17, 1948.
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I. Easton Parratt

and Hazel Brockbank

The next year J. Easton Pa.rratt was elected president.
\olas follol..red by Hazel Brockbank, 1941-1942.

]~ven

He

though the responsi-

bili ties of the l"l.ssociation had grown to a tremendous scale by this
time, both of these presidents had admirable records of accomplishments during their terms.
Glenn

~.

Snow
Glenn E. Sno\OT took office in 1942-43.

presented themselves were nUiTIerous.

finance school equalization.

The problems that

'They made an effort to help

There was also a constant attempt to

preserve retirement for teachers and to maintain the teachers standards
and morale. 73

The Journal did a great work in informing the teachers

on the professional and welfare problems.

It stimulated professional

association participation.
Some of the more important "-lelfare problems of the time were
those of life and health insurance, and increased school support.

J:. Eerl Acord
The term of L. Earl Acord, 1943-44, occurred during one of
t.he most critical years of World \tJar II.

As a result tra.vel \oJas

drastically curtailed, and the use of certain buildings was either
prohibited or limited.

Conventions were generally forbidden; there-

fore, no Utah Education i\.ssociBtion Convention was held in 1943.

73Letter on file in ITEA Office, January 31, 1948.
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The officers of the rrEA were elected by w..ailed ballots. 74
This restriction of activities did not curtail the accomplishments and activities of the Association, however; they had an intensive organization to obtain Federal aid for education.
a great deal of professional growth.

l'here was

The local associations were

strengthened by many local and district meetings.
strengthened by better public relations.

The

ln~A loJaS

This was brought about

through meetings of educational leaders and heads of industry.

The

membership of the UEA executive officers in leading civic organizations
also did much to strengthen the 1JEA.
ship.

They improved the press relation-

The membership in the DEA was increased, as was that of the NEA.
The Associ&tion had a most effective organization for favorable

state educational legislation.

There was an expansion of -the services

of the 1-[elfare Association of the DEA.

A. program to recruit higher

calibre students to register in the various schools of edl1cation 'in
the State of Utah proved itself to be very successful •

.if- o. lVIoffitt
J. C. Hoffitt, while president, helped to work out a credit

union setup.

This was put into operation the following year.

it was dissolved and the
this assignment.

lo~al

Later

associations were encouraged to handle

f.rhe Association made considerable effort to cooperate

with Utah industry in getting their members to patronize them.
Journal supported them. on this undertaking.

The

The two main welfare

74Letter on file in UEIl Office, Narch 11, 191!-8.
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problems of this time 1rlere the credit l..mion and the teacher retirement plans. 75
J~ ~.

Has+am
The problems that fac·ed James E. Haslam, president 1945-46,

were of' the type that are of' long duration.

~~hey

did succeed in

putting on a successful campaign for the Constitutional iunendl1l.,ents,
which secured their passage at a special session of the Legislature

and prepared the way for their success at the time of the elections.
This was a decided step forward in the program for better equalization. 76
'Ithey also secured the adoption of a Code of Ethics by the

House of Delegates.

Great progress was made in the adoption of

unified dues for the local, state, and national associations.

They

laid some of the groundwork for the successful election of Glenn Snow
as president of the National EdUcation Association.

They succeeded in

getting higher salaries for the teachers.
Glen

E.

~linn

Glen R. tvinn was elected president of the UEA in October, 1946,

and served until October, 1947.

~dhen

he took office the battle for

changes in the constitutional statutes vIas at its height.

These

amendments were known as Amendments 3 and 4, which removed the ceiling on the amount of money from state sources as well as county sources.

75Letters on file in UNA Office, July 15, 1947.
76Letters on file in U::EA Office, July 17, 19~,7. Narch 18, 19L:.8.
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This was his first big job, and through a oomplete reorganization of
the staff and an exoellent oommittee, this project was voted favor-

ably, five to one.
The amendments being passed, the number tyTO problem "Tas to

set in order school aid bills ready for the opening of the 1947
legislative session.

These bills were

knOl~

as SB 254, which was

written as an equalization bill to benefit all of the children in the
state, wherever they were located, on a minimum basis.

The bill passed

with a uniform classroom allocation of ~~3300 per classroom unit, a unit

being an organized class of thirty pupils in elementary, or twenty
pupils in secondary, under classroom instruction.

The bill also

offered a six mill or ten per cent additional leeway for local districts
to add to for a better educational program, if they so desired; also
another six mills for buildings, subject to the vote of the public.
The number three problem was the job of setting up a statewide salary schedule, which took form as a sohedule with a beginning
salary of $2300 to

~t)3600.

This was a greater force or weapon to bring

salaries up than anything which had previously happened.

This schedule

was a single salary schedule.
Problem number four i.ras the job of unifying the local, state

and national dues, which brought about a solid association in the entire

membership of Uta.h teachers.
Problem number five was a follow-up of this professionalizing,
which oulminated in the election of Glenn E. Snm"" as NEA president at
the Cincinnati Convention in 1947.
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Also, many minor changes were made in our welfare program.
Problem nu..mber six

\olaS

the changing of the format style of

the Utah Educational Review which was set up and started in September,
19LJ-7.

The first UEA Leadership School was planned during the spring
of 1947 and had to be dated ahead to November of the same year, due
to finding a suitable date without major conflicts.

This proved to

be a great camInan ground for teachers as association leaders to meet

\.Ji th superintendents and board members to work out their comm.on problems. 77
1::1auq

E.

Hardm§Q
Haud R. Hardman's report for the year of 1947-48 listed a

program of well-integrated activities at local, state, national, and
even international levels. 78

There was evidence that the DEA was

highly respected in our state and that civic, legislative, and other
educational groups valued its support and vi shed to cooperate with
the UEA.

Activities and accomplishJ!lents are presented under four

hsadings:
(1) International Activities.
UEA conducted the campaign' in Utah for Overseas

~Ceachers 1

Relief by whicb. :i:j4,331.92 was raised by local associations.
(2) Work i-lith the National Education Association.
DE! took great pride in ha.ving Glenn

Snm.]

in the office of

president of the National Education Association.
??Letter from Glen R. 1•.J"inn, November 11, 19L;.9.
78Letter on file at UEA Office, April 26, 19LJ-9.
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(3) The first Leadership School of UEA was held at Cedar
City.

Teachers, administrators, board members, and representatives

of the PTA sat down together and worked on problems of professional
relationships, salary, revenue, certification, recruitment, and
teaching conditions.
Four problems of questionable discipline and dismissal of
teachers re-emphasized the growing need for setting up procedures
for an orderly dismissal of teachers.
In dealing "'lith problems of dismissal, the UEA Professional

Relations Cornmittee found t.hat two of the greatest impediments to
fairness are failure of many boards of education to inform employees
of the rules and regulations under which they work; failure to inform
teachers of unsatisfactory services; and insufficient notification of
dismissal.
Huch thought was given to needed legislation for

19L~9.

Four

problems loomed large: broadening the tax base to relieve the property
tax; s-l:,rengtheni.ng the Utah Teachers r Retirement ,system through adequate
state support, and making up of the large deficit accumulated; removal
of the office of State Superintendent of Public Instruc'tionfrom politics; and prOVision for school building funds.
Through the 1948 UEA Convention the outstanding speakers dealt
i.fith the Convention theme: "Education IS Role in Solving Current Prob-

lems, Local, State, an(1 National. n79
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The office starf was enlarged as follows:
A full time Research Direotor, Franklin S. Stucki.
A full time Ed! tor, Bernell Winne
A full time Assistant Secretary of Utah Teachers
Welfare, John R. Walker.
An addressograph system was set up including names of UEA
members and 4,000 lay people with special interests in sohools.
Publications consisted of five issues of the Utah Educational
Review, the Sept.ember issue of which won national recognition as the
outstanding educational journal of the month; a newsletter to presidents of local associations every month; and four letters to all teachers on matters of

innnediate~.ut"gency.

Miss Winn prepared articles and

editorials for newspapers, and other publications.
A base salar,y schedule of $2400 to $4000 was recommended.
Twenty-eight districts reaohed the minimum, none the maximum, although
two reached $3900. 80 All but six lifted salaries.

A copy of the UEA

proposed salary schedule will follow.
During the last UEA Convention lvIr. William P. Miller, Assistant
Superintendent of the Ogden Oi ty Schools, was elec-tied president for the

1948-49 term. With the help of our capable Association Secreta.ry, lVIr.
Allan H.

~.Jest,

they planned a legislative campaign that has hardly

been equaled since the organization began.

Some of the most out-

standing bills brought before the legislators are as follows: S1
HJR 5 and 6 passed both the Senate and the House of

80Ibid •
81Interview wi th \~. P. Miller, March 12, 1949.
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Representatives.

This bill provided for taking the office of

State Superintendent of Publio Instruction off the ballot and for
appointing him by the State Board of Education.
The enactment of HB 293 resulted in an appropriation by
the Legislature of $1,000,000 to finance the very badly needed teacher
retiremel1:t system.

This was ons"""third more than this group have ever

received before.
Two Senate bills 245 and 246, were introduced.

Bill 245 gave

local teacher associations permission to dissolve local retirement
and required a dissolution provided they had a

two~thirds

majority

of the respective members.

Bill 246 brings members of local associations into the
State Teachers' Retirement Association on a full basis.

None of

the trust fund can be given to any of the members of individual
acoount.s.,
HE 272 was introduced to protect teachers or any other public
employees who were successful in winning elections as legislators but
according to the 19".3 law could not serve in the Legislature.

1943 law

The

vIas repealed and HE 272 passed.

During l1r. Hillerfs term as president, the UEA hired an

attorney on a retainer fee basis to give legal advice on legislative
bills and problems confronting the Association.
The Beneficial Life Insurance Compa.ny's office expansion
program forced the present officers of the TJEA to find new headquarters for our Association.

They were fortlln.ate in securing
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temporary headquarters at 2o-~- South Hain Street .. 82

The officers have plans to purchase permanent headquarters
in the very near future ..

In April the House of Delegates met to study and to discuss
the establishment of the classroom teacher group.

At the October

Convention this proposal had passed by a very close majority_

In

order to comply with their requests the bylaws of the constitution

1.1i11 have to be amended to create this new department of the W~. 83
The table on the follolvling page illustrates the organization

of the lJEA ..

82personal intervie"t-l with Allan l,-lest, February 14, 1949 ..
83vJriter served as Delegate from Ogden Education Association.
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After tracing the general history of the Association from its
first appearance to the. present time , it is advisable to give a report
of the general organization of the Association as it. exists

"~oday.

The Associ.9.tion has an annual meeting; it is a genera1 meeting of all members who wish to attend.

In addition there are special

meetings for the House of Delegates which is presided over by the
president of the Association. 84

This meeting is a report of the

respective cOInmittees and is attended by about 150 voting delegates
l:1ho are elected by the local associations on the basis of one for
each fifty mem.bers in thE? state Associ8.tion.

The function of the

House of Delegates is to approve resolutions and become familiar
with the state program which in turn is reported to the local units
and subdivisions.

The~r

also hear and make decisions on reports of

state committees, and nominate officers of -the Association for -t.he
next year.
The Board of 'Trustees consists of tHelve persons chosen by
pOl'Jular vote at the annual convention. 85

f1'he :doard has authority

to act for the Association bett.,reen the annUE! 1 meetings of the House
of Delegates.

It is this Board that selects the executive secretary,

approves nomination of the executive secretary in filling staff
positions, prepares the budget for action by the House of Delegates,
supervises and advises the staff on its duties, and initiates and

84state Education Associations -- ~Lheir Organizations,
p. 161.

Pr.Qgrams, and Staffs, 1947-48.

85Ibid.
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carries out programs consistent

Instruction

r~y

111i th

the purposes of the ,Association.

be given the Board of Trustees by the House of Dele-

gates but they may also act independently.

'llhe Gentral Cammi ttee consists of nine persons elected by
the House of Delegates..

rnembers.

The chairmen is elected by the committee

It serves as a liaison between the House of Deleg2tes and

the Board of

~l'rustees

and approves or disapproves preconvention plans

Bnd IJrograms.

r:Che constitution authorizes the use of cOmIni ttees and commissions of the Association.

r-i:1he Board of r:erustees appoint the members

of the cOlmnittees on nomination of Jehe president of the Association.

It also selectis 'ijhe c"lr:airmen of the committees..

The appointments are

made only for one year 2nd there is about 75 per cent turn over of the
membership of each committee everJr year.

fL'here is no rule on the

num.ber of consecutive a:ppointments that may be given to the members
of cmrmlittees.

Ex officio membership on all cormnittees is available

to the president of the Association..

The executive secretary is not

a member of committees but. he may at-Gend their meetings and advise

them

etC-l

he sees fit.

The committee reports are made to the House

of Delegates and the Board of Trustees, \,]hich must; ap:r)rove them before
they are releas8.:l_

l)ublicl~;l

or to the membership.
r:~1he

committees varies from year to year ..

86 Ibid •

p .. 162.

At present. the Asso-

number of' mernber s in the se
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Credentials
Elections .

...

Finance ••

.•••••

Professional ~;i.elations
Public Relations

...

4 members
19 members
11 members
8 members
9 members

There are sub-sections organized by special interest groups
among the members of the cmnmi ttee on the approval of the BOB.rd of

Trustees.

These groups have their own dues and elect their mm

officers.

There are at the present time three sub-sections:

:i~le-

mentary.::J::ducation, Higher Education, and ,secondary Education.

If

they find it necessary they may consult the Association officers on
any questions.

The local associations are considered an integral

part of the state Association.
Tihe local groups are open to all classroom teachers and

administrators.

The executive secretary is selected by the Board of Trustees
and serves on a continuing agreement recorded in the records of the
Association.

He is eligible for reappointment every two years.

is given eleven and one-half months of full ti::l18 pay.

',~5500 per year. 87

He

He now receives

The major functions of this officer are: general

administration, field work, editorial, conventions, cOITillittees and
conferences, legislation, public relations, business management,
research, and NEA program.

A part of the field work is the member-

ship campaign.

Pres:L::ient Hilliam P. Hiller, in his report to the April 1949

87Ibid.

p. 163
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House of Delega.tes, paid tribute to the efficiency of our Executive
Secretary.
The total cost of publishing the Journal is about

~~6424.

Approximately one-half of the cost of publishing the Journal is
paid by advertising revenue.
In 1949, only tiNel va more memberships were needed for Utah

to be on the 100 per cent honor roll of the NEA.

During the 1949 House of Delegates meeting it was pointed
out that teachers know .very little about the UEA and the NEll.

They

"'Jere urged to read the published literature of our local, state, and
national associations.

Newsletter to Local Officers, and NeVJslette:r., to All Members
The assistant secretary receives a salary of 03400. 88

He

is in charge of research and is manager of the Association insurance
program.

He has a full time clerical assistant for the research \.Jork.

This work includes the follOWing activities: investigation of teacher
welfare problems; giving field service to local units and branches or
subdivisions; answering letters from teachers, la;:vmen, students, and
others requesting information; supplying facts for 'the publicity program of the Association; preparing reports for the Association's
committees; conducting continuous tax studies; maintaining a continuous file of data; and managing the library.

p. 162.

The research division
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issues occasional reports, small leaflets, articles and other material
which is not generally available to members and yet vlhich would be of

great aid to them.
The Association is coming to emphasize the field service
side of it S i..Jork more and more.

This field service includes visi t-

ing editors and other community leaders; helping local units 1-rith

salary, tenure, and other 1tJelfare problems; helping local units in
the planning of their programs; making local salary and finance
surveys; visiting legislators; and attending meetings and conferences. 89
The public relations program of the Association calls for
many types of staff activity_

Some of the most important are prepara-

t i on of news re lea se sand

items, making of spe e che s bef or e lay

ne1-1S

grou:ps, preparing articles for lay magazines, contacting newspaper
reporters at conventions, preparing of radio programs, and Horking
on state

le~islative

programs.

In the legislative program. the duties and activities of the
staff are nlLmerous.

They select bills to be sponsored by the Asso-

ciation and assign them priorities.

They prepare information on

bills, 'Hri te specific bills, participate in hearings on bills, and

fight bills that are adverse to education.

In addition to the acti-

vity directly concerning legislation, they approach the matter indirectly by meeting

\4i th

p. 163 ..

education coromi ttees, and enlisting the
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support of loca.ls in influencing local representatives.

In general,

they win friends for the educational program of the state.

They also

interpret the program to the profession and to the layman. 90
Insurance is offered to members at nominal rates by the
Utah r.L'eachers W'elfare Assoc::ta tion.

The insurance is in the fields

of death benefits, hospitalization, surgery, and salary indemnity
for members and dependents.
Thus, after 57 years of continual growth and expansion, l.re
find an organization which is daily making accomplishments in its
fight for better educational opportunities, and better teacher working conditions in the State of Utah.

90l!2M.

p. 164.

CHAPTER IV
THE:

OFFICIA~L HAGj1..zIN]~

OF THE ASSOCIATION

i

The Utah Educational Review VIas the first pUblication of
the State Education Association..

fI'he first effort \.Jas published

at Salt Lake City in July, 1875.

\Ilhen the

there were only two paid subscriptions.

JQ.~al

l,,Jent to press,

J. N. Coyner was the

editor.9 1
11he Journal looked very much like a net.Jspaper..

~there

were 16 pa,:ses of materi!J,l but much of this space was devoted to

advertisements.

Even on the cover t.here was a full page advert.ise-

ment 1.Jith the word "Groceries ll in blac}::: caps.

The first article in the Journal,

nJ~O

the Friends of Educa-

tion,1I explained just why the maeazine was being published.

It

pointed out that there was no central agency who had as its duty
to collect educatiion facts and give information which l.r1ould be of

vital interest to the A..'1lerican educator.

This ",ras to be an instru-

ment by means of l-lhich the rrerri toria 1 Superintendents could reach
their teachers who are scattered over such a large space of territory.

Through this Journal the

teache~s

would be able to exchange

views on the best methods of school management. 92

91J .. 1',11 .. Coyner, Utah Educational Journal, July., 1875 .. Vol.
I, No.1.
92Ibid.
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The editorial, by J. N. Coyner, is his pledge to devote his
time, labor, and interest to ma.king the Journal something that

1~ould

be truly helpful to the teacher in the practical work of the school

room.

The Journal Has to be kept free from all partisan or sectarian

viel..rs, with the Bible as the foundation of all true education.

He

also said that nothing would be published that opposed what was re-

garded by all Christian people as its sacred teachings.
The contents of this magazine were extremely varied for
such a nm.J pUblication..

It is amazing to find that many of the
The history of the organization

articles are still of interest.

of two territories, Arizona and Colorado,

l,Jas

poem entitled IIFarewell,1I author not listed,

briefly gi V8n.

l,iBS

published.

A
The

next item was a dissertation on neatness in the school room and hot.]'
children might be trained in that line.
Compulsory Education" delves into

his~Gory

liThe Historical Sketch of
as far as is possible,

using Solon and Sparta as early examples of State responsibility
for the education of children.

This article was written by Rev.

S. V. VanBokken and was extremely well written as well as informative.

There was a comparatively long treatment of the "Duty of -'uhe

l\T9.tional Government to Aid General Education in the Territories,"
a continued history entitled nOut West U , a "History of lliucation
in Utah ll written by the superintendent of common schools, a discussion on the influence of the home, a feH paragraphs telling of
the National Bureau of Education, a column called "General Education-

al

News,1I

a treatment of the methods Hhich a successful teacher must
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use, a paragraph on "Teaching as a Profession, II and an article
entitled "Salt Lake City and its Surroundings. f1 93
.An examination of the other earlier Journals discloses -that

they are all very similar to the first one in regard to the mat.erial
they handle.

They published contributions by educators i,-lithin the

state, devoted space to many strange and unusual epics in Utah,
gave biographies of prominent Utahns, discussions of needed school
legislation, and educational creeds and codes were !11ade in an effort
to interpret a period of rapid educational expansion to its readers.

There have been radical changes in the contents of the organ
from 1875 to the present time.

The tremendous amount of material

on the activities and work of the State Education Association have

been made available t.o the teachers of the st.ate.
1875 the organ carried articles of

B,

From t.he year

pl"ofessiona 1 type, but since

that time the content of' the periodical has beco!1le more diversified.
For example, an advertisement listing the curriculu..'ll of the University

of Deseret named six subjects.94

A second very apparent difference

consists in the effort that has been made to provide units of' work

activity programs for special days, such as Lincolnfs Birt.hday,
Arbor Day, and Education

~feek,

to aid the teachers in t.he classroom.

In some years teacher units were described.

Still another added

93Ibid.
94Utah Educational Journal, August, 1875, Vol. I, No.5.
p ..

24.
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feature is that the 'RevielN carries digests of outstanding articles
appearing in commercial magazines.

The Reviet>! has also become of

service to the high schools through the loaning of cuts to these

institutions.
30me writers feel thet the purpose of the Rev!.ev! is to supply

official nel.J'S to the Association members, and to keep the teachers

informed as to the program and procedu!'8s plann.ed by its connnittees,
as well as to keep in contact with the affiliated illlits and the
general progress of the organization.

In this capacity the Review

renders a distinct service, promoting professional morale and cooperative action.

It is clear that the Qtah Educational Revietv conforms to the
standards laid dm·rn by Hr. Jule B., Harren and Arthur Henry Chamberlain,

both authorities in the field of judging the editorial contents of
teachers t association journals.
'rhe words "Review" and

throughout this thesis.

n Journal"

are used interchangeably

Irhe former presidents giving the \'Jri ter

this information have constantly referred to them interchangeably"
The Utah Educational Revim,..r devotes space to administration
and classroom problems, gives due editorial comment to the plans and
programs of the Association, and contains personal items about the
individual teachers of the staJGe.

In addition the Revieltl advertises

the beauties of the scenic places of Utah •
.An article entitled IIT'he Official Journal, II by Arthur

Henry Chamberlain, President of the Educational Press Association
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of America and Editor of the Science Educational News, sets forth
criteria for judging publications of state teachers' association. 95
The table on the folloltling page is a compilation of these ori teria

as set forth by Chamberlain.

In the two colu.mns to the right an

could be placed opposite the item in the column marked

y~§.,

~

if the

critic believed the Qtah Educational Review met the requirements,
and if he felt they were not being met an

the colQmn marked

'~\lest

~

could be 1-Jritten opposite

gQ.

951i.uth Hale Ganaga, unpublished Thesis on the History of
Virginia. State r:L'eachers I Association, University of Chice.go.
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This table is inserted in this study to show a criteria for
the judging of official organ of the DEA. It iSBs follows:96
TABLE III
A CRITEllIA FOR JlJDGING OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF S'rATE
TEACHERS 1 ASSOCIATION JOURNALS
::;a;:::.....

....

=-=====

Criteria

....,'=-=

F~,Jhether the Criterl;=

Are Being H~
Yes
No

Edi ted by or under tlhe direction of the

executive officers
Supported in part from annual membership fees
Issued at regular intervals
Heflect educational movements in state and nation
Carry contributions froB leading teachers
locally and nationally
Hare than a local nevIS bulletin

Educational principles rather than personalities
featured
o-vJned by the state Association
Fearless of editorial policy

Dedicated to clean-cut policies cmd principles
Good quality paper and

ia~

used

Type fa.ces clean and easily read

Editorials deal with current local and national
problems
Articles brief and to the point
Only best books revie\Jed frankly

Attention to experiments and plans that develop results
At least one article in each issue dealine with an educational problem applicable locally as well as nationally
Proper balance between state and national ne,.Js

---96 Ibid •
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The Utah Educ;ational Journal was succeeded by a publication
called liThe Tablet."

They did not overlap and "The Tablet" was the

only educational journal in the intermountain region at that time .
For its dura.tion Joseph E .. tJlcK.night, principa.l of the State Normal

School, was the editor. 97
In October of 1907 another publication made its apl:)earance

into the halls of literary publications.
tional Hevie\·r..

At that time it was the only journal devoted entirely

to educational purposes in this area.
mont~y

This v.las -I,;he Ut§:.h Ectuca-

In 1907 the ReyJevl was put out

with the exception of July and August.

It is easy to see that

the prospects of the nagazine were very favorable at thet time.
had expanded to 24 pages.

The material contained therein covered a

r,.ride field, just as other earlier magazines did.
to be noted ";,]as thEt the

It

Revi~

The main difference

spread out to cover things that were

not strictly v.lithin the education fold.

T\.]o of the articles are

American Marriages Fail, If and "Not Less Educe.tion,

aut

!I~Vhy

£vIare Adapta-

tion."98
Another aspect not noted in the earlier magazines that
appears in the first RevieH is the recreational problem. "Watching
the Game ll ,99 discusses the various merits and faults of football
as the greatest illldergraduate recreation.

Another article discusses

97utahEducational Review, October, 1907.

98I biq.

p. 7.

99Ibid.p. 9.

p. 5, Vol. I.
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the lack of gymnasiums in Utah and encourages a provision for them. IOO
Mention is also made of the library problem and

hO"\ll.T

the school li-

braries must be coordinated with the )ublic library system.
Another noteworthy, and new, feature is the three pages entitled IJEducational News. nIOI

It was also very interesting to read

the vITi t.e-up of the professional depart::"flents of the University. Even

then the department of medicine was comparatively well equipped and
a department of law had been organized.

By official vote at the business session of the State
Teachers' Association held in Provo, January 3, 1908,102 the Utah
Educational Eevj.evl became the official organ of the Association.

On December 27, 1910, the Utah Education Association voted
that its Board of Trustees secure for each member an annual subscription to the Revie~.103
Until 1923, the Revievl \o1as published by the Extension

Division of the University of Utah, under an agreement .."ith the
Utah Education Association.

Since that time the executive secretary

of the Association has been the editor.
The Utah Educational Heview is a member of the
Press Association of

~A...mericE

lOOIbid.

o. 11.

lOlIbid.

p. 17 ..

i~l1cational

and is published in accordance 'vi th

l02Utah Educatiq.Q:a1 Revie~, Vol. I, January, 1908.

l03utah Educational Review, Vol. IV, January, 1911.

p. 5.

p. 7 .
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the organization's standards.

It ranks high among the pUblications

of the state teachers' associations.

Each issue of the Revie1./ is

full of matters of interest and importance to Utah teachers and administrators.

This information is not only helpful for the school

teachers, but for the superintendents, and the school board members.
There are also a nwnber of reprints and bulletins published
by the Utah Education Association.

investigations.

Some

are reports of organizational

Others are suggestive plans for -the conducting and

organizing of -bhe local organizations.

The main object is to have

them so designed as to keep the teachers informed, and to furnish
them

~li th

materials that should prove helpful to them in their re-

lations vIi th one another and also with the members of the various
other associations.
The HevieJi is entirely self-supporting and receives no subsidy
from the other flmds.

The lTlcdn source of income is the annual sub-

scription charge Hhich is incll.lded with the fee for membership in
the state Association.

If it were possible for the Hevieji to have

greater financial aid, great improvements in the content of the magazine might be effected. 104
The earnest cooperation of every friend of education is
solicited to make t,he R.eview

a lively, entertaining, instructive,

informative, and official magazine of the Utah Education Association.

l04personal Interviet.J \-lith lUlan west, July 16, 1947 ..
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At the present time the Review has a circulation of over

5326 copies. 105

l05State Education Associations---Their Organizations,
Programs, and Staffs, 1947-1948. "p. 161.

GIL~1~ER

V

THE STATE CONVE1TTIOHS OF THE ASSOCIATION

The Constitution of the Utah state
made provision for an annual convention. 106

~~:Clucation

Association

It gave to -Ghe execu-

tive committee the duty of preparing the program, setting the date,
and making all of the necessary arrangements for the annual meeting.

This annual meetine 'tvas to afford an opportunity for the

teachers of the state to become better acquainted with one another,
to interchange their ideas, and to hear lectures that would aid
and inspire them in regard to their Hark.
1'he president is head of the executive cOll1JTlit-cee and in

that capacity selects the subject of the meeting.
careful pla.nninr, before a general theme is chosen.

There is much
~Chis

planning

is generally carried on during a period of several mont.hs.

After

the selection of the theme is official the program is built around
it.

A subject is usually chosen which will bring to the attention

of the teachers and the public

some timely problem or situation

facing the schools.
The very best spea.kers available are obtained.
speakers develop some phase of the general theme.

ffhe national

F'or example, in

l06Utah Educational Revie1'], Vol. XV, October, 1920.2_ 56.
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1913 thE,1 main topic 1.Jas liThe Boy. II

He was given attention from

every angle of his nature and was regarded from every possible
capacity or interest.

The good planning used here is evidenced

by the fact that an economist talked on child labor; a physician

spoke on medical treatment as a means of correcting "badl! boys;
and a specialist on boy problems, t'1r. Puffer, addressed the Association on boy leadership and vocational training.
The general sessions of the annual meeting ere held mornings and evenings.

'The departmental meetings are generally held

in the afternoons.

r:ehese departmental sessions are generally re-

garded as the most important part of an educational convention.
Here the teachers are able to get

d01,.Jn

to the facts o£.' their class-

room problems, they can ask questions and receive concrete help. An
article written for the Utah Educational Review, Sept. ember , 1923,107
states some of' the import, ant things that the departmental speakers

should

~W'atch

in order t.o have successful meetings.

warned to observe the time limits.

First, they 'Viers

They" 'vere advised to avoid the

usage of more ;,wrds than necessary to convey the desired idea.

The

writer said it 'Was a "heinous offense to ta.lk just words" at a depart-

mental session.

rI'o waste the time of that many profe ssiona 1 people

is the same as stealing some of their valuable possessions.
'rhese annual Association Conventions are the largest pro-

fessional meetings held in the State of Utah.

The newest trends of

l07Utah Educational Review, September, 1923. Vol. XVII.

p. 1.
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education are well illustrated in the program of the meetings.

A

teacher who has attended these gatherings over a period of years
may have secured for himself a good course in education.

1 he topics and the lecturers of the Association Conventions
1

from 1907 to 1948 are shown in Appendix A of this study.

The general

pattern of educational growth can be traced through the study of
various main topics.

~[,he

histoI'iJ of education in Utah is actually

reJ.ived by the various things \"rhich these meetings deemed important

enough to give predominance.

CHAPTER
~lHE

VI

CONS'rITUTION AND CODE OF' ETHICS 011' T}IE ASSOCI/iTION

Sometimes a constitution of an organization is written, or
someti.mes it grows up largely by general v.nderstanding.

It

lVSB

before the 1910 meeting ~Ghat the various members of the Utah Education Association saw a growing need for a definite written constitution.

At the annual meeting in 1910 the fundamental law of the

Association

\<la S

adopted and entitled the Articles of In.corporation

of the Utah Education Association.
twenty articles and two bylaws.

This document consisted of some

A copy of this original constitution

is included in the Appendix, Section B of this study.
At the annual meeting in 1912, a motion to change the time

of the annual meeting

1:1aS

referred to the Board of Trustees.

Article Eleven it was provided that the meeting

~tJas

to be held

during the first three days of "Ghe Thanksgiving i leek. 108
1

amendment to the Articles of Incorporation
1912.

vIaS

In

The first

made on November 25,

It st;ated that the meeting should be held during the last

three days of the first week of September.
Some of the changes to the constitution are as follows:

-----,----,---.--1913.

l08Utah Educational Review, Vol. VI, January and }l'ebruary,
p. 5.
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In the business session of the 1912 meeting,l09 it was provided
that the single department named Science and Nature Study in Article
II should be separated int.o two separate departments.
amendment dealt Hith the time of meeting, too.

The third

This provided that

the meeting should be held at such time as was designated by the
Association or i

ij8

Board of Trustees.

This was lost in the 1914.

meeting, but carried in the meeting held on January 4, 1918, the
latter being a business session of the Association •
.Amendment four changed Article XII in that it created four
new sections:
1.
2.

3..

4.

Utah Branch of the American Peace League
Modern Language
Agriculture
Patrons and Schools

This was passed at the business session of the convention held
November 23, 1914.

The business session of the convention held

December 22, 1915, carried amendment number five which changed
Article XII so that History and Economics 1.rere included as two

separate sections. IIO
In 1916 the Constitution was amended so as to create the
department of Geography_

Amendment number seven, and the last

amendment of t.his docu.ment, had to do with the varlous aspects of
the House of Delegates.111

There were five sections and the

l09Ibid.

llDutah Educational Review, Vol. XVII, November, 1923. p. 6.
III Ibid.
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technicalities of these will not be explored at this time.
In November, 1876, the Journal published a regula.r code
ce.lled, "Our Educational Creed. Hl12

This will be found in the

Appendix, Section B.,
In 1923,

at the twenty-eighth convention, the House of

Delegates of the Association accepted four amendments to the
Constitution of the Association which had been proposed by the
Board of Trustees.

These amendments were:

1. To amend Section 3, Article 9, pertaining to the
appointment of a full time secretary.
2. To amend Article 14, concerning the placing of the
secretary and the treasurer under bonds.

3. To amend Section 1 of the Bylaws, concerning the
publication of the Utah Educational Review.

4. To amend Article 2, Section
of all officers of the Association.

3, concerning the election

Article 9, Section 3, amended read:
"The Secretary and the Treasurer shall be elect,ed by the
Board of Trustees for a term of two years. The duties of the
Treasurer shall be such as usually devolve upon that office. The
duties of the Secretary shall be: To act as executive officer of
the Board of Trustees and to perform the regular duties usually
assumed by a secretary, to maintain the office of the Utah Education Association and to keep therein a registration list of all
teachers and the cI'edentials of those who desire to register ''''hieh
may be used for purposes of placement wherever it is required; beginning September, 1924, to become manager and editor of the official
magazine or journal of the Utah Education Association; to conduct such
surveys and to furnish such information to the teachers on topics that
are vital to their welfare and to the educational interests of the
state as may be considered advisable by the Board of Trustees; to
perform such other duties as may" from time to time, be required of
him by the Board of Trustees.I1I~)

112~ Educational Journal, Vol. I, Ns.rch, 1876. p. 1.31.

113 The Utah Educational ReView, tlAmendments to the Constitution and Bylaws,11 Vol .. XVII, November, 1923. P .. 2.
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Article 14 was amended and stated that the Board of Trustees
should require a bond from the Secretary and the

and might

~Creasurer

require one from each Trustee and officer or employee of the Association.

The amount of this bond was to be fixed by the Board of Trustees.
Section 1 of the Bylaws pertaining to a contract entered into

be-Gl.<leen the Utah E:ducation Association and Utah Educational Hevi81.f
as published by the

Jl~xtension

Division of the University of Utah,

was to be repealed after the completion of the year1s contract on
June 1, 1924,. 114

Article 2, Section 3, of the Bylav.Ts amended pro-

vided that the iJerson receiving the plurality of votes in any election
for any office would be declared elected.

A motion was also carried

that a committ.ee be appointed to re-Hrite the constitution,

incor:~Jorat

ing properly the approved changes.
'J:lhere viere but very minor changes until October 28, 1932,

~Jhen the constitution

1,Ia8

amended and rearranged .. 115

A copy of this

new constitution is included in the Appendix, Sect.ion B.
of articles was cut to ten and there are

R

'rhe number

feu evident minor changes

although the general context is the same.
A frequent question of teachers is l'1'"lliat vJay can our pro-

fessional organization help most't ll
The Educational Policies Commission report answers this question

114Ibid "
115Utah I~ducational Heview, Vol. X.!{iJI, December, 1932.

..I. 128.
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in an article entitled, nA lJational ,organization for Education,'it
which said in part:
"1'he Com:nission rejects as inaccurate and unjust
the argumen'b that the only kind of organization 1-1hich the
teachers of America will support is one devoted exclusively
or even primarily to their own im."'D.ediate, personal interests.
~Je have a higher opinion of the teaching corps.
[,ie believe
that the vast Il1ajority of the teachers of the country will
support an organization which ;?uts professional obligations
above self-interests. 116
'reachers must build among themselves a high morale, by accepting

every opportunity in public relations to attract attention to the
services

ren~ered,

by members of their 10c8.1 administrative officers

and board members securing local rules and poliCies 1tlhich are desirable,
by providing opportunities for every teacher to broaden his or her

culture and personality and strengthen his or her arts of conversation and. sociability..

In this way it is hoped the teachers 1-1ill

gain the love of the people they serve.

':Ceachers must participate in State Association and legislative
matters until they kno\{ that welfare laws come 1..rhen the people apprecia.te the services of those who are helped by such la1-18.

A teacher

must know that tieachers will take their places asA:merican leaders
only i-Jhen they have learned to 1tlOrk together for better living
conditions, better teaching, and better opportunities for the small
,iUnericans they serve.
-----.-"---~.------

116National Education Association, Departr;!.enti of Superintendence, p:. National Organization for Educatiog. Education Policies
Commission. Hashington, D. C.: ~lhe Association 1937.

CHAPTER VIr
LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIE·g SPONSORED BY
A. TERH.ITOHIAL

~eEACHER

TEACBJ~R

OItGAJlJIZATIONS

SPONSORED LEGISLATIVE ACfJ'IVITIES

The first efforts of the teacher sponsored

1egisl~ltive

activities in the Territory of Utah began on Harch 6, 1852 .. 117
Leaders from the group urged the Govern.or and the Legislative
Assembly to approve a memorial to Congress.
gress

ti~

It requested Con-

provide for the survey of the public lands and to extend

to this Territory and its inhabitants, the same privileges and
donations of land for educational purposes as were extended to
the people of the Territory of Oregon in the act of 1850.
In another memorial to Congress, approved January 17, 1854,
the Governor and Legislative Assembly requested a Zl:,5,000 a.ppropriation by Congress to aid the University.118

Congress declared that

the people living in this Territory were unable to secure the advantages arising from. the lease or sale of public land because no

land bill had yet been passed for Utah.
Brigham Young l..Jas urged by the teachers to provide schools
in all of the principal to"ms, and a Common School Act was approved .119

l17Utah Educational Journal, July, 1875.
118Ibid •
119 I bid.

p. 6. ff. Vol. 1 ..
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In this act it '!;\Tas made the duty of the Chanoellor and the Board

of Regen-tis of the Uni versi ty of the State of Deseret, to appoint
a Superintendent of common schools for the '.[lerri tory.
On January 19, 1855 the Governor and tihe Legislative Assembly

ena.cted a law that the sum of ~t2, 500 should be appropriated for the

building of an Academy in ,salt Lake City.120

Brigham Young was

authorized to select the site and draw upon the auditor of public
accounts as the need arose.

It was the desire of the teachers and

people of -tihis Terri tory that a normal school should become a reality •
.An act provicling for the selection and location of a quantity

of land equal to tv!O townships for the establishment of a University
was approved January 21, 1859. 121
Surveyor General l,.,ras created.

In that same Act, the office of

Land was also granted for schools and

university purposes.

On January 17, 1867, a petition was sent to Congress to donate
lands included in the recorded plots of the cities, -GowTIS and villages
of the Territory.122

This was to aid in the laying of the foundation

for a common school fund for the benefit of the Territory and future

state.

'~ehe

legislature "\tras to make regulations for the disposal of

l20Ibid.

121 Ibid.
122 Ibid •
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said lands.

In answer to the petition, Joseph S.}lilson, commissioner

of the Land Office at HashingJGon, wrote that sections sixteen, and

thirty-six were reserved for schools in the Utah Territory but that
title could not be acquired ill1til further legislation by Congress.

He

said that this grant was not usually made until 1,he cOl1lrmmity passed
from a rrerritory to a state.

Such legislation was petitioned for

and refused. 123
The first Territorial aid given to the district schools of

utah

vlaS a

legislative appropriation of ;:])15,000 in 1874. 124

'School support by taxation first appeared in the late
eighties.

This

WB.S

a great single stride in Utah education.

The

taxes fall into two classes, a Territorial tax, and a C01mty tax.125
The balance of the required revenues was raised through a tax on the
distriot or ward.

This system was far superior to that of the tuition

plan but was still unsatisfactory.

The railroad or mining districts

could raise sufficient revenue even though they had a small district
tax.

They could then b.ire the high priced teachers and continue their

school for a full ten months, whereas, in the poor districts even a
high tax would not keep the schools open the full term nor allow them
to hire the best class teachers.

This condition brought much dis-

cussion, and finally legislation \.]hich brought about more equitable
conditions.

123 Ibid.•
124LeRoy Cowles, Organization Administra1ion of
Utah, University of Utah Press, 1927. ? 73.

l25Compiled Laws of Utah l8g8 ,sec. 1923,

T!~cJ~2a~ion in

p. 681.
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In 1887, the Edmunds-Tucker Law was passed by Congress. 126
Thi.s law took t.he affairs pertaining to schools out of the hands of
the Territory and placed them in the hands of the Territorial Superintendent to be appointed by the Supreme Court of the Territory.

The

,superintendent aplJointed was Parley L. 'Vlilliam0'3, a non-Normon attorney.
The bill also provided for a Utah Commission which required each Superintendent in Utah to report on official U. S. forms the nwnber of
superintendents and their sex and church affiliat,ion, the teachers
and the pupils segregated according to sex and religion. 127

l'here

was also some re-districting at this tLme and certain mining centers
were created as districts.
£.ir'. Clarence E. Allen and Superintendent P. L. ifilliams 1..Trote

the first. Free Public School Bill in Utah. 128

It. Has presented to

the Territorial Legislature and received only five votes.

A new bill

'.da s presented in lieu of the \.>lilliams-Allen Bill by a lea:jer in the

People's Party, Heber J. Grant.

It proposed that money for the

support of schools should be raised by taxation and that all money
thus raised should be apportioned to any church which vIas carrying
on schools in proportion to the number of pupils that such church
had in such schools.

'{'his bill was vetoed by Governor Arthur L. rrhomas.

ll'inally the Hilliams-Allen bill

"HaS

changed; and lUlder the name of the

-------------------126gtah

Universitlguarter~, Vol. I, December, 1895.

~J.

238.

l27 Ibid •
1280scar Van Catti, u..npublished History

p. 2.
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Collett bill, it was passed and put into operation in 1890.
years later this bill was amended and strengthened to

ser~v"'e

Two
until

Statehood in 1896. 129
The bill of 1890 provided that the schools of Utah should
be free and supported by taxation.

But even better, it provided

for the separation of cities of the first and second class from the
counties in which the cities were located.

Because Salt Lake City

was of first class rating it was arranged tha.t it should have its

schools administered by a board of eciucation consisting of ten meIDber,s.

Under this bill the question of issuing bonds to the amount

of ;$850,000.OJ for the purpose of purchasin:~ sites and erecting

school houses was submitted to the electors by the Board of Education. 1JO
The admission of Utah as a sta.te made it necessary to revise
the 1890

131.-1,

which had been appropriate and applicable for the

Territorial government.

Superintendent John R. Park requested

Oscar Van Cott to re"lri te the la14 of 1[5;90 and prepare it for the

Legislature .131

After much discussion the follolJing ideas 14ere

incorporated into the nel.] bill:
nei.J

Sta.te 3uperintendent

of Public Instruction.

W3. s

First, the official title of the

declared to be the State Superintendent

Second, the personnel of the State Board of

p. 3.

13 0 Ibid ..
131rol·'lle
-1·'''1" rst ':-.>1.::::
PI "lUU;'-, 1 1
R
'
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+'
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~ducation

-- the following provision was lrlritten into the law in

order to keep the State Board of Educ8.tion from domination of
pressure groups of selfish interests -- were to be ex officio and
to serve \l1i thout salary but \oJi thexpenses allowed.
nated the follot-Jing to be the State Board of

The law desig-

:(~cluc9tion:

1. rl;he State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
ex officio member and chairman

2. The President of the University of Utah
3. rphe President of the Utah State Agricultural
College

4. The Superintend.ent of Schools of Salt .Lake City

5. The

President of the Branch Normal School in
Cedar City

The preceding became lay! and 'Has in force until 1916. 132
B.

LEGISLATIYf~

PROCEDURE -,!JI'.I'HIN TrlE UEA

rJ'he UEA Cansti tution makes provision for a committee to
deal '-'lith legislative activities within the organization itself.
It provides .that this committee, knm,m as the House of Delegates,
shall consist of the meInbers of the Board of Trustees and one dele-

gate from each local association, or as many delegates as they are
entitled to on the basis of one delegate for every fifty members.

Educational institutions such as colleges, universities, and
academies, which are maintained separa.te and apart from districts

in Hhich they are located, are to furnish delegates on the same
~

__.__"·____.. ____,_. _"_C________.

132Interview with Oscar Van Catt, April 16, 19L:.7.
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basis as the local associations.

The House of Delegat'es has the

power to determine policies to be carried out for the A.ssocia tion
on resolutions.

The secretary is a very

irr~ortant

officer in the Association

in regard to legislative activities, and may be referred to as the
axle that turns the wheel.

One phase of his activity is to secure

support of proposed legislative measures of the Association by cooperation with the influential leaders, especially the members of the State
Board of}l~ducation.133

'The county superintendents, principals, and

leaders from t.he State Teachers

I

"Associat~i.on

meet in conferences and

the major legislative proposals are considered.

The House of Dele-

gates is then informed of the outcome of these meetings and at their
discretion they present the ideas and seek the approval and cooperation of the State Department of Education.

If approval is given by

them, then the proposed measures are submitted to the Legislature.

c.

UEA INFLuENCE

OI~

STATE LEGISLATION 1901-1949

The Utah state Education Association uas concerned with the
school legislation from its very

beginJling~

~lhen

the State of Utah

was still a Territory, one of its first steps \rJas to procure a united
general representation to the national government to enlighten them
as to the Territory J s condition and wants in the rnatter of educational
privileges.

Public education is a State function so the l')ublic schools

133personal interview with T".Jilliam P. Miller, July 18, 1949.
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are provided for by state la1-18. 134

~he creation, preservation,

adjustment, financing, and administration of the public school
system are goverrrlJlental functions.

The public schools are subject

to legislation every time the legislature is in session.

As a repre-

sentative of the teaching profession, the UEA has constantly tried to
influence the legislature to enact laVls that are favorable to education.

The

Ui~

is not alone responsible for all state education legis-

lation; for the Association very often cooperates with other state
educational agencies, such as the State Board of Education, to put

thJough needed legislation.
~ehe

committee.

Board of Trustees of the UEA appoints a legislative
Recently it has been the custom for the executive secre-

tary to be the chairwE.n of that conrrnittee.

This legislative cormnittee

vlOrks with the Board of Trustees and the ezecutive secretary to prepare
bills for state legislative activities.

'VJhen the legislative COITl1nittee

is in doubt, it requests a special meeting of the Board of Trustees.
If the Board of Trustees is in doubt, it may call a meeting of local
presidents to discuss the problem.

In this matter it gets a cross

section of the opinion of the teachers of the State and the Senate,
towards legislative probabilities.

'Hhen a compromise is necessary

to get certain bills paBsed, it is sometimes necessary to call a
meeting with the Board of Trustees.
A code of' school laws 1tlas enacted during the administration
~-------

--,'----

l3 LI-Qtah Educational Revievl, November, 1910. Vol. IV.

p. 9.
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of A. C.. Nelson.

His term of office was 1901 to 1913 •

'With the

help of the State Department of Public Instruction, the U.JGah Educa-

tion Association, and local district associations he succeeded in

securing the passage of laws which accomplished
1. Better organization of our schools
2. Higher standards for the teachers. 1 35

The first result was attained by amending the measures providing
for the consolidation of our schools..

A school building commission

was appointed to approval all building plans, high school districts
were made possible, the text book commission was created; the institute work

'ViaS

unified; high schools were placed under the direction

of the State Board of

~!:ducation;

state aid was given to the high

schools, and the free text book law was passed.

The second desired

result was accomplished by laws providing thet the State Board of
Education should examine all teachers, and that all institute work
was to be obligatory, and teachers were to be paid for such service.
One law provided that every teacher must have four years of high
school work or an equivalent thereof before becoming eligible 'i:.o
take the state examination.

The teachers were required to give proof

that they were free from infection and hereditary diseases ..
It was at this time that the library 181>' was passed.

This

law provided for an expenditure of fifteen cents per capita for all
children of school age for library purposes.

It also gave the school

district permission to have public libraries either alone or in

135Utah Educ.§.ti9nal: Revie~, January, 19lL}.
:F'ebruary, 1927.

p. 292 ..

p. 26 ..
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cooperation \lTi th the municipality.
The Utah Education Association lent its weight in the fight
to repeal -i:;he law legalizing gaI1bling on horse races. 136

This law

authorized pari·mutual betting on horse races and resulted in wholeThe fight was a success and JGhe la\rJ' was repealed in

sale gambling.

1927.
During 1929 the first draft of the teacher ret.irement law

was presented to the legislature.
State,

1t1aS

()lOO.OO.

Judge I-Iarmnond, the SecretarZT of

employed by the Utah Education Association for

a

fee of

He was to draft and present a bill for teacher retirement.

An insurance statisti tian from California "Jas also employed to work
loJi th Judge Hammond in preparing -1.;he bill. l37

but was never reported

ou-~

The bill Has introduced

of the committee.

In 1935 the HEA aided the passage of a bill to elect a State
Board of Education, instead of having the positions appointive. 138

At this time the utah Teaohers Retirement Bill was written
and promoted throui:sh the Legislature.

~lhe

appropria-tion was eliminated

but the bill did carry a smaller appropriation of
for a retirement board.

;j-~4,OOO

and provided

Hany of the teachers felt tihat the bill was

not worth passinG into lal-1.

The final word was left to J. R. Smith.

136Ibid •
l37Utah Educational Review, Vol. XX. April, 1927.

138Interview with Milton Taylor, July 7, 1946.

p. 423.
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He decided that the \..risest move was to pass the bill and wait until
the next session and push a better bill.
the House.

It

1tJaS

They did so and it passed

difficult to get a sponsor in the Senate but

finally Hugh -vloodard agreed to the jab.

i'tIost of -the opposing

Senators agreed to vote for the bill if it went in iflithout the
appropriation.

This was agreed to.

~[,he

bill passed the Senate and

Has signed by the Governor.
The data ',.Thich provided the "basis for the law \.J'as furnished
by the National Education Association research department.

research has provided a basis for our present

salar~T

HEA

schedules,

tenure regulations, certification standards, equalization principles,
and other professional achievements.

Hithout such national service

this data would ha.ve to be collected by each state association indi-

vidually.

This would result in much loss of efficiency and duplica-

tion of effort.
The Utah State I).leachers I Retirement System, as enacted in

1937, is a joint contributory system.
both by the teachers and by the S:tat,e.

The contributions are made
The State and tihe Teachers

contribute a level percentage of salary from year to year, rather
than increasing t.he contribution each year with the increased age
of -bhe member. 139

Each member r s contribu-iJion, plus interest, is

credited to his individual account and maintained for the purpose
of paying the claims of said indiVidual, and assuring that there

l39Interview with Ray Lillywhite, July 18, 1946.
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would be sufficient reserves at any time to payout every claim
against the system.

By assuring teachers some degree of financial independence
in old age, and providing a means by which some of the older, more
expensive and less efficient teachers can be retired from active
service, a better education may be provided for the children of

Utah; thus the taxpayer and the general public is more adequately

repaid for the cost of education.140
The law is administered by an unpaid board of seven members.
Three are elected from and by the members of the Retirement System,
two appointed by the Governor, and

tirlO

(State Superintendent of Public

Instruction and State Att.orney General) arB ex officio.

rehe administra-

tive expenses are paid by the State. 1 41
JIhe law provides -t:.hat all teachers shall become
the retirement system

1.Ji th

~nembers

of

the exclusion of

1. T'hose teachers employed on a part-time or substitute'
basis -I'iho were not already members at ~~he begirming of t.heir parttime or substi -(,ute status
2. Nembers of the rreachers Insurance and A.nnuity Association
of America and holders of retirement annuit,y contracts vIi th other
private organizations or companies in l:Jb.ich the State of Utah or any
subdivision thereof contributes part of the premium

3. Teachers serving as exchange teachers from outside the
Stjate

4. All contributing merabers of a local system., unles,s and
until they make written application for membership in the state

140 Interviel.f with
141Ibid.

Ray Lillywhite, ll'larch, 1948.
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re'Girementsystem. All teachers who have been employed in their
local syste'-n for six mont,hs or more since -the law Il!ent into effect
have either become members of the state syst,ern or are nm'] ineligible
for such membership. This provision applies only to ne!;,! teachers in
Salt Lake, Ogden, and Provo, or teachers \.Jho are nm,J in these districts
but have been there less than six months. 1L!-2
The rate of contribution depends upon the sex of the individual and thea,ge at the time of entrance into -Ghe systerlJ.
contributions range from 5.41 per cent of salary fox' a me Ie

20, or belmlT 8.72 per cent of sa181"Y for [',

fe~male

The
81J

age

at age 60 or above.

These contrlbutiona, whi~h are taken lrOJil te2cheI' t s monthly salary,
plus 31} ~er cent interest, are credited e,:;wh month t. a the teacher T s
account in t.he retirement office. 143
'~~o

be eligible for service retirement the teacher must be

55 years of ass with 30 years of service, or 60 years of age with

15 years of service.
70.

He fsces compll1sory ret.irement at. t.he age of

il.. Iilemb8r at retirement -villi]!:; gI'ented an annuit:5l purchased by

U'l8 state.

These amount S Hill be added_ ijo the penston, granted by

the state for prior service.

Tbe three iterr.s go to make up the re-

tiremen t 211 o'lt.fance S 1,J'hi ch ar e paya ble mon -thly

-r or

lif e, either to

the retired member or to the beneficiary- desi-gnateo. by him.
rrb.e retiirement a11m,,Jance is

1'4-

per cent of final coapensa-

tion for each year of prior service, plus actuarial equivalent of

accumul,sted contributions of retirement alloiv1aDce sf at least onefourth of final cornpensation. 1LfL:.

'1'0 receive disability retirelnent

---_.,-,------,----

143r~

'-l

~.

144rntervie\.J '~lith :tV3,Y Lillyvlhite, IvIarch, 1948.
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members must ha.ve 10 years of service and be permanently incapacitated for school duties.
The properly designated beneficiary or the estate of any
deceased member of the system receives the death benefit.

This

consists of the member IS contributions, plus interest, plus onehalf of the last year's salary.
A pe:rson is automat.ically dropped frmn eligibility if he
ltJithdraws from teaching service in Ut,ah for any cause other than
death,

r8tire~"'Yl.8nt,

contributions,

~)lus

or selectiive service.

A reflLnd of the member

IS

interest is made.

U)on re-enterine: the syste:!l after having previously '/li thdrawn his accunu1ated contribu-!:;ions, a teacher may redeposit an
amount equal to the accumulated contributions Hi thd~('awn and thereby

retain t.he same rat8 of contributions as b8fnre \·li thdral'ln, rather
than

8.

higher rate.

A teacher making such redeposit upon re-entering

the system will receive full credit for the prior service she would
have had if she had not preViously 1vi thdrawn and also the service
rendered since 1937 in Utah schools.

If said redeposit is not made,

the teacher \IJi11 contribute at a hi8;her rate and ,!Jill lose all service
referred to in the preceding sentence.
The 1945

legislc(~ure

discussed retirement lal.J.

made severa.l amendments to the above

It gave retirement benefits to men and

\-.!Omen \',.rho discontinue teaching to enter the military service.

To

be eligible they must go into military service from active membership
in thA retirement system.

Eilitar:\r service prior

-~o

July 1, 1937, t,he
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date of the establishl1uent of tihe retirement syst,em, is not aCC8l)ted.

The benefits are allm,Jed in two ways: 145

1. Credit shall be given for the ti~le spent in military
service for the purpose only of qualifying for retirement benefits.

2 .. A member of the retirement system who enters military
service is given an opportlIDity to make contributions to the retirement flIDd, based on his last school salary prior to entrance into such
service. 1 he contributions made are matched by the 3tate, and both
are applied in the oalculation of a retirement allowance at the time
of retirement.
1

This amendment also provides t.hat death benefits

9a~rable

by

"i:;he Sliate to members of the retirement system be discontinued four
months after leaving active teaching service, except for those individuals who leave teaching because of illness, which incapacity is
continuous frOl!l -Ghe last day of service.

In addition the lavl was

amended to permit a beneficiary to receive death benefits in monthly
payments rather than in one

lUll1p SUE1,

if he so desires.

The amendment also permits members of the Teachers I Insurance
and Annuity Association of America to disconi:;inue such meE1hership,

,,{hereupon membership in the retirement syste:rn becomes mandatory.
Non-tea ching school employees l-lere included in the retire-

ment system with the same benefits granted to teachers.

Thei.r

membership became effective on July 1, 191-r.5, if already employed,
or at such time as employment became effective after that date. 146

145 Ibid •
146Ibid.
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The amendment gave prior service credit for service in schools
not under the authority End supervision of the state providing the
individuals concerned were members of the retirement system and beoame so on or before July 31, 1938, and provided further that the
credits of the schools in which they taught were approved by the
University of Utah, the Utah S·tate Agricul-tul"al College,. or the

State Board of Education.
Several times the legislature has changed the method and
amount of the State's contribution to the retirement system, although
on the basis of benefits allowed the State's cont.ributions should be
approximately 8.5 per cent of members' salaries, in order to fund
the system on a reserve basiS, yet the State contributed only 6 per
oent during -:.,he first biennium and for each succeeding biennium an
amount less than 6 per cent but appropriated in the form of a flat
amount rather than a percentage of members' salaries.
The 1941 legislature set a minimwn ret.irement allowance
of

;~360

per year for those who meet the minimwn requirements and

a maxllmnn retirement a IlmJance of:·~51200 per year.

Because of de-

elining interest rates the board, upon the recommendation of its
actuary, reduced the interest guarantee from

3i

to 2~-, effective

July 1, 1943. 147
Irhe membership of the retirement system in 1937

5,000.

In 191+6 it was about 6,500, a.pproximately

l47Utah Educational Reviel,J, ltlarch, 1941.
p. 224-225.

~_OO

ieJaS

roughly

of these

Vol. XXXIV.
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being non-teaching school employees.
The Teachers! Retirement F1.md has grown from nothing in

1937 to about six million dollars in 1946.

Most of this six million

dollars is money oontributed by the members of the system.148

On June 30, 1946, there were just slightly under 400 members
on active retirement.

Twenty-four of these are retired for disabllity,

the balance for service.

$63 per month.

The average service retirement allowanoe is

The average disability retirement allowance is $35.

Another legislative problem presented itself in 1935.

~~he

State Constitution provided for $25 per oapita for each school child.
For years the schools had been receiving only $20 to :~22 per child.

This was the case because the Tax CoInt'TIission maintained that $25
was the maximum and not the minimum.

About 20 per cent of the people

failed to pay their taxes and the Commission was deducting from the
school allotment accordingly.
about

::~700,OOO

annually.

The schools of the state were losing

A bill was written, under the direction of

the Association, which would remedy this condition.
and became a law.

It was passed

It made the provision that the state was to furnish

$25 per school child in average daily attendance.

Until the law was

changed in 1947, the bill remained in effect and brought to the schools
several millions of dollars which they would have lost had this bill
never been passed. 149

_.

148Ibid

149Utah Educational Review, March, 1935. Vol. XXVIII. p. 223.
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During the 1937 period the legislature passed the Uniform

School Fund amendment.

They also secured the passage of the Uniform

School ]'und act which carries the consti tution81 provision into effect. I50
The people of the state were to be the deciding factor as to
the amendment and so voted on the constitutionfl_l amendments.

These

amendments would make it possible for ·!.:;he legislature to appropriate
more monies for the schools.

The officers of the Association traveled

allover the state speaking on the constitution amendments and urging
people to adopt them.
state

t~hat

There was not a teachers association in the

wasn It visited at least once.

1'llien the votes came in, it

was found that a large negativo vote piled up in Salt Lake City.

H01.<J-

ever, as the official vote came through it was found that the outlying
counties polled up sufficient votes to outweigh those, and the amendm.ents were officially accepted.

Every teacher, and everyone who has

been interested in the Question, must knm.J just hm.] much the passage

of these amendments has meant to the teachers.

Since then at different

sessions of the legislature they have been able to get large appropriations to help carryon educat.ion in the state.
One of the most LlD.portant legislative issues fa,cing the people
of Utah has been the financing of the schools.

There have been three

major problems in this field that take the spotlight.

These problems

are 151

15 0utah Educational Reviel-T, December, 1937.

Vol. XXXI.

l51Intervisi-J with J:.'lilton ':f.1aylor, July 18, 1946.

p. 117.
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1. The means of providing sufficient funds to operate a
satisfactory state school program. The fast rate of economic expansion in the state intensifies the diffioulty.
2.

The distribution of the school· funds so that all areas
h~l.ve equal educational opportunities, or at least a
greater degree of equality than usually exist,s.
of the state

3. How to make the financial burden equalized among the
various school districts of the state.
The state finance plan enacted by the legislature and adopted
by the people in

1946 embodied four main objectives152

1.

Equalization of opportunity

2.

Redistribution of the tax load, equalization

3.

Increasing the proportion of school finances supplies

by the state

4. Providing the necessary elasticity in the school
financing program in order that it can fluct.uate with the
general economy of the state.
The two oonstitutional amendments adopted in November of

1946 largely fulfilled the first mentioned objective.

These amend-

ments set up a method of distributing ,state school money to local
boards of education on the basis of need up to where a minimum
standard of education is reached in every distriot.

No attempt

was made to define just what was meant by minimum standard and so
there is still much left to interpretation, which is used by the
state legislature.

This makes it possible for the minimum program

to be set in relation to the changing economic and social conditions
which make it necessary that there be constant adjustments in the
amo~uat

of needed school revenue.

The old state school aid formula

152rnterview with 1. Rulon Jenkins, November, 1946.
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was also simplified.

This was done by consolidating several funds,

each with its individual distribution formula, into one fund for
distribution under one equalization plan. l53
After the amendments were passed, the state legislature found
it necessary to rewrite nearly the entire school finance law in order
that the new plan be carried out.
state funds had to be withdrawn.
to fill the gap.
written in.

Some provisions which regulated
The uniform school fund was adopted

Safeguards in the administration of state funds were

New provisions governing the duties of the state tax

oommission in the setting of property tax levies were inaugurated.
About two and one-third million dollars in state general funds previously designated for school support were freed to support other
state functions including the expanding needs of the higher institutions.

This new need was largely due to the army of G. I.fS con-

verging upon them.

One-fourth of the income revenues were diverted

from the state general fund to the uniform school fund. 154
The second legislative objective -- to see that the tax

load is more equitably distributed -

was partly fulfilled by a

series of bills which seek to strengthen the hand of the state tax
commission in making assessment methods more uniform in the various
counties. l55

It was the inorease in the proportion of total state

153Bulletin prepared by UEA Office.
154Interview with William P. Miller, January 6, 1947.
l55Ibid.
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in the proportion of total state school money to

COInS

from a state

property tax that brought this situation to a head and demanded-immediate attention.

The local property taxes financed over one-half of

the total cost of schools until

passed.

Ghe

..I

constitutional amendments were

'l"he property school taxes were so low that the small vari-

ations in the assessment practices were not dap.gerous.

But under the

new law the state property levy is greater than the local tax rate.

It

vIaS

estimated that a local levy of about 8.5 mills Hould be re-

quired to finance the minimum school program as defined by the

present legislature.
':Che reallocation problem caused much discussion during the

legislative session of

1945 and since that time.

Sales tax revenues

were supplemented by county property taxes and federal grants.

They

have been dedicated by law for the support of the state welfare program.

rrhe county property taxes, the auto license fees and the gasoline

taxes were generally the ones that supported state and federal cooperative highway construction and maintenance.

The property taxes, in-

come tax and general fund money were devoted to financing the 8choo18. 156
':ehe Tax Study Commit.tee had urged the legislature to change the ear-

marking procedure in such a way that it 1-10u1d keep its good points
and. eliminate the bad.

The plan offered by this commi tte8 advised

the 91acing of ,school cost almost entirely upon the income tax and

property tax revenues.

They argued that the additional burden placed

156Utah EducationCi! RevievJ, Vol. ~.l, February, 19l,B.

p. 19.
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upon the property tax would be offset in most district.s by the
elimination of the local property tax for welfare and roads.

The

cost of roads was to be borne entirely by auto fuel taxes and registration fees.
The legislature adopted the cOTInni ttee 1 s program. 157

It is

noJG as yet evident just what the consequences of this new plan vIill

'be. It may increase one person IS tax 8.11.c1 101-1er another 1 s, but everyone is generally agreed that it ·ltdll peeve tIl\;;; financial road of

education.
ffhe fourth objective of the new tax plan was also accomplished
with the passage of the constitutional amendments.

They provide t,hat

tire state shall contribute not ::nore than 25 per cent of the total
operating and lnaintenance

COS-CiS

of a minimull1 school prograln, the limits

of \·Jhich (as has previously been pointed out), shall be determined by

the legislature from time to time..

subjected to legislative reviel>J in.

Thus the needs of the schools are
'~he

light of current conditions

at least every two years. 158
The school people tend to he fearful of their increased
dependency upon the property tax.

They 1:16nt on record by saying

that they would not support the progra!r unless some source of revenue
other than the property tax was made availabl'8 to finance the increasing school costs..

A gradu2.ted tax on net proceeds of mj_nes and other

157 James E .. Haslam, Letter on file in lYE! office, :March 19, 1948.
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enterprises removing natura.l resources from the state and increased
income and sales taxes i,4ere suggested as possible relief measures ..
This was rejected by the legislature and the support of the schools
"t.Jas left dependent upon the property tax and income tax and other
minor sources such as the state school fund. interest. 159
If the method for distribu-tiing the Qniform school fund were

available

101"

distribution of the state district school fund and

'!Ghe high school f"LuId, a nearer a.pproach to equalizatioh would have

been possible..

The only way in 1,,]hich this could be accomplished is

by constitutional amendment because the state constitution provides

for the distribution of monies on ))9r c8lJi ta bases, to rich and poor
districts alike.
It is brought out by both Dr. Dixon and Dr. fjIiller that the

principal in the trust fund has been increasing since 1896 and now
has an excess of nine million dollars..

In 1935, -Ghe most important

problo!fl in the school land policy vIas the rapid increase of fo1"e-

closure in farm land.
farm property.

The 1937-legislature prohibited loans on

Since 1937, three fourths of the foreclosed property

has been sold; much of it at a loss.
amounted to

~:;:,1,Ol9 ,835 .77.

On

JG~e

31, 1948, this loss

Both of tb,ese men mentioned that the

loss resulted from poor business adrtlinistration by the Utah 3tate
Land Board rather than from. unlawful methods. 160

'rhis trust fund

was guaranteed by the Enabling Act and the Utah State Constitution.

160Dr • Il.P. Hiller, I1Developments in Public School Land
Policies in Utah, 1935-193B,IT (unpublished Doctor's thesiS, Stanford
University, Palo Alto, 1949.) p. 182.
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It is proposed by Dr. Hiller that -(jhe Utah State Land Board has

the legal responsibility of recovering the loss to the fund and
that legislation in this direction should be made.

CHAPT~R

VIII

rrHE PHOHOTION OF PH.OFESSIONALISh BY '{,I-IE DEA
The UBA has a standing comnittee 1,J'hose f1.IDction is to study
a

pro';~rar2

of professj.onal advancement of Utah teachers.

Irhe field

of professional relations has been greatly developed.
The Association maintains a library 1tlhioh contains studies,
texts, and bulletins on professional advancement of Utah teachers •

.At the present date this line of activities has expanded to such an
extent that thorough .coverage is impossible at this time.

Some of

the influences that the Association has accomplished on the promotion
of professionalism are mentioned in the following paragraphs.
One of the greatest professional services the . ~ssociation
.

renders is that it

brin~~s

the nation 1 s leading educational thinkers

to Utah to speak and participate in the annual convent.ion.

~L'his

not

only makes good outside contact.s but. it keeps the Association members
abreast of the times.
On its ovm initiative and yet in cooperation l.Jith the State

Department of Public Instruction, the Association participates in
making recOImnendations to the State Board of

J~ducation

concerning the

requirements for certification. 161

---------------161 Personal in-bervieirl with Allan

}i.

West, ADril 4, 1948.
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It keeps "up" on what is happening in the world on education
by sending delegates to national conferences.

These delegates oome

home with many new thoughts and praotices.

'rhe Assooiation held one of its first State Professional
Leadership Conferences at Cedar Oity in November, 1947.

The meeting

did what it could to promote professional growth and set the stage
for more democratic participation in the Association program.
One of the newer and more important phases of this professional
activity is the investigating of teachers 1 dismissals.

Constantly

there are investigations going on to identify the exact causes of
dismissals.

If these dismissals Here for unfair reasons, then the

DEA exerts its powerful influence to see that justice is done the
teachers, and that they have an opportunity to present their side
of the story.

The UEA had a joint committee which set up rules of

orderly dismissal.

These rules point out the proper procedure to

follow in dismissing any school personnel. 162
The DEA has a standing conl'ni ttee whose function is to study

a program of professional advancement of Utah teachers.
word much good has been accomplished.

By the written

The Association maintains a

library which contains studies, texts, and bulletins on professional

advancement of Utah teachers.

An official Code of Ethics has been

prepared, adopted, and distributed.

This serves to provide sta.ndards

for the professional performance of its members.

162}futerial on file in DEA office.

They have also
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prepared a handbook for the local offioers.

This oontains a oalendar

which suggests the various dates upon which certain works should be
started. 163
The delegates that are sent to national conferences cooperate
with the NEA in every possible way and with the other agencies also
in sponsoring and participating in regional meetings devoted to pro.....
fessioD8.1 standards and teacher education.

It lends active support

to programs which promote international understanding and cooperation.
An example of this is their cooperation with UNESCO and the vrerld

Organization of the Teaching Profession programs.

The Association is

also very useful in -Ghat it is a center for the distribution of
suggestions by local associations, national groups, or by individuals.
It serves as the heart for the projection of the life blood of the NEA
program. which is sent in-GO the local and state arteries.

Out of the one million teachers tn -the United States, a large
percentage of them want nearly the same things -- better educational
opportunities for children, better salaries, improved professional
standards.

The only way in which these can be achieved is by the

one million teachers speaking with a single voice so that their influence can be felt.

On problems Df s-tate-wide importance the teachers

speak through their state Association; and in local matters of a professional nature the local association takes over.

All of these

organizations work together in order to achieve their common goals.
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Utah's professional progress achieved gives generous evidence of
the effectiveness of the work of our unified profession.
Naturally many problems arise in the operation of the education association.

Invariably too rl1uch stress is placed on the tech-

niques of instruction and management, and too little attention is

given to education as public policy_

The teachers are even relatively

ignorant of ways of improving the profession.

Therefore, the first

basic problem is to interest and enlighten the teachers in their

public attitudes, legislative actions, and administrative practices.
Oile function is to enlist the teacher in a program of action

1tJ'hich is not prettied up by theoretical master pieces, but is imbibed
Hith the crude realism necessary for effec-lJi ve local teachers I asso. +.
Cladlons.

This is a most effective medium through i.rJhich democracy

in administration can become a reality rather than only a stated
objective.

The local association gives teachers an opportunity they

might not otherwise have, to be informed not only of the activities
affecting teachers themselves but also of professional movements COllcerning the 1>Thole field of education.
Teachers caD be most helpful by discussing

'~-Ji tih

t.eacher

association leaders, formulating committees -to study the annual
budge-i;, salary schedules, provisions for sick leave, health examina-

tiona for teachers in service, training, and public relations programs.
A most

wholeso~rne

relationship should exist between the teachers

and t!le administration in our school systenl.

teachers Immv they may be Iv3ard on any school

It is important that

subject at any time
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ar.dthat they be encouraged to express their opinions in perfect
confidence

~lithout

fear or hesitance.

lJ:here is certainly a word of wisdo:':1 in the remark of a

western educator that teachers need the organization worse than
the organization needs the teachers, though both profit by the
arrangement..

1 his may he shown by comparing educ8.tional conditions
1

in states vIhere the association is organized and sup:90rted with

states Hhere the support given by the teachlng staff is poor.

In

the proportion of the whole teaching body on the association rolls
for the year 1923, the ran1<: of the various states is as follows : 164

1. \.Jymuing

2. Utah

17. Oregon
18. Massachusetts

.3. NetoJ' ~Jersey
4. Pennsylvania

19. Kansas
20. Idaho

5. Arizona
6. Rhode Island

21. Nel-.T Hampshire

7. Cormecticut

23. Virginia

8. Nevada

24. \rjashington
25. ~~e st Virginia

9. Dela"Jare
10. Colorado
11. Oklahoma
12. Ca 1ifornia
13. Arkansas
14. Indiana

15. Nichigan
16. f''lissouri

3L\-e l'iinnesota
35. south Dakota
36. North Carolina
37. New f·,lexico

38. Hississippi
39. North Dakota

22. Illinois

26. Ohio
27. Nebraska
28. Vermont
29. Naine

JO.

33. t',Jisconsin

40.

Texas
Kentucky
42. Dist. of Columbia
43 • IJiary land
~tl.

41".e f"lontana
4.5. New York

Iowa

31. Louisiana
32. Alabama

46.

Tennessee

48.

Georgia

47. South Carolina
49. li'lorida

It is not necessary to

ShO~l

a relation between the enrollment

and the efficiency of a state Teachers I Association.
the states which rank

lO~,'1

~'he

fact that

professionally also rank low in the general

status of education is self-evident.

Thus :most of the ststar"l

itlb. ich

lQ7

stand high on the list above also are high on the Ayers Index, and
visa versa.

In a study of progressive educational legislation in

twenty-eight states, it was found that the states which rank highest
above also are states where the most progressive educational legisla-

tion is today being enacted.
One of the greatest evils to be feared is the attitude of
many teachers that if they do nothing things ,,1111 come out all right
anyway.

Man is still master of his fate and each and every teacher

should be made to realize this.

In this problem the social point

of vim'1 should be kept to the front and the correct measure of
consideration should be given to each of the manifold social factors.
Elevation of one thing should not be effected by the submerging of
another.

Each social element ought to'sharo according to the public

spirit and intelligence of its members and yet none should be allowed
to dominate.

Thus it is seen that the ultimate purpose of education

is the improvement of the general welfare.
The table on the follot-ling page illustrates the membership

in DEA and NEA by district.

It also indicates the healthy growth

in the me.jor professional organizations.
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UTAH

EDUGA~!:OB5 r

IV

HEJ:vfEERSEIP IN lJEA AND NEll BY

DIS~eRICT

'i'he figures be 10\01 , taken from official m~A and NEA compilations, show
the healthy grouth of our maj or professional organizations in -Ghe 98st
yea]:,. UEA merllJership gained in 35 locals, rernained the ·'38n'.8 in 8 locals,
and declined in 12 locals. Participntion of Utalms in NEiL gained in 32
locals, re~l1'3..ined the same in 6, and declined in 7.
Utah );.TaS onG of 16 st,ates achieving their 19L~_E NEll me:r1bership goals as
reported by T. D. l\l.artin, Director of IvIembership ,. NEh, on April 6, 1948.
With a goal of 4,872 set for May 31, utah had already reported 4,936* on
Harcb 31. Nl~A also reports an all-time high of La], 508 members, an increase of 57,559 over a year ago.
--~....-.--

TJEA

Alpine
Beaver
Box Elder
C."3. che

IvIEl1B:~HSHIP

rrEA

April 9 Nov .. 20 April 27 12 l\jros.
1948. __
. :t... or ':"
19/"-7
1947
198
198
193
+5

Carbon

Daggett
Davis
Duchesne

53

196
170

54
200

212

171
223

1

0

187

199

54

"""I

204
171
222

+1

172

55
207
171

... 10

213

228

-1

0

+20

189
85

+3

57
51
19

0
207

....8

86

85

Emery

57

59

Garfield

~j

60
55

+10

;J.2
365

.,.3
-t18

Grand
Granite

Iron
Jordan
Juab
Kane
~llil1ard

Horgan

Neuo

19

22

347

364
79

79
229

36

31

244

41

2C:u

242

....13

42

"1"6

230
36 .
31

-1

99
27
191
73

.,..5

187

73

+3

71

-,3
+2

29

97
27

195

J\Torth 8u.m.

29

26

26

Park City

26

28

Piute

18

Hich

18

28
18
22
17

18
22

122

122
76

98

,San Juan
22
Sevier
12.2
south Sanp. 73
301rbh Sum. 23

336
77

-1'2

27
186

North Sanp .. 70

79

202

30

97

11intic

17

76
23
17

Tooele

95

96

1948

1947
191
54

85

56

Iv~lvIH~H.sHIP

Hay 31 April

19

95
27

198

IS 10 1,:0.'3. lOO;~
-t or Since

194411:.7~

1942*1~

1
207
85

-+15
.1

+IS

19 Lr.2 ~~ ~:-

60

-+J

1936~H~

55

-1-4

1944~H~

1933~H'

22

.,.3

1943~H~

362

... 26

19-4.7;H~

79
243
42
31

+2

1940iH(

+13
+6

1933-lH~

19241H~

194E)H~

94
27
192

.,.1

.,..5

192B'ii-~-

73
27

+2

19L:-6 1Ht

-2
1"23

1947~Hf

28
18
22
18

1'3

74

1"3

23
17
95

23
14
102

17

1938?H,

1937 1H-

77

23

1926~H:-

+1

...5

12~.

-3

+7
-1

5
18
18
19
124

+4

-'

19~f4-lH}

1935-lH~

1943-:H~

1936~H:'

... 4

1941~H:-

-1
19391H~

...3

1936iH~
1942~H«

-3
.,.7

19L1-7~H~
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TABLE IV Continued

-

-

-~~-~,--

-~~

--~
~-~

DEA I-fEl{!3ERSHIP
April 9 Nov. 20 ~lI..IJril 27 12 I'Ios.
1947_ _
~ 194~ or :19l.7
92
92
+2
94
..,.1
51
51
52

Uintah
l1asatch
washington 86
26
Wayne
'Weber
189
STole
924
Ogden
349
Provo
151
Logan

}lurray
HAC

"t'6

87

94

27

+1

25

196
884

197

+8

899

-25

.",7

190
732
374

+5
-3

153
90

27
194
781
362
159

63

ouvs

4
4

1

State Ind.

School for
Deaf & Bl.
Snm.] Col.
state Off.
U of U

USAC

Life r. fembers
Hisc.
4
TOTALS

----

24

12
7

8

-4

20

19
24

.,.5

27

...8

75

-17

5174

5
,~

52
41

-4
",,6
""3

+ 2

..,. 1
..,. 7
+
+

1943~H}

')

1944~H~

4

1940*~t

"-~

+49

-12
-to

4~h~';~

63

1939~H~
1927~Hl-

19441H~

6

1926iB,~

?

19271H~~

..9

1925~Hi-

1

...,.5
-8

24
12
71
42
35

v.[eber Col. 38
i:Jest minster

5/+

1
12

0

92

",,6
-1

29

9

LI-6

89
61
23
69

17

29

23
19
19

356
156

-3
..,.3
+.3

24

L.DS Bus. CoL12
LDS Sem.
12

94
52

92

BYU

Dixi,e Col.

51

92

26

0

72
Garbon 001. 2

1VJay 31 April' 15 10 !VIas. 100%
194,7
+ or - Since
19£8

92

356
158
89
59

91
55
24

NEA lv]Et·1BERSHIP

24

+7

29

T5

1

19
17

24

+7

26

40
15

+14
",,10

29

-19

4896

'1'164

5
48,
.L

38'

22

13

+9

5209

5338

..164

4732

-~

'f. The discrepency between this and the total shown beloH is probably
due to Logan. See ~HHi-

*~
iHHf

This district has reported 100 per cent for 1947-48.
Logan memberships not fully reported on this date.

Teachers should advance their own welfare, but at the same
time the main goal in mind should be in making education a strong force
for hwnan progress.

The teaching profession must

aSSUYil8

the leadership
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in the execution of a broad and far-reaching educational program.

They can do this by use of the devices of planning, organization,
research, and publicity.

At all times the broad social purpose must

be dominant.
Another area in which NEA cooperation serves to benefit
p:cojects of state and local units is that of public rela.tions.

The

national grou), in cooperation with National Advertising Council, has
called attention to needs of public education by many methods such
as radio programs, streetcar cards, billboards and_ thousands of column
inches of a newspaper copy and advertisements in national magazines
conditioning the public attitude to -bhe need for strengthening public

education.
Another major project division in the :3tate Association

is research in the fields of taxation, salary schedulin[<;, tenure and
other v!elfare activities.

Such research provides resources for pro-

grams of local associations.

The 16 page manual for local salary

cormni ttees, containing a summary of all Utah salary schedules and
other economic and statistical data, is designed to assist local

officers in their salary schedule negotiations. 165
Our

profession needs funds to carryon a program big enough

to influence national and I.>Iorld policy.

Every teacher needs the re-

newed faith; the professional grm-lth and satisfaction which come from
dedication and sacrifice to a cause greater than himself.
OU.r dues in the LJEA have increased, but it can easily be

165r4aterial on file in UEA office.

III

seen that this means a more powerful voice and larger expansion of
service.

An example of this is cited.

Since the last meeting of the House of Delegates an
attorney has been employed by the U-EA on a retainer fee basis.

l{-r.

A. N. Ferro, our attorney, has been of great value to us during the
past few months of the 1949 legislative session,,166

The tetirement

increment is a good example that our lEi.;A. services gives added strength

to our organization"
Our Association has expanded until there are employed in
the cent.ral office, eight full-time employees and one part time stenographeI'"

:During the legislature cOiilmendations are also in order for

the office staff who often Horked overtime without complaint to prepare
,
Iflast minute data or type revised bills. 07

Since the increase in DEA dues, the question was asked,
"Hm,J is

our lTEA money spent?ll

Permission

vJaS

granted by Alla.n JvI. (,jest

to use these tables shovJing how the UEA money is spent.
Finances have been well maTh3ged during the last decade.
Substantial growth in financial strength has been maintained.
This table Sh01,JS the receipts and expendi·tures for those
years.

166Notes taken by the writer at ,April House of Delegates.
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TABLE V
Receipts and Expenditures of
The Utah EdUcation Association

Year

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

Sept.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Expendi tu~~ _ _

Eeceil~ts

Receipts and Ex-pendi ture s File

~;il9 ,226.60

~p19, 127.54

21,935.03
27,652.00

19,993.21

21,58.3.99

19,221.00

21,857.12
18,059.4-3
26,259.60
27,652.00

17,685.43
18,170.42
19,565.90

27,459.20
29,228.39
61,791.35

32,379.74

TIE'II
.wn Office

26,54~,.67

26,544.67
28,266.23
39,893.95
1938-48

It 1.lTas interesting to the \·Jriter to find that t.he years dues

were increased the UEA members benefited in salary increases, better
public relations, retirement benefits, \,relfare activities, legislative
proceduref~

and numerous other items essential to the teaching pro-

fession.
ltD

indication of the groitJth of -bheA.ssociation is obtained

by a consideration of finances.

In this table is given the means of income and expenditure
of the Association.

!J'he actual income and expenditure for the 1946-47

period is shm.·ln together with the estimated income and expenditure for

the 1947-48 period.
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TABLE VI

Income and Expenditure of
the UEA Dollar
Actual

Estimated

1947-47

1947-48

;!~25 ,925

~p49,OOO

3,082
288

3,000

_._8,173

_~.,J200

Income
r·iember ship due s

Advertising in Journal
Investment of funds
Niscellaneous sources

~$53,236

Totals
Expenditures
Officers and executive
committees
Salaries of administrative
staff (executive secretary1s
office and staff not assigned
to specific services a8 listed
below)
Convention expenses
Committee wo:rk
Services of Association (all
costs including staff
salaries "Hhere assigned to
a specific service)
Official Journal
Public relations (includes
legislation)
Research
Office rental
other expenses (includes field
work and membership promotion)
Totals

Source: ta.ble on file in LlEA Offi ce •

236

;jj)

3,125

10,255
1,617
1,519

17,000
2,300

1,875

6,L,,24

8,100

6,915
2,812

3,900

775

810

2,527

~982

~$25 ,969

~$65, 552

1,785
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TABLE VII

HOW THE UEA MEMBERSHIP
DOLLAR IS SPENT
1948-49

SOURC8 1948-49 APPROVED BUDGET
FSS
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Two

ne",1

public rele.tions helps have recent.ly been published.

They are the Public Relations Primer and Our Hich Relations.

The

first is a practical presentation of the Public Relations fundamentals
especially adapted for schools.

The last is a short story about vlinning

good vIill for schools 1,Iiih some helpful suggestions as to how to do
just that.

These publications should help to do a better job because

good public relations open the way for progress.

The uEA Newsletter

is also a very important functioning organ of' the Association.

It is

sent to the local association officer s and its function is to corre18.te
~h
u e

t.' "t·
aCLJ1Vl-les
0 ..f

~h
ue

t'
1
D81onB,

s-t. B t e,

and_ 1cca1

"t"lons • 168
8.880Cla

..li..fter mentioning all of the above means it is timely that
we mention the attain.'1lents and results of the use of these methods.
Utah schools rank high on almost every cO-QUt.

utah's citizens have

had more formal schooling than the citizehs of any other state in each
and every age bracket.

Utah IS records

the

8110101

101~Test

terminations

of education in the elementary school, and the highest terminations
at -the end of the high school course and at the end of the four-year
college course .~,jhenever and lJ'herever school administrators gather,
utah's splendid school setup is extolled.

It is interesting to note

that Utah t s COmpl$Ory school la\.J's are among the highest in the nation.
It is Olle of the three ,states \;Jhich require attendanoe from ages eight
to eighteen.

a recent study reveals the comparative enrollments in

all institutions of higher learning in all states.

The chart shows

utah I S pre-eminence in the realI1 of higher education.

168Utah Educational Review, Vol. 42.

~?he

tabulation

November, 1948.

p. 22-23.
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reveals that in

19L~O

Utah had 151 men stUdents and 86 "t.Jomen students

per 10,000 population.

The average enrollment for all states, includ-

ing men and women was only 112 students per 10,000 population.
The

TI~A

Research Department maintains files of economic re-

port s of Federal and State agencies, bulletins, ne1rJsletter services,
and private research reports. 169

From a careful study of the available

data it appears that the present up'\,vard price trend will continue.

,The

birthrate, rising, should serve as a warning for the increased loads
vIhich the schools and teachers will have to expect.

This means that

the school appropriations must keep up with the changing prices so

that the expenses can be met and the teachers can be paid their just
"t.J"ages.

ffhe Uli:A has many va.rious devices by which it informs its

members of various pertinent questions.

Hhen the fight for the latest

constitutional amendments was being fought it issued a small pamphlet
designed to acquaint the public with the various aspects.

It was en-

titled IlQuestions and Answers on the Constitutional A.mendments. It

The

title is explanatory of the information contained therein. 170
Another instru:nent of professional advancement is the form

letter that is being sent to all the prinCipals in the State by the
executive secretary of the Association.

It askG for the principalls

assistance in recruiting teachers on a selective basis.
the names a.nd addresses of the graduating class members
the hest teachers.

It asks for
11,1110

would make

A ten per cent limitation is suggested with sch0lar-

ship, personality, and temperament as the various points to judge on.

l69 Ibid •
l70Ibid.
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After obtaining these names the Association writes a. letter to each
person named by the principals.

This letter says that they have been

recommended as being a person 1.-1i th the basic Qualities necessary for

a successful teacher.

It explains the opportunities offered in

teaching and the great need for teachers.
in which the greatest
elementary grades.

op~Jortunitie,s

J:i~'he

It also roints out the place

1ie--1-1hioh

the present is in t.he

atl

let-ber emphasizes the fact that it is the aim

of the Association to recruit -Ghe highest possible type of prospecti va
teachers.

It then SUgCs8StS that -'ehe stUdent investigate -the oppor-

tillli ties offered by a career of teaching.

It encloses a list of Utah

teacher training institut.ions and the names of the department heads.
This is truly an example of preparing f'or

fU-(iure

education in Ute.h. 171

Organizations among teachers have been of compar9,ti vely recent

organization.

In the early times the teachers were too far separated

to meet in conferences, and little group consciousness existed.

1vith

the gro-'1ith of cities, and the increased number of teachers, the pro-

fessional training has grown and organized effort between the teachers
have become significant.

Organizations among teachers have grOHn out

of a realization of common interests and problems.

The two types of organizations have been the social and the
professional.

The reali2',ation of the satisfactions which COllie from

association and friendly intercourse among like-minded people is the
main purpose of the social organizat:'Lon.

Irhe second is aimed at

lIS
accomplishing the objectives of education and the advancement of the
interests of the members of the profession.

Teachers organize to

accomplish those thin,S-s which they cannot do alone.
There are also several breakdowns of each of the two types
of organization mentioned arJove.

One org8nization

nlfl.y

have for its

purpose the advancement of the group in specific skills or knowledge •
..ll.nother .form of organization i,s one vlhich st.rives t.o ix,tprove the econo-

mic status of the group.

Still another example is the Association,

banded together to secure higher salaries, )ensions, sick benefits,
and extended tenure •
.;.mother classification
merl1bership.

ffiB.y

be made according to the basis of

1.Jorkers in alI'lost every educational field h8.ve their

special organizations.
liJi th

so many organizations to consider, there is bound to be

a variat.ionin their efficiency.

The first basis for judging an

organization's efficiency is the achievement list.
achievements

of "'Ghe Utah Education Association

The list of

'.Thich is given, is

evidence beyond doubt of the success of the Utah Association on this
first test.

A second ba.sis for judging efficiency is the abilities

and characterist.ics of its membership.

i,rJhenever mHntion is made of

the Utah Associfltion, the names mentioned ,-"ith it are those of the
best minds of the country.
qualified in the nation.
tiion is another basis.

The Utah teachers are among the best
The form and nature of the plan or organiza-

Proof that Utahfs organization is one of the

finest is given by lool:ing at the results.

This is the only true test
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of organization.

While tihere is illldoubtedly some room for improvement

on the nature of organization, Utah ts achievements are so fa'r above
the average that its organization must be of the highest caliber.
In a survey taken of the various organizations ten leading
aims 'Vlere formulated.

The aims in,percentage of the reporting asso-

ciations were as follows: 172
per cent
36-1. To provide professional betterment
2. To promote the 1.-J9lfare of the schools
32
3. 'l'o promote the 1,..Jelfare of the teachers
24
4. To foster good vJill and helpfulness
24
22
5. To provide social betterment
6. To raise the status of teachers
20
16
7. To cooperate 1vith other agencies
8. To improve the economic status of teachers 12
8
9. To :m.e.ke organized action possible
10. To promote civic improvement
6
The field of achievements for the various associations is most
varied.

~Che

fields in which the Utah Association has had the most

success are: 173
1. Salaries--increases, better schedules, preventing
decreases.
2. Political or legislative influence--lobbying for
educational interests, voting school bond issues,
aiding in securing better city laws.

3. Professional--revision of the courses of study,
selecting texts, providing lecture and study courses.

172Alrnack, John G., and Lang, Albert R., ~lems o~ the
1:§.§.£hin.,g Profession. Boston: Houghton l''iifflin Go., 1925. Chapter 5,
nTeachers t Voluntary Organizations. 1I p. 76-94.

173 Ibt.Q_
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4. Contractural, other tha.n salary--advie,ory council,
improved retirement system, sick-leave on pay, and
abolishment of bad merit system.

5. Publicity--promoting education through the local
press.

6. Welfare--hospital benefits.
7. Coopere:tion--establishing unity between high school
and. grade teachers, helping teachers get better
acquainted ",i th the school autbori ~ies.

8. Status--raising the teacher in the estimate of
the community.

9. Cooperation with other organizations--securing a
high membership in the
to conventions.

1'r.~A,

Bnd sending

delegates

The one criticism \,}"hich can be made in regard to the Utah

Association is in its members.

In order to have an effective organiza-

tion the members must be understanding and not expect instantaneous
results.

'I'hey must be

completel~T

loyal to the purposes of the group

and to the individuals of the c;roup they belong to.

The::.! must obey

instructions and be good natured and hopeful even in the face of setbacks.

Criticism. of the Association--i ts policies or llianagement--should

be constructive or it should not be indulged in.

Some educators claim

the,t if all teachers were adequately prepared provincialism and profes,sional st.agnation Hould be reduced to a mininnJll1, thereby making it

of little consequence whether teachers are local or non-local persons.
There has been much work and progress in the implications of

teacher preparation.

There are recom:-n.endations for the placement of

those students who have a clear interest in teaching as a profession.
T'Ihile the future teacher is still in training, the DEA says that the
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importance of a working understanding of community life and the role
of the teacher in community improvement should be stressed. 174

The

Association urges that emphasis during the college course be placed
on the ability to adapt to new situations.

Development of an under-

standing for the need of continuous self-appraisal and for planned
self-improvement in service is indispensible.

It is reco:mmended that

provisions be made that the board of education could not be able to
hire rela.tives or friends.

A follow-up service to help the ne,? teacher

in meeting professional and personal problems \·Jhich may confront him

in teaching and finding a place in society would bring rich rewards.
rrhe term !fpolitics lf should not be treated by educators with

disdain.

Lobbying is a necessary activit.y, and should not be looked

upon as being beneath the dignity of our teachers.
bring the lobbying up to their dignity.
teachers have an effective voice in
public legislation and policies.

1.1he}T should rather

It is very important that the

·~~ashington

during the forming of

'llhis is also true in regard to our

State Legislature.
The lJEA has sponsored and promoted legislation to ests blish
a legal reserve retirement system for all Utah teachers; participated

in State studies which will form a foundation for future legislation
affecting schools, school children, and teachers; planned and drafted
educational bills for the consideration of the legislature.

All Utah

senators and representatives are on record as f8\voring Federal aid for

1741\~aterial on file in UEA Office.
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education. 175
Local associations sent representat.ives to the legislature
to confer 'vi th their local legislators concerning the need J:'or retirement laws in terms of local conditions.

Parent-Teachers Associations,

the School Board Associations, and other groups gave support to the
meaSure.

This same pattern has been followed in all major profession-

a1 achievements in the field of legislation.
~ehrough

the Utah Teachers \!Ielfare Association, teachers may

obtain insuranc,s benefits in five different fields: death benefits,
dependent death benefits, salary indemnity, hospitalization, and
surgical benefits.

All of these are available at a cost far below

normal insurance rates.

By the passage of House Bill No. 117, it was

made possible to start the group insurance plan of the Utah Education

Association ,,,ith fewer than one thousand members and ""ith a stronger
1egaliz,ed setup.176

The members of the Board of Directors of the Utah Teachers
t~elfare

Association vlere elected in an early morning meeting on Octo-

ber 31, 1936 in the Assembly Hall, Salt Lake City.

They were as follm.Js:

N. Howard Jensen, Tooele
C. C.. Gardner, Davis
Don E. Kenny, Sevier
James Jensen, Box Elder
1. C. Herbertson, Alpine
11. M. Bentle;)T, J:rJashington
President J • ..8,.. Hahoney, who automatically
became a member of the group insurance board. l ??

175 rn tervi81.,f with L. Rulon Jenkins, June 6, 1946.

176.Qtah Edu.9ation§1 Revie\v, April-l-lay, 1935..
177Ut.ah Educational Review, December 15, 1936.

p. 286. Vol. ,,:·:XVIII.
p. 137. Vol. XXX.
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A meeting of the Board of Directors \.]as called follo1,oTing
the regular meeting.

The officers for the coming year vlere elected

as follows:
N. Howard Jensen, President
J-ames Jensen, Vice-President
B. A. FQ1.vler, Secretary-Treasurer178

The teacherls constant problem has been that of obtaining a
salary that compensates for the services and talent which their
poai tion requires.

1'~,fhile

teachers are .be-c;ter educated, have more

res:ponsibili ty, and should be substantially better paid than workers
in private industry, the average salary of teachers was at least
~~500 less than the average earnings in industry in 19~4-45.179

This situation is clearly illustrated by t.he fol101:ling table
which points out the comparisons between the industrial Hages, the
U. S. Civil Service salary, and the average teacher salery.180
The Association has prepared a wage schedule for the use
of local organizations.

There is nothing compulsory about this

salary schedule because it is given merely in the form of advice.
This salary schedule follows the table on the comparisons betvIeen
the industrial wages, together l·lith a table showing average salary
trends of Utah teachers, principals, and supervisors. lSI

178Ibis!.
l79Proposed salary schedule booklet prepared by UEA Staff.
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r£ABLE VIII
TEA OBERS ::3AL,?RIES CONPABJ}~D ';'ITT E INDUSTRIAL
AND CIVIL SERVICE SALAt1IE3 IN UTAH

Industrial vIages: l
All industries

Natal Hiuing
Bituminous Coal l-ilining
Non-lvIetallic IvIining
Contract Construction

Hanufacturing

Annual

Nonthly

~Iage

~~

:-!pl96.56

~~)2, 359

271.88
283.64

3,404

3,263

255.76
225.50
206.17
218.06
174.08

3,069

2,706

2,474

Finance, Insurance &. Heal Estate

188.22

Service

143.35

2,617
2,089
2,259
1,720

Ivlinimum

Naximum

Trans., Comm_. & Utilities
vIholesale & Retail Trade

Amlual
['lage

, FJll1Ual
_l~"age

U. S. Civil Service J.ffiting: 2

Professional & Scientific Service:
Grade 1 - Jr. Professional
Grade 2 - Assistant Professiona.l
Grade 3 - Associate Professional
Average Teacher .salary (Estimate)

~:~2,645

:j$3,397

3,397
4,150

4,150
L~,902

2,280

-------.1. The Industrial Comlnission of' Utah, Department of'

Ji~mplo:nnent

S2curi":-,y ..

2. Federal Codes Pillnotatecl., Vol. II Title 5, Sec. 673. (Compensat:ion
;3chedule~r.-,- -~.. -.-

182Source of Data: District ~3alary 3chedule on file at ,state School
Office.

TABLE IX
SU1\,CivJiiEY 01" SA1...2l:.:Y

~}-~:~r,;,:;J";..n,-,:.:,~)

19L!B-}!S}

DISTRICT
--.

-'----,- Less than
Mini-

-mum

Alpine

1

$15,20

Beaver
Box Elder
Cache

2
3

1500

18So

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1900
1265
1700
1656
1700
1600
1400
1600
1660
1890
1656

Carbon

Daggett
Davis
Duchesne
Emery
Garfield

Grand
Granite
Iron
Jordan
Juab
Kane
IJil1ard
lvlorgan
Nebo
No. Sanpete
:N o. Surnmit

Park City
Piute
Rich
San Juan

Sevier

-

4

Ih

15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

1800
1660
1350
1820
1700
1700
1840
1602
1720
1800
1600
1200

Bachelor_p~gree

Maximurns "};./
~-

;024;'0
2200
2480
2810
1913
2000
2076
2000
2200
2150
2800
2735
2720

2L.oo

2300
2020
1950
2180
2500
2100
2960
2178
2360
2400
2500
1656

- *3070
- 2750
- 2860
- 3091
- 3072
- 2300
- 3100
- 2770
- 3100
- 3035
- 3538
- 2964
- 2800
- 3160
- 2700
- 3400
- 2700
- 2500
- 3240
- 2928
- 2900
- 2520

Bache lor's Degree
lHaxil~iinilncre.
mum
Period
mum
1--¥,2400
16
$3900

2400
2280
2300
2300
2400
2L"QO

2400
2400
2400
2280
2340
2400
2400
2400
2400

2376
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400

2hoo

3500

3480
3675
3600
2700
3648
3500
3600
3150
3480
3700
3688
3720
3600
3360

3376
3600
3800
3020
3520
3504

16
20
20
16
5

Master I s Degree'--~~~'
Mini- Maxilncre.
mum

mum

~2600

$4100
3700

2600

2480

3680

2450
2460

3750
3760

16

2556
2700
2600
2600
2380

16

2490

3804
3700
3800
3350
3580
3850
3838
3840
3700
3560

16
16

16
15

16
16
16
16
12
20
16

16

16
17

3400

14

3540
3400
3600

10

16

16

2550
2520
2500
2600

2576
2500
2600
2550
2500

2496
2500
2600
2600
2500

3476
3700
4000

3170
3620
3600
3500
3640
3500
3700

Period
16
16
20
20

16
16 '
16
16
15

16

16
16
16
16
16
12
20

16

16
16

.17

14
16
10

16

f-'

(\)

V\

'l'ABLE IX CON'rIIwlID
stnvuvlARY OF SAIAHY SCHh:DULES

1948-49
Less than Bachelor Degree
MiniMaximums

DISTRICT

mum

tio. \5anpete
So. Summit
Tintic
Tooele
Uintah
Wasatch
W-ashington
V{ayne
Weber

Salt Lake
Ogden

27
28
29
30

1500
2100
1600
1500

31

1784-

32
33
34
35

1700
1750
1500
1750
2070
1660

36

37

38
39

Provo
Logan
i,Iurray
Range

40

Median
Average (ll'lean)
~/ l~ximums listed

Y

2100

1800
1350
12002100
1717

1685

2000
3220
2720
2400
2184

-

2495 2610
1900
2630
3378
3080
3500
2905
2450

-

-

,!/

2400

Bachelor's Degree
MaxiMiniIncre.
Period
mum
mum 2/
16
2300
3300

2400
3320
3100
2925
2995
2860
2375

21-1,00

2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2220

2280
2280
2400

2280
2350
2400
2370

3620
3520
3800
3408
3600
3300

2800

3500
.3732
3720
3900
3'100
3690
360~

3516

16
16
16

Ih

16

17
8

20
16

16
16
20
19

1ilaster I s Degree

Mini- Maximum
mum 3/
2400
3450
2600
3720
2500
3620
2500
3900
2575
3583
2520
3650
2500, 3400
2600
3000
2320
3650
2490
3942
2380
3910
2600
4000
3800
2Lt30
2450
3890
25.53
2522

3725

3678

are for lcrfest and highest schedules for preparation less than E. S. Degree.

Maximum. includes all schedules between bachelor's and master's degrees.

}/ .Maximum includes a 11 schedules of the master I s degree.

183Source of data: District salary schedules on file at Stat e School Office.

lucre.
Period
16

16
16

16

14

16
17

8
20
16

16
16

'20
20

......
I'\)
C1'

.

TABLE X

This table indicates the average salary trends of all teachers, principals, and supervisors
in the public el_ementary and high schools of Utah.

The increases

accomplished through a combina-

'.~{ere

tion of local and state associations toget.her with local and state effort.
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The best method of judging the future is by JGhe past.

is possible to predict a brizht future for the Utah Education

Thus it
Associ~tion;

that the Association "Hill l/Jork to equalize edtlcetional opportunit.ies for
the

chilc~ren

of Utah, to irrl.tlJrOV8 the standards of the teaching pro-

fessioE in the state,

seems reasonably certain.

That the Association

has done so in the past has been shown in many instances in t.he pre-

ceding pages ..
The past, success of the Association is evidenced by Utah I 8
excellent over-all performance in t.he educational 1!lorlCl.

In an

article 1;rri t-ten in the Deeeret i'J~~!2, October 9, 19/+6, Utah

18

educational program 1,ms rated the best in -the Dat,ion.

of the article, RBy:rilO!lO ;";:.

r~ughes,

Qver-8.11

IJ.'he authors

President emeritus, and '\\Tilliam

H. Lancelot, professor of' voeational education, complirrJ,ented Utah on

hiC;h value )l3.ceo. on

educat~.o:n

by i 1:;3 pe02.J1e, COU918o.

expenditure of th8 funds set aside for education.

ItJi th

a wise

11he Association

he.s been one of the determining factor,s in both of these issues.

In a

sUTJID1.ar~T

of Utah t s ::Iosi tioTl, in the educ8t1on o,±" service-

men, Uteh ranked above

,~11

o'1:iher states in the percentage of army

men 1,<lho had attended the secondary school.

Utah 1..ras lowest i::1 trlp.

percentage of those ',,1ho had attendecl tJ18 element8,ry school only-, and
next to highest for those 1-Jho attended college.

Of all the states,

only Utah and Nevada were credited fm: having more thaD ha If the army

185·~~
-C·"..:I
1 0'
.
1948 • Il"?d
U"
J:!,u,uca t·
-!.,.on2:.~ylew,
t'laY,··
J.!I UCA t·lon of T_Ttan'
Servicemen" by John T. Hah1quist. p. 6-7. Vol. 41.
i
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Utah is better prepared than any o"bher st.ate in the nation
to provide adequat'e higher educEtion facilities for its returning
veterans.

There may be arguments pro and_ can regarding just hoit]

much influence the lJ'EA has had on these factors and of cQu!.'se,

I~e

must recognize the l,Jork of the State Department of Education.

~ehe

t\'JO

have functioned together as a unit and have placed the education

of Utah on a high standard. 1S6
Dr.

c. .[~.

Partch, school of education dePl1, RiJ-t5:"sX's University,

NeH Brunswick, NevI ,Jersey, recently completed a survey of national

educ2t:Lon needs.
conside~ation.

~.l1l9.

11his Was received by Governor I,'Ial"r's office for
The survey

~eveals

that with an expenditure of

89 per capiJGa, approximately ~,pll,OnO is needed in Utah to pro-

vide education facilities for veterans.

The other 47 states range

from (;~55. 87 in Hassachusetts to i;[i32.0D in Ne1:J York. lS7

The survey

shows that Utah I s needed expendituI'e is less than one-half' of the

According to a recent survey U-IJah ranked 2L!-th in

~)er

cap! ta

The state ranks seventh in the :per capita expenditures for

income.

public education.

Its expendit;ure of ~25 .67 in :i:,he "norma 1" year

of 1937-33 was exceeded only by per capita payments of Nevada, Hyoming,
N81~T 3~ork,

Celifornia, Arizona, and l<ontana.

Utah also ranks first in

the number of persons per 10,000 population attending educat:Lonal
institutions. lS8

186Haterial on file in lJEA Office.
187Ib;J..d.

188Ib~d.
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The national average. of the nl.1Inber of' persons of secondary
school age per 10,000 p01Ju1atton attending school is

510.

U"bah t s

average is 775 . 189

In the year before the war, 1939-40, Utah had 86 \-lomen and
151 men students per 10,000 population in the higher educational
institutions.

'j:ihe nationa.l average \-,Tas 112 st.udents.

was the nearest state to Utah Hith 174 students.

California

In Delal-mre only

1",2 persons per 1'0,000 population were attending college in 1939-40,,19 0

Utah ranks at or near the top in five other factors considered
in rating the educational proeram of the United States.

It is first

in accomplishment and also first in the degree to l1hich accomplishment corresponds to abili-t;y..

It rated fourth in effort, first in

efficiency in expenditure of the educational funds, and first in
the educational level of its adult po:pulation. 191

189_, "d

.Lo~.

190Ibiq •
101
./ -Ib"

~

--!£.

CHilPTER IX

Sill"TI:JIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A.SUNdARY

1 - Because of its vital importance to the education of
our state, the National Education AssociBtion requested that a
study be made on the history of the Utah Educ8tion Association ..
1 hi8 study vJas begun during the sumner of 1946 at Logan, utah ..
1

2 - The available data were very limited at our

school libraries.

cit~r

and

Letters were sent to every living president of

the Utah Education Association.

~'Jhen

i twa,s possible, personal

intervisH's were obtained and the information checked and reoorded.

Early nei>ISpapers from the Latter Day Saints Church Library 1tIera
sought and information

,.;a8

checked.

Permission was given to use

the files of the Utah Education Association by the

""~xecutive

Secre-

tary.
3 - Ir:Iffisdiately after the fotL'1ding of Salt Lake City in
1847 Scientific, Literary, and

~i.eligious

societies began to organize

for the benefit of school teachers in the Territory of Utah.

4 - In 1855 the Universal Scientific Societ,y ·was organized
and the objectives vTere to establish a museUJfi, a library, and a
reading room.

5 - It was also in 1855 that the Deseret Theological Society
'.Jas organized and did much to encourage ecclesiastical wards of the
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~rerritory.

This organization grew into the Salt Lake Literary and

Scientific Society which recently contributed ~~60, 000 to the University
of' Utah.

6 - other teacher organizations that had their beginning as

early as 1855 were as follows: Philharmonic, Polysophical,

l~'1Usical,

and Deseret Theological Institute.
7 - October 29, 1860, thirteen years after the arrival of
the first Horman pioneers in Utah, the Deseret School TeEchers Asso~iation ~18S

formed.

It was the objective

teacher uniformity in connection

toli th

0:

this group to create

the practice of teaching.

8 - 1'he next attempt to organize a teachers r association '.Jas
held in }i1ort

:fi~phraim

on November 15,

1861~

Significant resolutions

'I,lere adopted requesting better school buildings, certification of

teachers, jurisdiction of school trustees, selection of school books
and other interesting problems facing education.

Copies of the reso-

lutions ado1.Jted at this convention Here mailed to every district. The
teachers organized under the name of the Territorial Teachers' Asso-

ci8. tion.

9 - In 1862 the Universal Society announced a course of
lectures for the teache:rs in general.
subjects as: a'i'he

Circulal~ion

Lectures vlere given on such

of the Blood, Jl "Hodern Theories of'

Chemistry,11 !I'J:lhe Atmosphere, fI and various religious subj ects.
10 - The University of Deseret

vIaS

organized as a business

college in 1867 and when Dr. Park became president in 1869 he established classes for norlTh:'11 as vlell as corlllllercial courses.
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11 - Over one hundred teachers of the Territory attended a ten

day session in 1875.

This institute was established for school

teachers.
12 - In 1890, a

18.1>1

requiring county sl:.J.perintendents to hold

teacher f.S institutes annually for the instruction of teachers was
passed.

This led to local associations in our state·.
13 - In 1893 a state association was formed but no record or

files were started until 1907.
14 - The presidents of the Utah Education Association from
1892-93 until the present tirne have all been listed and the growth
Hud development during their term of' office has been given in detail.
15 - The constitution of the Utah State Education Association
made provisions for an annual convent.ion.

,some of the interesting

lectures and outstanding guests who have appeared from year to year
are shmvn in a series of tables in the Appendix, ,section B.

16 - Although the Association

i:laS

tution '..Jas adopted officially until 1910.

organized in 1892 no consti-,since then the constitution

has been revised several times.

17 - The legislative activities are some of the outstanding
achievAments of the Association.
:)!l8

This has resulted in developing

of the most efficient state educational systems in the nation.

One of the many legislative bills passed created the Utah State
Ireachers I Retirement System in 1937.

The 1181far8 of the State and

the teacher has benefited by the legislation presented by the Utah
Education Association.
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18 - The field of professional relations has been greatly
developed by the utah Education Association.
19 - One of the purposes for making this study was to see
jl::tst what the Utah Education Association was doing for classroom

t,sachers of Utah.
A.

The following are examples:

The Utah Association has cooperated in trying to solve

some of the problems for the teachers of Utah.
B.

rrhe research' activities are another contribution the

Association offers to the teachers of Utah.
C.

Professional growth is attained by a-htending and partici-

pating in the Association activities.
D.

The Utah Education Association has many various devices

by which it informs its members of various pertinent questions.

E.

The State Association officers are available for con-

sultation with local officers.

F.

The Utah Education Association provides legal service

which is available upon application to all local associations and
individual members on matters relating to professional welfare.

B. CONCLUSIONS
The purposes of this study were to present evidence shovring
that the Utah Education Association has made a considerable cont.ribution to the development of education in the State .•

Eighty-seven per cent of the 56 former presidents of' the
Utah Education Association that are still living, returned
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q:nestionnaires sent out to them.
personal interviews.

lvf.any of these questionnaires led to

With this in mind the writer feels that the

clonolusions drawn can be said to have come from a representative group
clf the -teacher associations in Utah.

1.

Hist.Q!X. of the Teaohers' Association

~

Utah

Previous to 1875 the rreachers r Association had relatively

few members.

The county institutes, the rOW1dtables, and the local

t,eaohers I associations have been factors contributing to the groltlth

of the State Association.
1:.

The Growth o:r the

~

Education Association Since 189;3

The Utah Education Association had its inception in 1893,
i;hree years bef"ore the birth of Utah as a State..

The history of

the Association, from the time of the first meeting, recounts the
difficulties encountered in any new organization.

Such problems as

1jhe nscessity for outlining course of study, better teaching, a longer
~;chool te~m,

creation of normal schools, consolidation of schools,

more complete libraries, and sufficient high schools had to be faced.
~~he

members and leaders of the Association have worked constantly

1:ihroughout its history for progressive school legislation.
The growth of the Association has been attributed to an increasing interest in the Association.

The membership includes most

of the teachers in the State, with many counties priding themselves

on having one hUr."ldred per cent State Association enrollment.

Utah is

one of the highest states in the Nation on the per cent enrolled.
more united our organization becomes the more professional our

The
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Association will become.,

:3.

How Utah

~

ii££2rding to the

.§J2earm~

Formula

Although we adhere to criticism on the negative side, there
aTe many good points concerning our educational factors in Utah.
According to Spearmants formula in ranking the different states in
efficiency, Utah was third.

In expenditures Utah

i·laS

twelfth.

I,Ie

lead the nation in attaining the highest amount of schooling per
~·je

capita.

also lqad the other states by having a 10.8 grade attainment

record.

;4..

~

!,orethoughts of our

Predece~

frhe diligent efforts of those teachers before us who had

the foresight to organize is a significant factor contributing to
the success of our high standards in educ2tion.

Another reason for

-the success of the Association is that they adopted a constructive
The committee sy,stem has been most effective.

:program.

They have

'tlOrked on measures pointing to a long time program in educa tion for

the state.

Attention has been given by these committees to studies

of such subjects as essential financial support for t.he schools, free

"textbooks, non-partisan election of boards of eduGation, certification
of teachers, retirement, research, a single State Board of Education,
the county unit, and curriculum revision.

There l..J'ere also many similar

subjects embodying the main objectives of the Association's program.
The efforts of the various Association members tovrard a
'~lel1-planl1ed,

successful life have been untiring.

The fact that the

Association meetings in Ubah are the largest held in the State is
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evidence that this goal of the Association in regard to meetings and
programs has been achievedo

This fact alone should be enough to con-

vince one that the Association has merited the support of the teaching
profession of the State through the attractive, interesting programs
presented at the annual meetingso

5. The Utah School Review
The Utah Schoo! Review was organized in 1908 as the official
organ of the Association to publicize this program o This very helpful pUblication is sent to each new member.

"

ltts major accomplishment

is that it keeps the membership up-to-date and well-informed as to the
procedures and policies of the Associationo

The Association has found it necessary to employ a full time
secretaryo

The staff also has a specia.l member whose duty it is to

publish the Reyiew.

The employment of these individuals has helped

to cement the orsanization and given continuity to its work.
men act as official representatives of the Associ3tion.

These

They make

many desirable contacts 1-lith members of civic, patriotic, and service
organizations in the State.

They also give valuable service in pro-

mating the legislative activities of the State in regard to the affairs
of the Association.

The Association had adopted nLUnerous methods of obtaining the
results which are desirable for the individuals of the AS30ci8tion, and
the profession as a whole.

A planned procedure has been adopted to

I

I
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secur, desired school legislation_.
the

a~vent

They have used broadcasts since

of radio to give. publicity to the legislative campaigns

of the Association.

Before the time of radio they used newspaper

articles and bulletins.

The seoretary is an agent who assists in

getttfg the cooperation of the county superintendents and also the
• I
varl.OUS
service organiz,atidns of the State.

Thus contact -is made

with the members of the legislature in order to try to secure desired educational legislation.

A considerable number of laws

l

sponsbred by the Association have been enacted by the State Legislature.
8. Legislation Within the Utah Education Association
T~e

Association has a special Legislative Committee through

which recommendations. are made to the Delegate Assembly.
mendations, if ratified by that body, are then
Legis~ature

p~esented

The reCOIDto the State

by the Executive and Legislative Committees of the Associa-

I

tion.' The publicity which is necessary for success on the desired
school legislation is promoted by cooperation with the District
Teachers' Associations and the various service groups throughout
I

.

the State.

Thus united action is secured and a defense may be made

to such proposals as might interfere with the best interests of education.

9. Legislation for the Association
!

The enactment by the Legislature of such a high percentage
of the bills

sponsor_~d

by the., Associ~tion shows that the work of the

Assoqiation is of great influence and so should have the support of
I
I

';.,

<,
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every teacher by acting in the capacities of loyal memhers.

The

legislators have even come to look to the State Education Association for advice and information concerning educational bills, for
the Association has carried on its work in such a manner as to Hin
the confidence of that body_

10. Our Association

As we list the various accomplishruents of the Association,
it causes a question as to vIhet is the true gauge of the "i;!Ork
accomplished by the Association.
the organization 8.ccomplished
one leader.

'The former

THore

o:~ficials

It is not possible to say that
or less durinG' one era or under

ItIOuld find it almost impossible

today to compete ,,,,ith the high pressure organizations in other fields
\Jhich are nm·J seeking a share of the taxpayers 1 money.
has been forced

-[;0

The Association

adopt these met.hods in order properly to adapt

itself to changed conditions in the social order.

If the spirit of

those earlier leaders could be embodied into the present system then
the fundamental intere,gt of education vJOuld be advanced and its

achievement would be even greater.
The vITiter feels that the Association should noll direct its

attention on the next logical step of progress, assUY.!.ing intellectual
leadership of education in Utah.

~rheir

main aim should be the ad-

vancement of the standards of instruction in the schools.
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1.

There is a question in some members minds as to whether the
me~ber8hi9

in higher institutions justifies the extension of

the present Association services 8i)8cifically f'or T0.3noers of
higher institutions.
(Yn the other hand the

f~.cul ty :memoers

(except in iJb_8 Seboal of EducE1tion)
services offer

sUj~ficient

hi~ht=n' iyu:d-,i tutions

in

r~uestion 1"JhetheJ'

v81118 to justify the

present

IT1er.11'ersnip

recom:nended t.bat st.udies be directed. tm-.r8rd -!she

!'J:nrl~Tsis

fee.

of

the Association servic88 to determine whether these conflicting
views can be resolved
program.

~Je

some cban;ges in the i\ssociation

need .sornet.hing in t.hE! pro,r·';raffi t.o m8ke

colle.'~e

::/80p18 1381 thl:lt th.t=:: lJrogram includ.8s and needs them.

2.

'rho,
yeE::l"

U-:~A

cf)l,ld

sElva the

he?dc~uarters

.LJsriod. if a

-G.he:Lssocia-'G5..on..
(~~23 ,000

3.

teachers ol Utah \::132,000 in a ten

for this

U'I~",'H~.

~)e

pL1.rchased by

FL'he Board of Trust.ees b_3 S 8 CClTI:1Y:Jul,9:-Ged
:'Jur~Jo,se.

It is rp-comrnended thet the

vise the

buildinz could

;.'Jhy not have
UE~~

8.

headQuarters otl.ilding?

continue to

1,Iany feel tr._at if it

'p'9re

o~Jerate

and super-

sep2reted, 8ventuall::r,

it l,Joulrl disintegrate from the Association.

4.

former presidents of the Association hElve voiced their
desire fa:,:, a

tr8inino~

program for UEA presidents.

havins the president serve in some capacity

38

vice-president

or serve for at least one year prior to bein3 elected.

~his

Fonld enrich him 1"rith experiences t,bB-G lwuld 3s;sisT. in deciding
some of t,hei'utu!:'e deciGions.
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5.

It is also felt
melllbership

the writer th8t the present or evan higher
be maint.fdned.

dUGS

For every additional dollar

spent on !1t8mbership fees the teacher receives far I!1.ore back
in return.

This is return ed in the f

of :hi c~her salA ries ,

orHI

consequently reisinz the retirement sch8dules, res88rcb studies,

bettsz' public relHtions,

8n r.:t

meny oth8r numerous :9(tl::'Ltione.l

professionel o:;?;::lortunit.ies.

6.

After

c~r8ful

a.n81:'/sis t.:he \"Jri tel' find~3 that it. vlOulC1 'be more

arlvant.e~esfor

the Locnl Associ2tinD8 to be,rg2in for
through one State

88.12.1':1 sche~h!les

1948:

lJ,S>.S

one

;3000

AS80ci~tion.

:i~:ach

example of this point.

hi:~her

The year of
:Soard of

Eclucetion vJaited to see 1ihet the other Board,s were

before they com.:,d tted themselves on t.he sa.lary schedule in

their district.

7.

It is reconrrn.encied that the
give them a sug;::;ested :.:;oal.

U-F~il

call in Local Presidents and

Ij"lhrough

t.heir research department

they are able to serve as an advisor by distributing a n,salary

Gomrnittees that meet '!,Jiiih Loo8.1 Boa:rds of

8'.

In the past

fA'!,.J

~~duc;?tlon.

years more services have continuously been

dem.andod by t!1e Local Associations.

The question is, does our

oV8:r-all Associat.ion organiza.tional structure meet the demands
of t.he :9res8nt expanding

~SJrogram?

thnt teachers be less criticel ani
rendered by the

UI~A ..

It is ther8for·A recoI!liJ_ended
mo~e

grateful fnr the services
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TABLE XI
APPENDIX A.

TOPICS DTSClJ,sS~D AND SPEAlffiRS, ANN1ULIl JYlEE'rINGS OF
UTAH S'I'ATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1907-1947

YEAR

TOPIC DISCUSSED

LEC'l URER
I

1907

THE

1907

t!J1IAT 'rRE COLLEGE EXPECTS OF THE HIGH

DEVEWP~IJENT

OF

rc:rr~~

SCHOOL CURFtIGULill,'l

SCHOOL

Dr. Suzzallo
Stanford
University
j\Iilton Bennion
University of
Utah
Jacob Gould
Schurman

1908

AIIJ AGE OF REFORJ:.1:

1910

ADDRESS OF

1910

REPORT OF'THE UEA PRESIDENT

Joseph F. J:l_\errill
Pres. of UEA

1911

HEPOR'T OF THE lJEA PRESIDENT

John 1,'1. Hills
Pres. of UEA

1912

l~T

John IvJ:. Hills
Pres. of URA

1913

P~~PORT

1914

TEACHING STUDENTS

IS

The Governorts
vle1come

1\JTELCO~JE

EDUOA~ION

G. N. Child
Pres. of TIEl\.

OF THE UEA PHESIDENT

HO~~

'ro STUDY

Dr .. Charles H.
Judd
University of
Chicago

191Llo

RESPON SE T 0

1914

~.JI{liT

ADDRESSI~8

OF

·~.JELCOlvIE

SI-L4.LL WE NOH EJylPHASIZE IN

EDUCATION?
utah Educational Review,
Utab Educ8.tional Review,
Utah Educational Beview,

A. C. J:.1:atheson
Sta.te Supt.. of
Public Instruction
G. N. Child
Pres. of the DEA

p. 28, January, 1908.
p_ 12, January, 1909.
~.

6-21, December, 1914.
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Appendix A, Cont.1d
TOPICS DISCUSSED AND SPEAKERS, ANTflJAL ~1EETINGS OF
THE UTAH STATE EDUCATION ASSOGIArI'ION 1907-1947

YEAR

1914

TOPICS DISCUSSED

LEC'rUl:lER

ESSENTIALS 0111 SUCCESS Nar FOUND 1fT

BOOKS

Dr. D .. E ..

Phillips
University of
l)enver

1915

EVE'B.Y LESSON AN ENGLISH LESSON

1915

CONNECTING CONPO,sITIOlJ UI'fH LIFE

A. S. Bennion
Principal, G'rani te
High School

o.

J. P .LJid tsoe

Prof. of English
University of
Utah

1915

TB'E srilL'])Y OF A l\'lODERN El0R}I~IGN LAl\fGUAGE
A,3 AN AID TO A CORRECT
KN01JIJ!!DGJ~ OF' A PUPILS'

Rosi.,Jell Belnap
Ogden High

School

NOT HER-T ONGUE
1915

ESSENTIALS OF ARITBHETIC

c. H. Skidmore
Supt. Granite
School District

1915

3IG1-'HFICANCE OF EDUGATIONAL IvlEA-SUB.E-

E .. P. Cubberley
Stanford University

},i1~NTS

1915

STANDARD,S AND E:FFICII1;l',JCY 11\J

~!~DUGATIOJ.\r

G. N. Child

,supervisor Grammar
Grades, 810
Public Schools

1916

E. G.

Go~vmns,

N.D.

Pres. of UEA
1916

Summary of +,he
:a.eport of the

Commission on
fee 'ole-Iaindedne ss
Jane Grlffi ths «c.
Sadie Vwers
utah Educational Review, February, 1916. l~o. 6:-pp. 5-41 -~-~

Appendix .A Cant td
TOPICS DISCU,sSED AND SPEAKERS, ANNUAIJ

JvIE}~lrINC;3

OF

UTAH STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1907- 1947

LECTUHER

TOPICS DI8GUSSI!:D

TZAR

Dr. David Snedden

1916

Oolumbia. University

1917

~PEACH1~H;.3

Al1.E TT{tl~ ONLY UN1JSPJ:J AID
'ltJHO DO NUl' STRIKE

1917

'.rES PRESIDEI'fi' t:3 ADDRESS

E~OPLJ~

Governor SD-liOn
B2mberger
Supt.. D.. G.. J-ensen
Pres .. of

1917
1917

UJ~A

Dr.. George "1incenii
~liE~ '~~',ll..li.

AND Af·EHIGA t S DU'l'Y

Dr. George Emory
"1:1'8 J..lolt1 S,

U of U

1917
1918

'I'he t.eachers requested that no

Institute be held

Dr. J. A. Widtsoe

1919

Pres .. of UEA

Dr. E. A. Bryan
Commissioner of
Education of Idaho

Of DElvIOCRACY

1919

In{f~ri'O:~S

1919

TEE UtAH PROGRAN

Dr. C. A.

Dr. A. E. Winship

1919
1920

FUND lU{Ea-rr ALS IN

'fi~DU GAT I

ON lUJD

I'Iili NE"'d AND OLD POIlJTS Oi.I'\lI]}j,! IN

EDUCNfIOl\1

Prof ..

Prin.

CIT IZE:NSEIP
1920

Prosser

A.

o.

:e,:[., lVlerrill

H.

,"t

i::;,.

Dr. ~L. D. Cof:i~'man
Pres. U of I'>d.nn,.

1920

EDUCNl'ION FOIl POLITICS

Dr. E. O. Sisson

1920

EDUCATION :8'OR CI'::'IZ:tl:NSHIP

JlTephi

Utah rjo~ce. t ion21. Revi El irl,
Utah :!tlucational :8.evi81v,

~..

lvlorris

No. :::;;j, January, 1917 .. pp. 7-2
No. 6, January, 1918. P~)· 3-2
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~:eOPIC3 DI::3CU:3,:L:~D

THE UTi'LH d·'fATE

TOPICS DISCUSSED

YEiUi.
1921

ANT) BPE1I1CEHd, Al:fl'JUAL :tvJE'ET'IHGS OF
ASSOCIATION 1907-1947

j~DUCAlrIOl\i

I.l:8C'J.'URER

De,?D Ii'. J" Kelly

CITIZENSHIP IvIESSAGE

I,8'<1rence, Kansas
1921
:~LE}v1J~NTAR.Y E~UCAT ION

Dr. 1':IErgaret .s.
State
C0rm1ission8r of

liicl~-aught,

Ele. Schools,
Ce.lifornia
1921

SO}{S PHASES OE' BETTEli. 1:J~AC1TINCT ItJ
TRS HIGE ·SCI-lOO::l

GeorgeA.

:~aton

Supt. of H. S.
Sal t 'Lake City
Supt. B. A. Fm,J1er

1921
1922

TI-IE PTJBLIG SCHOOL,

BUL~'JAH.K

OF

SOCIErry

1922

Charles H. rJ:abey

Governor of Utah

TYPING UP TE-iE C01·jHEHCIAL SCHOOL
BOY '1'0 THE ADULT BUSI-

John D. Spencer

l\:IE.sSIIJIA.l~·

1"'. C. IV'ierrill
'BrighaI:1 ·Young U.

1922

1922

DIl'HHI-SEING THESLAUcr II?'E;H, OB'
Irm'OGZI\fTS

L. John l~utta.1J., Jr.
Pres. of U'.!i:A

1923
192.3

G:arland Greever

USAC

r']]E TSACEIHG A1TD

I'·L.ltri~'u"HE

PHII-:;AP~YAJ,:nl

IN ~.I.'HE
GHliUD>Lt:..H GRADES

Henry Peterson
of Education

Dea~

USAD

Ernest Carroll Moore

1923

Director, Southern
Branch, U. of Calif.

-.--..

Revie1.J, JanUGry, 1921. N;-. 5:---~)" ~f~6. - anal RevieH, November, 1921. No.3. PP. 3-25.
Utah ~ducat1.Qnal Revie"", l',rovember, 192,2. Vol. XVI. pp. 3-22.

~~------

Utah
Utah

:8~duca.tiona1

I~ducati

Utah Educational B.evieH, November, 1923. Vol. XVII.

p. 3.
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l'OPICd DISCUSSED l~}JD SPEA}3RS, ANNUAJJ ~mETINGS OF
l'HE UTAH EDUCATION A330CINfION1907-1947

TOPIC,S DISCUSSED

1923
1923

CAH CHARACTER BE

LE,.I~.aNED?

G?,~Jifi:RATION

THE RISING

-----------,

AND

Ernest Horn
University of

roc's

l-rIOP~1 ~rASKS

1923

SDUCATION Fall 'THE

LARGE~

LIfE

Sh8iler ii:e,thevs
Un. of Chicago
Hill
Chaffey Union
H.oS. Ontario, Calif.

JYlerton

~lrank

1924

101,]8

B. Cooper

Supt. sneritus

Seattle,
1924

:©>i.JU1JGIPATIOE OF CHILDREN

-i~Tash.

!\"Ii s s Alma 1. 13inz e 1

EDUCATION FOn PARENTHOOD TIrE Il'iiPORTAl'JGE OF'
)~Al1LY y}~ARS

1925

HEALTH

1925

If~~llLTH

Nr s • SB,die Orr Dunbar

EDUCAT'ION liT rl'HE SCHOOLS

Ivlr s. Ruth \4ard

Mumford, Health
Supervisor, Provo

1925

SHALL THE LA\,{,'3 BE

OB)~YED ':

Hilton Bennion
Unive~sity

of Utah

1926

CAN SUCCESS SUCCEED?

Dr. Edward O. Sesson
Reed's College

1926

PLAYGH.OTJND AC'J'II1ITIES

Dr. E... Hetherington
Un. of California

1926
1927

Governor De.9D

Dr. Charles H. Judd
Un. of Chicago

l'IEA8URING

Dl~VIGES

Ut ah

---------------.------------------------------iona.l Revie1-J, Vol. XVI I I, November, 1924.

}~duca t

IN THE SC!{OOLS

No. .3 ..

P). 110-122.
Utah

Bducationa~ Revie\.], Vol. X, October, 1925. pp. 38.
Qtah Educational Reyie}:!, Vol. XIX, November, 1925. No.3.

pp. 86-89

Utah Educational Heview, Vol. X-iC, January, 1927. No.3.
utah Educational Revie\>!, Vol. XXI, December, 1927. No.4.
pp. 170-18~ - - - - -
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TOPIGd DISCUSSKO AND SPEAID;nS, ArU\lUAL llijl:ETThJG·,3 OF
THE UTAH STiiTTI: l~DUCA.~'IOhi ASSOCIATION 1907-1947

YEAR

LEC'fURER

1

1 0PIGS DISOUSSED

1927

VISUAL EDUCATION

Dr. Margaret lvI.
A11tucker, D.. of
California

1927

THE ADHINISTRATI'JN OF VI,sUAL
EDUCATION

Dr .. Geo. Strayer
Teachers College

1927

\'HE NEED OF APPLYING PSYCHOID:}ICAL
PRINCIPLES TO VI3Ull,L EDUCATION

Philo T. JTarnsworth

1928

THE STATE COURSE OF STUDY

Lofter Bjarson

1928

TKf..ATION

Earl L. Fisher
1: ax Commission
Oregon
l

AGC01"jJy~OD.8..TIOl<;S

L.

M'm ADJUSTUEJ'.J'TS
FOR BOYS AND GIHLS IN
~rI-1Z ~-IIGH SCHOOL

1928

~.J.

ilJielson

Jordan H. S.

1929

PSYCHOLOGY

Helen T. \-Jooley
Teachers College
Colurabia University

1929

}i'INANCIAL WORLD

Cameron Beck
N. Y. Stock Exchange
Institute

1929

VOCATIONAL EDU CAT ION-

L. H. Dennis

1929

BE,ALTH EDUCATION-

Dr.. Fredr ick i:tand
Rogers, Director
of the Division

of Health
THE SCHOOLS' PROF'E;3,:3IONAL :FOHCE AND
r:'.1s RESPONSIBILITY IN EDUCATING rrIm PEOPLE

1930

Amos N. r:Jerrill
Retiring Fres. of
UEA
~

Utah Educational Review, Vol.

X~CII,

No. it- Decerlber, 1928.

Utah Educational

Hevi~,

Vol. lealI, No.2 .. October, 1929.

Utah Educational
pp. 125-131.

Revi~,

Vol. X1CIV, No.3. November, 1930.

pp ..

75-79.
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DISGUSST~D

SPE1~KER8,

AND

lUJIiJUAI.1 NE"f!:TING,s OF

Tfm UTAH S[J~ATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1907-1947

TOPIOS DISCUS3I£D

Y'EAR

1930

TEACHEH TRAINING

o.

1930

H11A1' THE PHOP03ED T KZ. lU1ErfDHENTS

Governor George
H. Dern

D. Ballard
Coach, Jordan B.S.

P..EALLY lVIEAN
T'!~ACBER

1931

LE..tlDERSHIP AED THE

1931

CONSOIJIDATIOH OF SCHOOL

1931

FINDINGS AND

D. H. Christensen

E8C01ia'/JENDA~~_'IONS

TF~

Supt. A. J-. As11m.an
Sevier District

David O. HcKa.y

OF

UTAH \{HITE HOUSE

CONF:t~::.i.EN CE

1932

FACING THE FACTS

:~.

E. Greenll0od,

Prine Jordan Dist.
1932

FIVE FACT' ORS RT£LA'::.'ING?O SCHOOl,
~~FFICIEhrCY IN UTAH

Hm. G. Carr, Director
Research Division, NKA

1932

CEOHIC SPEECE

Miss:tobert Ethel
:hi11ips, Columbia
University

1933

HOI'I 1'0 PROVI:9E NOR-S ADE:~:UAT}i~ FINi\.N-CE
FOR !3CHOo.LS

Herbert B. II/law

1933

EDUCATION J?OR

1933

R}~CONSTRUGI'ING

1933

TEACIDi:..B. PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC LIFE

1934

J\lEED FOIl

1934

THE RESPOIJ3IBILITY OF' Al'LERIClu\] TEACBER3

C01jjpLE~~J~

:SCONOl',:iIC 'rHINKING

IN'I'EGRATJ~D

Hariner Eccles
:Sanker

X~{V,

Dr. vJm. I:TcAndrar
lv.liss Helen Hefferman

BCHOOI, PitOGH1,j-,.l

utah Educational Heyiew, Vol.

pp. 103-110.

Theme of Convention

LI"'"VING-

Dean Ralph Dennis
:l'JorthH8stern U.

November, 1931. :No. 3.
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TOPICS DTSCU:3SED Jil'JD SPEAKERS, ANNUAL lljEgrrINGS OF
THE UTAH S~CAT~:~ EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1907-1947

YEAR

LECTURER

TOPICS DISCUSSED

1934

TR11,.INIHG FARl,I YOUTH

1. R. Humpherys
State Supervisor
Agricultural Ed.

1935

A PH.AC'EICAL PH08H.ID:-.'I FG:::l THE dOCIAL
STUDIES

John A.3exson
S'upt. of Pa.sadena,

California Schools
Willard E. Givens
Executive Secretary

1935

lfEA

lrrthur Beeley, Prof.
Sociology, IT of U

1935
.A..B..~

oun

Gov. Henry fl. Blood

1935

';,{E

1936

THE T:SAClfER AND TTrE ·T Il~~S

Dr. }~manuel Sternheim
University of N.Y.

19.36

THE VJORK OF' THE TEACI-JER

Dr. Jean Betzner
Columbia University

19.36

TRENDS IN A

PROUD OF

SPEE~CI-I

SCHOOJ", SYSTEM

CORREC'TION PR08:Rt\E

Dr. Olarence T. Simon
Prof. of Psychology
of Speech Correction
North1.J8stern University

1937

TH~

1937

DEMOCR.4.GY A;3 A ~..JAY OF LIFE

SOCIAL dIGNIFICJj\fOE OF

SCIENC}~

ao bert A. 1'Ifillikan
Chairman of Council
Calif. Ins-cd-lJute of
rrechnology, Pasadena,
GBlifornia
~;r.

Dr. "vJm. H. Bur-iJon

CurriculUlTl. Consultant
of Oa lif ornia

Utah :!~ducational Revi~, October 1936, 1937, and 1938.
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TOPICS DISCU3SSD Ai·ill 3?:SAJ:':EH8, Al'Ti. fTjj,il,L IvJJ~:ET'INGS OF
reHE LTl'A? S'.L'.A.TE EDUCATION AS30CIA1'ION 1907-194.7

'-

TOPICS DISCUSSED

L8 CTURE.i.l.

,---~.----~.

Dr. Pau.l Chapman

1937

Dean of Agriculture
U. of Georgia

1938

·~In:TAT

LIE:S AF£AIJ FOH lUi !EP. I
OUR SC!-:TOOIS

Cl~J.

liND

Dr. CToodvdn Hatson

Dr. L.

1938

Jo~n

Nuttall,Jr ..

Supt. Salt Lake City

Dr. A. Jo Stoddard

1938

Supto Denver

EDUCATION IN 'J:'21i.! HUNANITIES NUST BE
EXPAND}l.':D IN ORDER 1~OR LLAH
TO COPE 'v,JITE 8CI~NCE
PR.EVIE~v

Dro Dora Vo Smith
Prof.. of I~du.c8tion
U. of l1innesota

Pres David 00 l!lcKay
State Centennial
COIlll11.ission Chairman

1946

CENTENNIAL PLAT'IS AT T FE

19t..6

TODAY I S SCHOOLS AND TOHOB.:aOv,I'S
CITIZENS

Dr" E.. T.. HcSvlain

REPOHT OF THE LLSA PRESIDENT

Orlen R. Hinn
Preso or u.s]...

PROFESSIONAL UNITY

Ha.lph HacDonala
Executive Dil"ector
!\Ta.t 11 Cornm Or!. Teacher
EdQ and Prof", StHl1ciaxc1s

1948

Q

Prof. of Education
Northv,J8stern U.

NEA
The Salt Lake Tribune, October 11, 19L:5 q. 13"
The §§11 LaJre TrihLme, October 11, 19LI.6 ..

The §§11

~ Trib~,

April 27, 19470

PENDIX B
A BRIEF OF THE ~IRST TE BERS ' AS OC I AT ION
CONSTITur lION IN UTAH
"1 t o This ssociation shall consist 0 a presi nt , two vicepresi ents, secret ry , and treasurer, to be ele cted semi- annually
on the 7th of October; and an unlimit ed num er of member , who re ,
or have been pra ct ical s chool t eache r s .
2nd . The following shall be honorary membe s , viz; the Chancello ,
and Bo~rd 0
egents f the Deseret University . Th Su- erintendent
o Corom n chools, County uperintendents of School s . The several
boards ~f examination , the _ublic r eporters , and dembe s of the
- ress , with such other s as the presi ent and vice- p esidents shall
deem prope •
3r d o Each member of the Associ ation shall be entitle t o v te ,
in relation t o all questions pertaining to the c ntrol of its
affairs and be res nsible for his quota 0 t he expense incurred o
4th
Ten members in rotation shall have the privilege of admitting a riend to the weekly meetings by ticket .
0

5th .

This lissociation adopt s the two-thirds rule in voting o"

BYL
"1 . The

IS

ssociation shall meet ev ry Fri ay evening at 7 o ' clock .

2 . A qu rum shall consist of
of the Associat i on .

ne- ourth of the ordina y me be s

3 . The i nitiati n fee shall be one dollar , f r the benefit of
- he library .

4. The subje ct of all intended lesson , etc . ; shall be presented in w 'ting to the president for his consideration , selection,
and presentation to the ssociationo"
Utah Educ tional Revi
The

eseret News , Oct ber 31 , 1860 .

Vol . - I . No o 5.
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UYAH SDUCATION AS,'30CIATION

ARTICLES OF INCOHPORATI()N OF TI-I:~ UTAH EDUCATION AS30CIA'llION: (ADOPTED
AT ':CI-m Al\JNUAL IYE~E~~ING IN 1910)

~'he

name of this organization shall be the
cia -~:,i'on.

Utah:~ducation81

Asso-

ARTICLE 2. PLltG].g OF GENERAL OJT:i:t-'IOE
The general place of business and ~he general office of this corporation shall be at ,581t L9ke Oity, Ek~lt Lake County, State of Utah.
ARTICLE 3. PSRIOJ OF OH.GANIZATIOI:l
This corporation is organized to endure for the term of fifty (50)
years.

A::reICLE 4. OBJEC1'
The object of this Association shall be the promotion of
cational interests of Utah.

~Ghe

edu-

Hathm1ihah Thomas, A. C. Halson, J. T. Kingsbury, John A. Hidtsoe,
Horc~c9 CUJllilin::t3, D. H. Ghris1;onsen, John H. i'1ills, L. 3. Eggertsen,
G. H. BriYllhall, Carl 2~. Earcussen, F. ]>1. Drie;,l.~s, John r . Creer, Alms
HolYlv3aux:, Ja~rleE33:. }\loss, F. D. Keeler, \.1. l.t. stsvJart, J'. F. Her~('ill,
G. l,i. ]>la1'311all, G. N. Child, George Thomas, George A. Eaton, Orson
Hyan, D. C. Jensen, E. 1"1. \,r..'1iiJesides.

AHTICLE 6. l'IELBERSHIP
The membership shall be individual, and shall be of 'lJi.,'Q classes,
acti VB and honorary_ Tee: chers, school officers, and ot.hel~ friends
of education ma;y haco1ll8 members of this Association on tile payw.ent
of one dollar and a quarter ($1.25), and may oon 1.;inu8 thei!' lne:u.be.l"ship
by paying an annual fee of one dollar and a quarter (~~1.25), and 01:1
, 1.
i.... ..........
~
11
r ", ~
~
11
'(dle J..Jaymell j 0'::" 1:.11 '(,Ben Qo-,-_ars \ ~.L) .. UU) aT; any one-:'-il1ue -Gney sha
become life !'lembers.. Nembers of the Association are also members of
the defiartment.s of' t.he ASf:lOoiation.
r'

...... ,....,

,

,

•

, "

The Sta"beSuperintendent of Pu.blic Instruction an:::l. all per,sons "\,jho :have
serve~ as president of '~he Association for one year, and all persons
who are nm-J honorary nem.bers of t.he State Teachers I Association shall be
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ARTICLES OF IHGORPOIU\:TION OF THl1: UTAH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION:

honorary members of this Association.

They shall be grant.ed life

memberships 8.ndshall be exempt from the p8jlTHent of fees.

PerGons other t,hC3n those named 1tlho have achieved distinetion in
educational Hork, whether resident of Uta.h or not, may become
honorary members ul)on -Ghe reCOEJlilendetion of the Board of Trustees
and a t1.-Io-thirds vote of the members of' the Association at any meet-

One hundred (100) active members of -tJhe Association shall constitute
a quorum for the -tran:s<?ct,ion of business.
ARTICLE 7. OFll'ICEHS
The officers of this Association shall consist of a president, a
vice-president, a secret,3ry, a treasurer, a board of six trustees,
exclusive of -i~he State ,sv_perintendent of ?ublic Inst.ruction, and the
president and the Vice-president of the Association, who shall be exofficio members. The president of the /~ssociation shall -()e p:r>8sident
of the Board of Trustees and the secretary of the Association shall be
the secretary of the Board of Trustees.

lmy vacancy caused by the death, reSignation, or re.i'1ovel of' any
trustee or other officer, ItLay be filled by the Board of Trustees.
Any of the said officers or trustees may be removed by a two-'Lhirds

vote of the individual members of -Ghe Association 8.t any regu18.T or
specially called meeting of the Association.
AHTICLE 9.

SEG1.'IOl·j 1. The officers of
and the treasurer, shall be
in the bylaws on the second
places as may be determined
of their office shall begin
1~lhich they are elected.

E1Ec~rION3

this Association, except the secretary
elected by ballot in the I!lanner provided
day of each annual meeting at such polling
upon by the Board of Trustees. The terns
at the close of the annual meeting during

The president and the vice-presid.ent shall each be elected annually
for one year. fJJJe members of the Board of Trustees, excspt the president and the vice-president, shall be elected for a term of three years,
two members each year, except the first Board of Trustees elected under
the prOVisions of this article, twa of whom shall be elected for one
year, ti..Jo for two years end two for three years.
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1

'rhe secretary and the treasurer. shall each be elected annually for a
t.erm of one year, by the Board of ~:rustees.
A.H.TICLE 10.

\rESTt/C~NT

Oli' CORPORATE POllERS

Three members of the Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum. at
any meeting of the said Board of Trustees, to do business and to
exercise the corporHte p01..Jers of the corporation, 8nd may appoint
such agents as may be necessar:7 for the proper execution of its
business. Said Board of Trustees may borrow money when necessary
for the welfare of the corporation and execute such securities as
may be necessary by way of mo:rtgage and ot.herwise, 8.S me.y be required.,
provided, hOlJeVer, thEt the indebtedness of the said corpor8tion shall
at no tiI!le exceed one thousB.nd dollars (';;11000.00), and the Boa.rd of
ITrustees may adopt and enact such laltls for the regulation of the
affairs and business of the oorporation as may be deemed expedient,
not inconsistent with these Articles, or contrary to law.

Any bylaws adopted and enacted by th8 Association shall be considered
as part of the governing rule of this Association, and. IIlfly not be
repealed, altered or amended except by a two-thirds vote of the
members of the Association present at any general or special meeting called for that purpose.
Any byl1:H.Js ado)ted and enacted by the Board of Trustees may be disapproved by a majority of ·Ghe individual active members of the corporation at. any general meeting or at a special meeting called for

thet pur90se.
~~1i.TICLE

11. NEETINGS

*The annual meeting of the Association shall be held during the first
three days of the week in 1.-Jl'lich occurs II'hanksgiving Day, at such place
as shall be determined by the Association or its Board of Trustees.
SlJeci8,1 meetings me.y be called by the president at the request of

twenty-five members.
Af{TICLE 12.

DEPART1,[;~;NTS

nature study, art, business, juvenile court, music crafts,
physica.l education, classical, grarw.ar grade, primary, kindergarten,
superintendents and school boards, college and high school.

~H(Science,
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ARTICLE 13.

'.nr~

N~~illS

UI'AH EDUOATION ASSOCIATION:

OF OFFICERS

The fol1ovTing named persons shall be the officer of the Utah 3ducational Association for the terms indicated:
president--one year: J-" F" :Merrill
vice-president--one year: Joseph Peterson
trustees--two years: 8. H. Goodl:rin., 11'. Tl. Heynolds
trustees--three years: D. H. B.obison, H. Thomas
trustees--one year: Alma l/Iol~meaux, John H. l'rills

ARTICLE 14. BONDS
The Board of Trustees may require a bond fron each trustee and
officer or emplo;)Tee of the Associntion and shall fL'{ the amount of
the same, and may prescribe such rules as may be necessary governing
the suretyship of such bonds.
A..l1J'I GLE 15.

The private property of the stockholders of this corporation shall
not be liable for the debts o~ liabilities of the corporation.
AIfi~TCLE

16.

No member can compel a sale and distribution of the property of this
corporation among the members thereof so long as it is used for the
purposes and to the end for Hhich s[-tid property 'Was acquired.
AH'rrCLE 17 ..

It is hereby provided that a failure to holel aforement.ioned general
meetings, or any special meeting of the stockholders of said corporation, at the date ap~1ointed, shall not forfeit or in any manner interfer,s 1-/i th the corporate rights acqui~ced under this agreement ..

ARTICLE 18.
That any and all of the property of this corporation may be sold,
or the oorporation may be dissolved and its business vJOuld up at
any time when two-thirds of the individual active mer,lbers of' this
corporation shall so determine, and such determination may be had at
any an.?J.ual meeting, or at any special meeting of the corpora.tion
called for such purposes.
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ARTICL:SS OF INCORPORATION OF THE

U~:'AH

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION:

This corporation shall keep true and correct books of its proceedings and business.

ARTICLE 20. AJ>1ENDJ:tJENT
These Articles of Incorporation may be altered or amended at Eln
annuEl1 meeting of the Association by a tvw-thirds vote of the members present, provided that the alteration or amendrnent has been
SUbstantially proposed in vr.riting on a previous day of said meeting.
BYLAvlJS

I.

The official organ of the Association.

tI'he Utah Educational Revie}! is hereby declared to be the of:c'icial

o:rgan of the Associ2.tion. The Board of Trustees of the Association
is hereby authorized to secure by annual contract. with the Utah Educational Revie1-' a subscription to the 11;ey.l-_~.:Y. for each member of the
Association provided th9t the Board of :E;ditors of the Rev.t~'! shall
include three advisory editors appointed by the Board of Trustees
from the Association, -vlho shall have pm,rer Hnd whose duty it shall
be to represent the interests of the Associ,qtion in the publication
of the :i.evie1<], and provided that the Reviev' shall print in a single
complete nu.rnber, in full or in S1L"'Tl1l1ary, the proceedings of the annual·
convent. ion , and provide further, that the 30ard of Trustees shall not
pay the Rev1-~w more than fifty cents for each such subscription.
II. Mode of. conducting elections.
SJ~~C'l'ION 1. 201ling places for the election of officers shall
be establLshed by the Board of Trustees and their location announced
in the progra:m of the annual rneeting.
SECTION 2. Hominations for the various offices shell be made
during the first session of the annual meeting. The nominations
shall be Ir,ade from the floor. iilly member of the AssocifJ tion sha 11
have po',Jer to ['lake nominations. No nominating speeches shall be
allol.>led.
SECTION 3. ;_L'he general management of the election shall be entrusted to a cmnmittee on elections, consisting of five members
elected annually by the Board of Trustees. ~his cor.~littee shall
have power to appoint such inspectors or other assistants as may be
deemed necessary.. 'rhe polling places ,she 11 be open on the second day
of the convention from 9 a .:m. until 5 p.ln. After the nominations have
been made the cOYrlJnittee on elections shall give as much publicity to
them as possible, and ,shall,during the time of election, post them
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A!SSOCI.:~~TIOH:

conspicuously at the polling places. Lrrnediatel;v- after the closing
of the polls on election day they she.ll COUJlt the votes and shall
report to the AssociRtion at the next session of the convention.
Any person receiving a majority of the votes cast for any office
shall be declared elected. If no person receives such majority the
t'tJo receiving the largest number of votes for the same office shall
be declared nominated and the election shall be conduc-bed during the
hours from 8: to 12 at the SO,1',le places and in the same manner as on
the first day, and the nominee receiving the majority of votes cast
for Bny office shall ~Je declared elected.

The following amendments to -Ghe Article,s of IncorpoI';;,.tion have been
made, on the dates designated:
I.

.:~.1118ndment

to Article II

-~,lith

respect to the time of the 8.nnual

convention.
Moved "(:;0 amend Article II of the Articles of Incorporation to
read: The annual meeting of the Associ,)tion shall be held durins the
last ~Ghree days of the first ltI8ek in September, at such place as shall
be deter:m.ined by "the Associotion, aI' by its Board of Trustees. Specia.l
meetings may be called by the president at the request of twenty-five

members.
The resolut.ion WE, s adopted
held November 25-27, 1912.

b~l

the teachers at the annual conventioh

II. Amendment of Article II, with respGc-t to nature and science
sections.
Noved to am.end Article II of the Articles of Incorpora tien to
read: ~ehe single department named science and nature study be divided
into two departments to be named
(a) Science Department,
(b) Nature Study Department.
The resolution 1.]as adopted by the Associa.tion in the business
session, Uovember 25-27, 1912.

P,.mendment to ,llirticle XI , with respect to time of meeting.
In behalf of the Board of Trustees, the secretary moved tihat
Article XI of the Constitution be amended as follol,!s: fT'l'he annual
meeting at' the Associetion shall be held at such time and 013c8 as
shell be determined by the Association, or by its Board of Trtlst8es. tf
III.
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Lost by vote on November 25, 1914, but carried in business session of
the Associ2tion, January LI-, 1918, at 11 a.m.

Amendment. t.o ilrticle XII, --Creation of NeVi Sections.
At t,he business session of the convention held in Salt. Lake City,
Utah, NOV(3mber 23-25, 191Lp, p.J1lendlilents to Article '{II of the Articles
of Incorporation v,.rere passed creating the i'ollol,o.ling new sections:
(a) Utah Branch of the tunerican Peace League,
(b) IvlodernLanguage,
(c) Agriculture,
IV.

Cd)

Patrons and Schools.

v.

Amendment to Lrticle XII,--vlith :Respect to New Sections.
At the business session of the convention held December 22, 1915,
it was moved, seconded, an~_ carried that ATtic1e XII of t.he Cons-t,i tution be amended so as to include,

(a) History,
(t) Economics.

.A.rn.endment to Article XII,--Hith if.espect to New Section.
At. a meeting in business session, of the convention held December
20-23, 1916, it was moved to amend the Constitution so as to creast
the Department of

VI.

(a) Geogra.phy.

AmendTfJ.ent to Articles 7 and 9 ,---~-li th :Respect to ·~he House of
Delegates.
At a meeting of the Convention in business session held January 4,
1918, the Constitution \"a8 8m:ended as f01101-18:
Article 7 vIaS amended by adding the words nand a House of Delegates"
after the second l..,rord of the sixth line.
ArticleS', second line O:I~' the first paragraph was amended hy' inserting after the 'WoreJ.iltreasurerl!, the vJords 'liland a Fouse of :;)ele c:ates. 1I
Article 9 ltJas 8mended as fo11m,.;s:

VII.

SECTION :2: The House of Delegate,s shall be composed o.:f the regular
officers of the Associatj_on, -~he State Superintendent of Public Ins-(Jruc-

tion, and at least one delegate from each school district; and as TIillny
more 88 it may be entitled to, on the basis of one delegate to every
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fifty teachers em.played or major fractionr.,l part thereof; also such
educat.ional in8ti·~ut.ions as are maintained separate and apart from
the districts in which -they are located, such as Universities, Colleges,
Seminaries" etc., shall be entitled to at least one delegate and as
many m.ore as it may be entitled to on the basis of one delegate to
every fifty teachers enr,Jloyed or maj or fra ctiona1 part thereof.
3ECTION 3: lithe me:l,lbers of' the HOU,38 of Oalegates shall be elected
annually by the tee.Ghers of each district or institution.; the time of
election to be determined by eech locial associ8tion.
S"fi;C~CION L:-: The I{ouse of DeleGates shall convene pt the call of
the president of the Association or upon -Ghe petition of' one .....f'ourth
(-;~) of' '!Ghe delegates.
,sECTION 5: It sha 11 be th(3 duty of the House of Delaga -t.es to
legislate for this Association, to promote the educstional interests
of the State DUel the general ';lelfere of t,he te8chers.

_~

__._·0._. _.. .-.,·,_. . . ,. _',·,. .",-. . . _..-.-___ _._-.. - .,.,-."
~~~~..,.,..-_.

illot.ion to ch:?,n~:e the tine of the annual meeting 1,J8S at t.hsPr:-LYlual
TIl>8etin::-:; in 1912, referred to the ::30ard of '.i:'rustees Hi th pOi/Jer to act.
i(-

~-l.

-lHi- At the annw3.1 meet ins in 1912 the Science and Na-1:;ure 'study Section
were separated into two sections.
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Irhe following is the constitution of the Utah Jf:ducation Association as amended by the Association on October 2i~:, 1932:

SJ:Cfc'j'IONI. The namB of this organization shall be the Utah
Education Association.
iElTI CLE 2.
SEC'YrON 1.

r!c1he

O)3J:~CT

object of this association shall be the promo-

tion of the educational interests of Utah:
(a) F5Y form::ing a closer bond of uni t.y among the Y18Inbers

of the t.eaching profession,
(b) By encouraging the formation of local teachers t
associations and coordinating their activities,
(0) ~y advancing the id~als and interests of the teaching
profession and creating a deeper sense of its dignit.y Rn:} ,;Jorth,
(d) By impr'3ssin,~ -iJ~:'lose whn tel':~ ch 1·!tt.h a co:osciousness

of the responsibility Hhich T,each8I'S beG.r as social leB.cJers,
",,')
( .v

'iIJ,r
.J,i

J:'~1"'nl·shl·nrf
.1t.,....
_. -- t"

arldc>o'
.'.A~ v .

O"-'"')O'1"l'~""'nl'+"l
1.:J;:. .•~ JUJ.
dO'

for
~.,

L1
u~18

l·l1"'o
....·tioa+l·O.".,
., \, ,_·0
-t;.,
U
.LJ.

of educational problems and facilitating the exchange of ideas of
special interest to educators.

SECTION 1. llny person actively engaged in educational Hork
in the State of Utah may bec()r~e an'3ctive m8IY~bor of this association
lJ~l f) 3. jnller1 iJ of the a.n11u_al (J.U~'8S.
3:1~CTION 2.
Jilly person interes"ijed in educB.tion may become an
8J~soci8..t.e t!l8'I~ber l\ri-;~h full privileges, except the right to vo"c,e or
to hold. offic3, by pCl~lTIlen-t, of t,he annual dues.
3T~CTION 3.
11l.1Y person Flay beCOl";le a li:~e member, acti '/9 or
associElte, \:lith rizht~s and privileges as indicated in Section 1 and
2 of -i:;his Article, by the :J8yment of thirty dollars (~tJO. 00) at any
one tinle.
SEC~CION 4..
All persons ~·lho. have served 3S president of the
Association, all those Who are now honorary melTlber,s r)f this association, and t.hp. cState ,superin-i'Jendent of Public Instruction shell be
exempt from. the payinen-t of all fees.
ST~cr.i.'ION 5.
Persons o-~her than trIose above named Hho hBV8
achieved distinction in educational wort, whether residents of Utah
or not, may become honoI'ary members upon the r8comnendation of the
Board of Trustees and 8. two-thirds vote of the House of Delegates.
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SECTION 6. The annual dues for active and associate member
shall be t,1rlO dol1ATs and fifty cents ($2.50) '4hich shL~ll entitle
86Ch member to an annl181 subscription to the Utah Educa-~ional Review.

].""GS

:3JJ~CTIOrJ 1.
All officers of this Association and In.enloers of
st,anding COHFlittees shall be9ctive rr18moers of the Utah Educa-

tion Association.
33CTIO:l'\j" 2. The eX8C1.rC,i ve officers shell be a president, t'HO
vice-pI'ssiclents, a.n executive 8ecret,ary, and <':3. :aoElI'd of 1'rust.ees
consisting of the president, the two vice-presidents, the State
,su1.Jerintendent of Public Instruction, and six trust.ees of 1"Jhom two
shall be elected 8ach year for a term of three years.
,S:~~OTION 3.
The lJresident, of this Association must have been
a :Clember of the Utah J~duca'Gion Association for at least three YC:l,srs
precedinL' t.he date of his election and 6111311 ser"ile EIS yresident for
one ye,g.J:~. He shell be president of the Board oi' Trustees ano. of
the Fouse of Delep;ates. He shElll be (8Y: ofFicio) 8 mernber of 8ach
COTiLrl.i+,t,ee of 1.;he Associat5_on 2nd shall perform. such duties as
usually devolve upon this office.
:3EC'I'ION 4. rCha first vice-:pI'8side.nii mus':j heenrs been 9 member
of the Utah Educetion Association fer three years preceding the date
of election and shell S0rVe for one year. He shall be a member of
the B08Td of ~erus-Gees and. shall perf!)rm the duties of the president
in the absence of the president or at his re0~st.
·S:i~C~CION :5.
The retiring president shall serve for one Y'ear
,., f . . ) ~il8
'l
,... 11
.
..
,
as secona vlce-presluen t ( ex 01_1C10
year IO
_owlng
hlS ~erm
GS ~Jresident and shell l:)e 2 member of t.h8 :8oai:'d of Trustees.
d~CTION 6.
The Executive Secretary shall be ap}ointed by the
Board o~ Trustees for a period of two yaara. He shall furnish a
bond, the cm01Lnt arid surety of lJhich shall be determined by them.
He shr.:.tll receive such rern.uneret.ion [) s "they m8Y prescribe and in
addition to keeping RD accurate record of the proceedings of the
.Bo,?:J'd of '.:.'rusts8s and of the Hou,s8 of Dele;ga-ces, Bl1\=l handling the
financi,'31 affairs of "ijhe A.ssocin.tion, he 8b811 perfo:riu sueh other
du"r:,ie8 ,;;:8 nl:ty hs prescribed by th~ :30a:cd of ':!:rus-tees •
.s~3~C;_<[ON 7.
'The dut.ie,'J of' t.he Boa:r:-d of' Trust.eas s1-!.all be to
promo';;8 the \'lelfal~e of this As·soeic. ·tion in eonfoJ'mitj~r \lJitl~ such
instructions as it may reQeive from the House of Delegates. It
shall exercise'~he corporate pm,rars of the corporation vested in
it by the Art.icles of Incorporat.ion. It shall -oe responsible for
the financial affairs of the Associf:!.tion and shD.ll submit a financial
".

• ,.J
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report at tiheannual meeting of the House of Delegates. It
shall arrange a program for the annual meetins of the Association,
determine what Sections shall have 0 place on the program of the
Annual Convention, and transact such other business as shall be
necessary :for the successful aciministrr:l.-l:iion of the affairs 'Of t.he
. I.\~ssociation.
.
EI8CTION" 8. (tuorums for the t,l"':!.nsact.ion of business shall be:
for the Board of Trustees, five
trle:t1l"bers; for the Rouse of
Delegates, bventy-five (25) members.

en

SIJCTION 1. r:ehe House of Delegates shall consist of the members
of the Board of Trustees of this Association and one delezate from
secl local association or as mE1.ny as they ma~T oe entitled to on the
l

basis of one ~elegate to every fifty me~bers of this Association
or m.ajor traction the:reof; and one delegate fronl such erlucational
institutions 9S are !::lain"tained separ8.te and apart from the dis+,rictis
:to. 1,lhich t.hey are locat.ed, such as ll..n.iversit.ies, colJe;:;es, and
academies, or as many as they are entitled to on the basis of one
delegate for every fifty te,g chers or maj or fraciJion -(;he1'801 who
e,remmllbers of this Association.
SECTION 2. The me~bers of the House of Delegates shall be
chosen by ee.ch local aS80cie ijion and institution ".Thich the::/ represent
at such time and_ in such Tilanner as shall be c1eterrrined by the local
association or inst.itution ,.,Thich they represent. Dele.s:at,es must
be members of the Ut.ah EducBtj_on Associcltion.
SECTION 3. The House of De 182;a-i:;e8 s11a11 be the legisla tive
body of -t,he Association. It sl-tall have pou9r ':.;(j determine policies
to be carried out by the oft'icers of the Association, and to ['lct
for the Association on resolutions. It shall also provide for its
organization end procedure except that the Dresident of the Association
shall preside at t!he sessions of the House of DGlegates.

Sl~crJ'ION 1. (a) I]'h(3 l)resident, the fi:rst vice-pre sident, and
members of the BOBrd of Trustees of this Association shall be
elected at, t;b.8 anm.lal convention of this Association.
(b) ~he candidates for the above offices shall be nominated
from the floor of the firstisession of the 2nnu31 convention. No
nominatinc speeches sball be allowed. They shall be elected by
ballot. on the second day of -::,h8 convention. The 30ard of mrustees
shall arran:2:'e for and supervise the election. The n,-ulaber of votes
ca st for ea ch candida -Le sha 11 be annolmced.
If nlOT'8 "!jhen tvJO
t~TO

candidates

a~e

nominated far

p~esident

and for vice-president,
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respectively, a plurality of the vates cast. shall elect..

Of the

c8.nrii'3At·~S

for memb8}"ship on the B08I'd of Trus-ijees those t'HO :receiving the highest. TIuJIlbel:" of votes shRll 'I;e '~.8clar,p,t~: elected.
,sEC'TION 2. Therleleeates -Go the Rssembly of the Natio!l:::!l
E-:l.1J.C9tioTI AssociG.tioTI .shs 11 be el·'3c1-.8d. e.nnu8.11y by the Board of

Trustees.
3~CTION 3.
rChe t8rms of office of +;h8 PT8si r-i.ent, the vice-pre :3i/-:. 8:crl.~, end. Tr18J'1IJers of the Boarrl of ~':r1).s-;-,83S shgll becin at the
clo.c;:e nf t,b.e r:11JTllJ.cll convention at, leI-hiCh -(,hey ,3I',,§ 8I'3cte(~ and sh811
t.ermin8-'G8 at tr~1.8 conclu8ion of the3UIlual conllen-!:;ion at T·lJ-:d.ch their
successors a~e electect.

3:::::.GTION 1.

The annu,gl convent.ion of this A.ssoci8.i:i i _on shall

bG he12 Bt ·such time rUl:-~ place 0.8 8h8.11 be d8t8I'min8'~': by the Board

C

of Trust.ees.
SECTIIJJ'T 2" ,!'he House 0.1":J818 sa -t e S 8;_"1.,')11 me 81:; s ;;mi -ann U;-1 lly "
One :meeting sh'JllfJ8 on t.nA first; d8Y of' -i-,he annnal convention9.wJ
the ot.her at such time .'38 ffi:9Y be determ:L-:1.8'-( by the Honse"
S:SCTICN J" Special meetings }TIny be c31196 b;)r the rrr8si<ent
at 2n~r tirn8 an':} shell be cB,lled by him upon rec:.llest of the BO,?X'd
of T'rusteef::: or ufJ0n the "I;lri titen reque s-Gs of t1;}onty-fi V8 (.25)
members of the HOllse of ·Delegat.es.

SECTION 1. The Board of Trustee3 shall fill ,~.ny vacancy
,>!hich may occur in t.he offices of the .:.'issoci8tion.

ART rem 9. TPJs HE iJIEH
S:~CTION 1.
1:'118 offici31 organ of t.his Association shall be
the uta}:] EducationBl B.8~.

may be 3mended by a mE' j ori
vote
election of the Association, proviied
th8.t, t1:1.8 prOlJOsed ar.'1.en(h?l8nt ,shell have been l)resented'l.~G 8 previ'Ju8
general meeting of the AS8oc~ation.
SECTION 1..

This

CAst by ballot nt the

cnnst~U:,ut:ion

r~Vll~r
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COD~~

OF PI10FE;3.3IONAL :£i:THIG3 FOIl UTAH TEACHERS

In November 1923, the Reviel.f published 2, regulg.r code called,
"Code of Professionel Ethics for Utah Tefl chers .. II This 14a8 set out
in the f'ollm.ring form:
IS ~~ PH.oFK),<3IOn '~:}lAf(l j\I:~Rr;~3 "~~~ Ur•.;1'·J:0"31' LOYALTY
I "Jill u.n:iertake my l ..wrk 1:Jho18-he~rt8clly and enthusi8.si:iically
as a business worth of the best efforts of the most c3pable--a
COnlr'1,9ndable life-Hork in itself, not a t9raporary malceshift.. I Hill
mak8 no apologies for my prof8~ssion, nor i,Ji:-1 I disgrEce it by
,g8skin: e )0sition for ihich I 8rr~ nol-. scho13siJic,g 11JT and pI'ofss,'3ionally pJ:~epared ..
I

II

TE:~I~CBTNG

IN

~.i:sACHING,

ABOVE ALL F:{OF3S'-3IONS, GI=tCY.,j'.<E-I r3 :S:3,SENTIII,:L 'fG
.:3':'AGNA!{'IOIT IS DENeB.
I will keep abreast of s0cial pr0~ress--in touch with the
2(1.V8.ncemeni::. 01 vit8,1 hlLllan interes+,s.. I 1.-Jil1 employ every avai18ble
means of growing professionally: reading the best books and
mec;azines, Rt;-i:,enoAnce et tenchers I institutes F1.n:~1 corrv8nt,il}r:!s, 8nd
affiliat.il)n 14i th profession!3,l (~:clnc8tionR.l or,~,t1-=Jl1i:::';Ati.ons--loc81,
state, End n;Q.tional ..
~LI.8'E:

III

lIlT jl'r~.~ :9:3DF'~~;S,SI~;I'T,:II~}lVIC:i~ 1':3 li{Y-J":S ni~O.!:1,T,::~,i:;"" "~'~UU:,T l-li~~~:::I:I':1L
B.E'[1.:1I..:.1.D
As ,9 teacher I 101i11. enjeavor at8.lJ tii'iles to render the highest
quali toy of service I am able to Give, resarc=J.less of the compensa ....
tibn I may receive.
CO-Op~::=LArrION IS E:3'3Ell='IA1 ~J ?HCGRJ~.s5
I ,,!ill cultiv8.te in the highest ([oGre8 a SlJirit of helpfuln,ess
and professional courtesy ten,lard the 11'11018 educ,sti01181 s~.:;aff--fellOi.\'
teachers and adrninistr,gT;OrB. I "Hill jo noi;hing t.o 1LYlrl,err:line en
28OC,:ociete 18 influence for good or '1-,0 hin-1.sr his lJr'of8s~?ion81 grm,l-Gh.
I HiJ.l not qr)!~)ly for B position -l-inat. is not V8 cent;, or by ~ny other
means seek to displRc8 ~ fellow mru~e~ of the profession; nor will
I lOltler the stiandar>ds of the profession or of' a district. by lLnderbidding the salary schedule.

IV

A TEAC!·EESHOULD ?O~)S:~SSjlj\] J.PPHOPB.IA':::'~'~ Fj~;'1·SO:':U:.LITY
Schools exist for the children; t.he teacher 1-,rho is a pessimist,
a grouch, or a cynic has no legi ti~l1ate pIa ee in the schoolroom.
Believing in the possibilit.ies faT go06 in5eveloping hUIW]nit.;y, but
3180 not blind to t.he pitfe.lls of evil, my 8+..i:iit.urle tOI/Je.rd children
l~lill be symp8thetic, but Dot irrational; kind, bu·:~ nO':J co:.l!lling;
and lJerme,gted \vit.hal, l:Ji th a savLrls sense of hlU1l0r.

V
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CODE OF PROFESSIONAL
VI

A

TEACH1~E

1!;~~EICS

:B'On.

UTJ:~H

TEACF.ERS

SHOULD BE ABSOLU'7-'ELY DEPE7{DABLE

I will respect the terms and spirit of every contract I enter
into, It!hether verbal or written. I will nAver fail to meet every
d8ily appointment or other oblig,gtion, except for unavoidable C8uses.
In such cases I Hill promptly notify "jjhe proper authorities.

VIr

A 'J.'EACLISR S~IOULD l3E '~RU-1Y PA~1·:=i.IOTIC
As a Bood citizen I will participate in the activities of the
COIllLluni ty, e$pecially in those aoti vities that have 1.0 do with the
protection and bet.terrlent of -i:;118 immature.
I believe in my country and i<:;8 ideals of eque.li ty of opportunity and liberty under law. I believe also in hUlnanity Dnd 1.-1i11
seek al'rJays "GO promotjo justice and good will.

VIII A TEAC:ER ,sHOULD B}~ BOTE ].··~V3r1.1~}n" i~ND TOMRA.l\r~
I will have reverence for all that is good. I will respect
as sacred the right of e8ch individual to his ovm faith and worship.
~i:lhis is also my Olin right, but I vJi11 not seek tjD iYt1PO,S8 my religious
faith or form of ',Jorshif) upon the pupils.

The Utah Educational Review, Novembe:c, 1923.
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CODE OF

ET~-ITCS

OF

TF[~

UTAH ]£DUCATION ASSOCIATION

Today the Code of Ethics has belen given much publicity.

Under

the direction of the Professional Helations Comm.ittee of the Utah
Education Association, the Code of Ethics has been published in
small booklet form and sent out to all -the teachers and. educators
in the state.

The context of this booklet follows:

CODE O}l'

E~HICS

0:8' THE UTAH EDUCATION

AS~jOCIATION

1.
Teaching is a profession that merits our utrrlOst loyalty and
devotion. l.ve will undertake our vlOrk v.rhole-heartedly and enthusiastically as a profession worth of the best efforts of the most
capable-coInc<:nenda ble life' S Hark and not a temporary stepping ston~.
2.
In teaching, as in all worthy professions, growth is essential
to life.. He "trJill keep abreast of progress and in touch wit.h the
advancement of vital interests of the profession and of those whom
serve. ~~Je Hill employ every effective means of )i:~roHinr~ pro~8s
sionally, such 8.S the reading of book,s and magazines, 8.ctive
affiliation with local, st,a'be, and na tional education associations
and other related organizatiops, orS."3.nized study programs, attendance
and participation in faculty me8tinc~s, discussion groups, ins-1Ji tutes,
and conventions. c~'Je will recognize the importance of being
scholastically and professionally prepared :for the positions 'oIe
seek or 2ccept.
3.
In Emy profession service is of ~paramount. importance. As
t.eachers ue vIill alvIaYs endeavor to render the h5_ghest quality of
service of Hhich we are capable in terms of the needs of our students
and of society, irrespective of the amount of compensation. However,
v!e Hill not be ill1Jnindful of the importance of adequate fina.ncial
com.pensation for professio·:. . al service through -the operation of an
eCluitable and adequate salary schedule.
l...
"i.'ie believe in democratic cooperation in a spirit of courteous
helpfulness and sympathetic 1.mderst8,nc1ing. ~-.Je Hill strive earnestly
to teach democracy through living democracy in our personal and
professional relations with pupils and patrons, and vli th fello',]
teachers, supervisors, and adlninistrators.
5. Ethical teachers a~"e truly patriotic in the deepest and best
sense. -~{e believe in humanity B.nd in the ideals of our country as
a. worthy member of the Horld family of nations organized to promote
peace and progress for all people, As good citizens, ue 1,Jill participate in the activities of the community,. and especia.lly in those
activities t.hat have to do l;dth the protection and betterment of the
immature.

v18
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6.

tole believe in the improvability and educ8bility of persons
and peoples, e.nd we af{:>irm our faith in the graa t pOIrJer of democratic education as an ac:;ency for both individual and social progress.
7.
Recognizing that schools exist for the learners, we "\,<li11 be
mindful of the influence of the teacher'S personality on the
developing personalities of children and youth. He believe 'Ghat the
teacher who is a pessimist, a grouch, or a cynic has no legit,imate
.91ace in t.he school roo.m.
8.
Ethical teachers are dependable. We will Tes,ect the terms
and the spirit of every appointment and coni:ir0 ct into l.]hich vJe
enter and expect others to do likel.;rise. ['le 1:,1i11 neither claim nor
5SSlllne tiny special cancellation privile(?:8 Hhich '-'Ie l,\Iould be unHilling
to have exercised oy- the Board of :Eaucation under the t:3rms of the
cont.ract.
9.
!;·Je will be loyal to othGI' members of thA lJrofession and strive
to enhance their influence for good among pupils, fellaH te(clChers,
and members of the cornrnunitiy. 118 will avoid unfavorable cri ticj_sm
of associates except when professionally made to propsI' officials,
and then on1y on t.he basis of verlfiable fesets and conditions. ',;·Ie
1>1ill, hm.Jever, :eGel professionally obligated to I'e~)ort unethical
and harmful practices t.o t,he proper officials as a helpful means
of safeguarding the important services of the school.
10. 1'Je believe that teacher placement in the public schools is a
public service in the public int.erest, chargeable to public funds,
a.nd we deem it professionally unethical for teachers to be charged
or made to pay private commissions for beJn:~~ placed in positions.
11. He believe that admission to programs of specific preparation
for t 8a ching, 1,,1hi ch may lee d to eraploymen t. in t; he publi c s chao Is 1
is e. priviler.:;8 to be,?:ran;:;ed by society on t:he basis of merit and
aptitude and is not a right to be deme.TIded and cl's.i!ned by an;)'
citizen. We will, therefore, encourage the more capable and desirable
young people (as judged by a comblnBtion of the best available
criteria) to enter the field of preparation for teaching on the
basis of sound programs of selective admission.
12. Although recognizing the destrability of having the pOs11Jlon
seek the person, v!hen applying for a position we will make a.;:;plication
to the proyerly designated official. 1:,Je will not ap)ly for a specific
position tihat is nO~;j vacant, nor "ltTill we underbid others or uno.erbid
the salary schedule in an effort to obtain a position. After
signing a contract "ltJ8 "ltrill not make further applications to other
districts except for the period folloHing the legal expiration of
the contract.. He will likeT~!ise expec-'j employing officials of
other districts to clear with our superin-tendent of schools before
offering us a contra ct 1-111ich entails the cancelling of the one lITe
have already signed.
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OODE OF

E~'HICS

OF

I~~I-E

UTAH EDUCAr[,ION AS.sOCIATION

13. \,le will not solicit or accept private fees for educational
vlork which int.erferes with or is covered by the contracts for
service which lJ8 h:sve signed l>Ji tih the school or school district,
and 1,-J8 i>Jill. not unethic:~ l\j.T reqv_ire of pU~Jils pri v,':-l,te lesson "\tJOI'k
from ourselves as a prerequisi<:re to admission t;o courses or classes
in the school.
l!!-. '}lesl:iimoni,;11s regarding -beechers should be t.ruthful, unevasive,
and confidential, and shcrQld be sent directly to the prospective
employer or institution desiring information about -:::;h8 teecher.
'de vJill, -c.heref-:1l"A, nei t.har issue nor seek lito whom it l11sy concernil
recoTarneno.ations which are ca:!:'ried in hand.
15. As professional teachers we will avoid the endorsing of
educ9 tiona1 me t8I'i21s for m31~e gersonal cain or for any ot.her
reaS0n exce~:Jt upon -the basis of the honest merits of t.he educational
books or other 11]PllJerials I:J1ic11 \eJ8 conscientiously and ethically
desiTe tiO recomme::d to teaohers or to the public.
16. Although as teachers we claim all hono?9ble rights as citizens
of OLlr dem'ocr8.cy, illCl~lclinf~ ~the right of l)J~oJGection ~frorf1 -t118
damaging influence of petty prejudices ,::;rot vJ8 recognize that the
nature of the educati VB 9:i."ocess vJhich \Je direct .~·equ:trE)S that t.he
eond").ct of the teachers conforn to ':.JheJ.8,sirable )a-G-l;8rnS or
81"j8nd.ard.s of behElviour of the bet-~~,er au:-:; ;llor8 vJholesorne members of
the COlTI}TlUEi ty.
17. We will have reverence for all that is good, and so teach
that v-Je \.]'i11 enC0u:r~3ge in OlJ.r' pupils the development of i:;he
fundamental virtues involved in -;:,he good life. \1[8 Hill reSlJect as
sacred the right of each individual to his own religious faith and
worship, and 'VIe v]ill neit-,ller seek -Go impose w]on -~hose 'de tet=) ch
0 ).1." m..ril !.'eligious creed nor express any 8ntac':)nism -1.-,0 theirs,
1

'~.'T{~ COD:::~
pr~3pared.

,IF' :;: :; CEled of the Utah Ed.ucation Association

b:y- the iT" E. A. Professi,')r:.g 1

~:i.e lations

WHS

COff1l"ui ~-,te8 and

recoffiG:ended to the House of Delegates on October 11, 19)15, for
P1doption as the official code of the Association..

It 1,,,a8 published

in the December 1945 issue of the Utah Educational Hevim.J
the melnbership an

adoption.

oppo~-t;unity -t,rJ stud~y-

It bec8H18 ths

of~;:icial CO:1 8

-;:;0

give

it c8.1"efurLy before its

of

19L~6, by action of t,ne House o£' Delegates.

~~he

1\880ci8 tion on April 20,
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A condensed statement of
'rhe Code of the National EdJ.lcation Association
r:~'h8 teacher should be courteous, :lus-G, and
all relationships.

pI'ofe:'~sional

in

Desirable ethical standards require cordial relations between
)u)il, home anc1 school.

13eCGller and

Th3 conduct of -:::;h8 teacher sho1).l,:t o0n:t'orEIl to the acce:pted
lJa-ij terns of behavior of the most whole some mer:lbers of' t.he 00l11f'1.lmi ty.
-~,e,~, cher

The
thru

s-l~,udy,

sno1J.=!.d stri VB t.o improve ed.u.c2,',jional practice
tr8vel, 2nd expeI'imentation.

Unfnvoreble C1"i ti018111 of as.'3ociat.es should be avoided except
i,']hen Tilade to !?I'oper officials.
Testimonials rE<Z8rding the
confid.ential.

-~Jeacher

should.

lJ8

truthful and

Membership and 8ctiv8 participation in local, state, and
national professional Bssociatio~8 are expected.

The tS8char should avoid
mate~ials

ind~rsen~nt

of all educational

for personal gain.

C~reat
bcrc,;;Jee~'1

care Sh0l2ld be taken by the -teacher -LiO 8void interference
other -i-,sachers and pupils.

11'8ir sA.Lary schedules should be sou:?;ht and. l.Jhen es-c;ablished
carefully mJhel'l by all )T'ofes'3ioY12.1s.
ho -Gsacher should

knowin~;:Jy

lUlderbLJ

A

rival for

f'1

')08i tion.

No teach3r should acce.:'Tll cOIi.Tpen.sation for he19ing .'3J.1o·Gher
t88. cJ.1er ·to get e })a8~i~,~ion ,or a :?l""tomo-~ion,.
Honorable COY1-'.,r·'c' cts linen sir;ne(1
JillTG LJ.el

s~ould be res)8c-'Ged 'by both
cons9nt.

Official busine2,8 sJr.!J)iIlcJ. be -G:-::'3Ds8c-teo. only thI'U proPeJI'ly

iesignated officials.
The rnS~JOllSibili
welfare of ihe schools Tests upon each

~eacher.
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Appendix B ContJd
I~THICS

FOR 'TEACIERS

Professional groirrtjh should be stiiumlated thru sCLli-table
1.'8cogni-Gion F.J.i:1d promotion irlithin "Ghe ranks.
Une-bi.lic.dl l)~cac-:':Iices should
national C"JIJli,·_l8dl0l1G <2111 6t.hics.

repOI'-Ceo. -1:.0 local, st.ate, or

l)8

The term. "teacher" as used 118::'e, includ(=j8 all persons directly
engaged in educational work.
1
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